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Abstract

Self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems are a solution to reducing the operational

expenditures of complex information technology systems. However, emergent behavior is

inherently unpredictable, sacrificing the guarantee of efficiency for flexibility and scala-

bility. The addition of self-adaptation through an Efficiency Improvement Advisor (EIA)

provides the ability to increase efficiency with a minimal impact on flexibility. The accep-

tance of EIA-adapted emergent systems is limited by the unreliability of this efficiency

improvement. This thesis introduces the Risk-Aware Efficiency Improvement Advisor

(RA-EIA), which allows for the assessment and management of risk from proposed adap-

tations. Monte Carlo Simulation is used to assess and reduce the frequency of emergent

misbehavior, and Evolutionary Learning of Event Sequences is used to assess and reduce

the severity of the extent of emergent misbehavior. The evaluation of the RA-EIA, for

Pickup and Delivery Problems, demonstrates that the advised system can be trusted for

independent, reliable, and efficient long-term operation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today we are surrounded with a proliferation of complex information technology systems

that are necessarily decentralized, allocating processing power to their many individual

components. Naturally, an increase in cost to operate and manage these systems has ac-

companied this increase in complexity. It has become highly desirable for companies to

find ways of reducing the total cost of ownership, more specifically the operating expen-

ditures of such systems [Mur04, Kep05]. Self-managing systems, such as self-organizing

and self-adapting systems, have been developed in order to address these operational

expenses.

In self-organizing systems the individual components of the system are given a level

of autonomous decision making. These systems are characterized with what are known

as the self-* properties: self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-healing, and self-protecting

[Hor01]. The ultimate design goal is that the behavior emerging from the local inter-

actions of these autonomous components is a solution to the global problem [KC03].

Multi-agent systems have shown themselves to be an innate solution to creating self-

organizing systems [DWH05].

From natural self-organizing system paradigms, coordination methods have been ex-

tracted and adapted to similar information technology problems, as accomplished with

Digital Infochemical Coordination (DIC) in [Kas10]. Every circumstance that suits a

natural paradigm to its original use is not always true in its information technology

counterpart. For example, in a biological system movement costs may be relatively cheap

while in the industrial counterpart movement of components may be expensive. For many

industrial applications it is therefore desirable to ensure a certain level of performance

efficiency.

The difficulty of promoting performance efficiency in self-organizing emergent multi-

agent systems has been explored under the topic of self-adaptation. In general self-
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adaptive systems assess the environment and adjust their behavior for better performance

[CGI+09, WG10]. The addition of a special consultation agent, called the EIA, to a self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system has been shown to assist the self-adaptation of

the other agents in the system [Ste08, Ste10]. The EIA provides nonintrusive advice in

the form of rules designed to improve the collective efficiency of a transport system with

minimal impact to flexibility. The ability to derive this advice is based on the assumption

that the problem contains recurring characteristics. However, the existing complexity of

the underlying self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is consequently multiplied by

the addition of the EIA and the variety of adaptations it may apply.

Although many forms of reliability concerns can be addressed through the self-*

properties of self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems, the more elusive problem is

the risk of emergent misbehavior [Mog06]. Even a small change in the behavior of a single

agent of a self-organizing system can lead to unpredictable and drastic changes in the

emergent behavior of the complete system [Bon02]. This difficulty is only increased by

the further uncertainties caused by the addition of EIA-proposed self-adaptations. Self-

adaptation can increase performance efficiency, but also introduces the risk of emergent

misbehavior if not properly managed. It is necessary to address the risk of emergent

misbehavior in order to guarantee the performance reliability of a self-adapting self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system.

Another consideration is the exploitation of the advised system by a malicious adver-

sary. Consider, for example, a logistics company which is expected to go up for sale in

the near future. The time and cost of determining how to temporarily exploit the EIA-

proposed self-adaptations may be an acceptable investment based on the expectation

that the resulting drop in share price, given the exposure of the system, may represent

considerable savings during the bidding process. Exploitation represents an important

risk that must be necessarily assessed and managed for many applications.

The research of this thesis can be summarized as enabling the design of reliable and

efficient self-managing systems that can be used with confidence to perform within a

chosen reference. The previous work of creating self-adapting self-organizing emergent
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multi-agent systems to tackle the difficult problem of intelligently managing system com-

plexity is incomplete without the assurance that when such systems are employed that

their performance is reliable. The remaining problem for practical applications of these

systems is the assessment and reduction of the frequency and severity of emergent mis-

behavior during operation.

This thesis describes the RA-EIA, which tackles the problem of quantitatively assess-

ing and managing the performance efficiency risks of self-organizing emergent multi-agent

systems and the risks introduced by allowing automated self-adaptation. This thesis con-

sists of two primary contributions that extend the capabilities of the EIA to form the

RA-EIA. First, Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is utilized to assess the frequency of

emergent misbehavior under a set of proposed adaptations. Second, Evolutionary Learn-

ing of Event Sequences (ELES) allows the severity of the extent of emergent misbehavior

under a proposed set of adaptations to be assessed. These assessments are then utilized

to determine a set of risk-averse adaptations with which to advise the self-organizing

agents.

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed RA-EIA and illustrate its usage, we apply

it to a concrete problem. The chosen concrete problem of Pickup and Delivery Problems

(PDP) consists of the logistics of serving the delivery demands of a set of customers using

a limited set of transportation agents and the existing environment [TV02]. The reduc-

tion of the operation expenditures of such logistical problems is a high priority for many

companies [IBM08]. Additionally, the inefficient routing of vehicles is responsible for ex-

cessive energy consumption and associated environmental costs. More efficient solutions

are therefore valuable to both those employing the system and society as a whole. Solv-

ing significantly sized PDP using conventional methods is impossible, especially given the

dynamic nature of many of their occurrences [BCGL07]. This has led to these problems

being well-suited to the application of self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent

systems. Despite the success of this area overcoming many of the limitations of conven-

tional systems, the uncertainty and inability to guarantee reliability, due to the risks of

emergent misbehavior when employing such a system, prevents them from being applied
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in practice.

The structure of this thesis is as follows: First, Chapter 2 provides the basic tech-

nical concepts and definitions of the relevant subject areas required to understand the

developments of this thesis. Next, in Chapter 3 the research areas related to this thesis

and the state-of-the-art in them will be examined. Chapter 4 introduces the EIA, the

self-adaptation component that will be improved in this thesis. The process of ELES

is described in Chapter 5. An abstract definition of the RA-EIA component for a self-

adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is described in Chapter 6. Chapter

7 instantiates the previous abstract definition for PDP as solved using the DIC instan-

tiation of Pollination-Inspired Coordination (PIC). In Chapter 8 the results of empirical

evaluations of the instantiated system are discussed. These results include an examina-

tion of the system’s ability to assess and manage both the expected frequency and the

extent of the severity of risk from proposed adaptations. Lastly, Chapter 9 concludes on

the accomplished work and gives an outlook on the possibilities of future work.
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Chapter 2

Basic Concepts and Definitions

To understand the challenges and purpose of the risk assessment and management de-

velopments for self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems in this thesis,

it is first necessary to define the foundational concepts and definitions of the relevant

subject areas. First, the concepts and definitions of self-adapting self-organizing emer-

gent multi-agent systems will be described in Section 2.1. The benefits and associated

risks of self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems that require the ap-

plication of risk assessment and management will be highlighted in this section. This

is followed by the terminology of Dynamic Task Fulfillment (DTF) in Section 2.2, the

abstract problem class the previous systems are designed for. PDP, the specific subclass

of DTF used in the experimental instantiation, are introduced in Section 2.3. Section

2.4 then describes DIC, the abstract coordination mechanism used in the experimental

instantiation of a base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. Section 2.5 explores

the general concepts of risk assessment and management. Finally, Sections 2.6 and 2.7

explain the definitions of GAs and MCS respectively, which are used to accomplish risk

assessment and management in this thesis.

2.1 Self-Adapting Self-Organizing Emergent Multi-Agent Systems

Self-adapting self-organizing emergent systems can be developed using many different

methods. Multi-agent systems, in particular, have demonstrated applicability to a wide

range of self-adapting self-organizing emergent system applications. To begin, in Section

2.1.1, multi-agent systems will be introduced. Self-management, via self-organization and

self-adaptation, is a developing field that attempts to tackle the costs and difficulties of

designing, managing, and operating increasingly complex multi-agent systems. Section

2.1.2, will define the concept of self-management, including self-organization and self-
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adaptation. Lastly, Section 2.1.3 describes emergent behavior, which is both the primary

advantage and an important source of risk for self-organizing emergent multi-agent sys-

tems. Self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems have the capability to

provide self-managing solutions to complex problems, which emphasizes the importance

of achieving proper risk assessment and management so that these systems are reliable

and trustworthy for business critical applications.

2.1.1 Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are composed of multiple interacting computing elements,

called agents, which generally exhibit the characteristics of autonomy, localized view,

decentralized control, and decentralized data [JSW98].

A general but concise definition of an agent is as follows:

Definition 2.1.1. (Agent)

An agent Ag is a quadruple (Sit, Act,Dat, fAg) where

• Sit is a set of situations an agent can be in.

• Act is the set of actions an agent can perform.

• Dat is the set of possible values that an agent’s internal data areas can have.

• fAg : Sit×Dat→ Act is the decision function an agent uses in order to determine

its next action.

A general definition of a multi-agent system is then:

Definition 2.1.2. (Multi-agent system)

A multi-agent system MAS is defined as a pair (A,Env) where

• A is a set of agents {Ag1, . . . , Agm}.

• Env is a set of the possible environment states.

The relationship between the agents, multi-agent system, and environment is depicted

in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Components of a Multi-Agent System

This definition does not contain a statement of the coordination mechanism of the

system, the communication method of the agents, or the scope of each agent’s view of

the environment. Each of these emerges from the combined definitions of the agents. An

agent’s communication is defined based on its decision function choosing a communication

action based on the agent’s current situation and data. Similarly, the multi-agent system’s

coordination is embedded within the agents’ definitions. The scope of an agent’s view is

defined by the properties of the elements that make up Sit. It is important to note that

elements of Sit do not have to represent accurate or complete views of Env and may be

both inaccurate and limited local views.

From agent theory comes a spectrum used to characterize the architecture of agents

[WJ95]. This spectrum places at opposing ends of the spectrum deliberative agents and

reactive agents. The former are agents which deliberate a plan of action through reasoning

and planning based on their knowledge of themselves and environment. An example

of deliberative agents are BDI (Belief/Desire/Intention) agents [RG95]. The latter are

reactive agents who utilize a strict stimulus/response manner through monitoring the

environment situation and choosing an appropriate action. An example of reactive agents

is found in subsumption architecture [Bro86]. This tendency towards reactivity allows for

a quick selection of actions which enables rapid responses to quickly changing dynamic

problems. The middle of this spectrum is occupied by hybrid agents who exhibit both

reactive and deliberative properties.

Multi-agent systems are not limited to homogeneous agents and often agents from

opposing ends of the spectrum can be combined, allowing reactive agents and deliberative

agents to work together on areas suited to their strengths. The self-managing agent

architecture for the self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system considered
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in this thesis consists primarily of reactive agents that self-organize via DIC. These agents

have many similarities to what are known as situated agents [WH04], in that the agents

exist within some explicit spatial structure with a defined location. The self-managing

system also contains a deliberative agent called the EIA, described in Chapter 4, for

self-adaptation.

2.1.2 Self-Management

The vision of self-management is “to free system administrators from the details of sys-

tem operation” [KC03]. Self-managing multi-agent systems are often termed autonomous

systems and self-management referred to as autonomicity. An autonomous system can

achieve its goals without human intervention [THRR06], while autonomicity implies

taking responsibility for performance and successful achievement of goals. Autonomic-

ity can also be considered specifically the autonomy to manage the system [SGHO06].

Wooldridge and Jennings defined an autonomous agent as “capable of autonomous ac-

tion in this environment in order to meet its design objectives” [Woo09]. Our abstract

approach, described in Chapter 6 of this thesis, is to take a self-managing system, de-

signed with autonomy for operation and autonomicity for efficiency, and improve the

autonomicity by enabling risk assessment and management.

The objective of a self-managing system is to achieve the desirable self-* properties

that include: self-configuration to adjust to unpredictable conditions, self-optimization

to adjust for better performance, self-healing to adjust to prevent failures, and self-

protection to adjust for security [Hor01]. The attributes of the system that enable these

objectives are depicted in Figure 2.2 : self-aware to understand itself, self-situated to un-

derstand its environment, self-monitoring to perceive the previous two, and self-adjusting

to change according to those perceptions.
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Figure 2.2: Self-Management Properties Tree

There are two differing approaches to achieving self-management: exogenous self-

management, a top-down approach utilizing a control loop that monitors and adjusts

the system based on high-level objectives specified by humans, and endogenous self-

management, a bottom-up approach where systems are composed of a large number

of locally interacting elements which individually adapt their structure or behavior to

changing requirements [WHVE+08]. Exogenous self-management (i.e. autonomicity)

closely corresponds to self-adaptation and endogenous self-management (i.e. autonomy)

closely corresponds to self-organization [JBL06]. Self-management is a vision for devel-

oping computer systems with autonomy and autonomicity to conquer increasing system

complexity and reduce total cost of ownership by limiting operational expenditures.

Self-Adaptation

One of the more recent definitions of self-adapting multi-agent systems is: “self-adaptive

systems can configure and reconfigure themselves, augment their functionality, continu-

ally optimize themselves, protect themselves, and recover themselves, while keeping most

of their complexity hidden from the user and administrator” [CGI+09]. There are two

main approaches taken to achieve self-adaptation: parameter adaptation, by modify-

ing program variables, and compositional adaptation, adding new algorithms and ele-
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ments. Additionally, McKinley et al. propose three main pieces needed to construct

self-adaptive systems: separation of functional and management behavior, introspection

(i.e. self-aware, self-situated) enabling intercession of behavior (i.e. self-monitoring, self-

adjusting), and component-based design [MSKC04].

It is generally accepted that separating the mechanism of adaptation from the appli-

cation is essential to self-adaptation [GCH+04]. An area that deals with assessing and

influencing the output of dynamic systems similar to self-management via self-adaptation

is control theory [Bur01, Oga09], which will be discussed in the related work of Section

3.1. Exogenous self-management supports the closed loop control system paradigm as

depicted in Figure 2.3. In a closed loop control system, the system behavior is monitored

and analyzed by an entity outside the system. This controller is responsible for deter-

mining when a system’s behavior is outside the reference parameters and adapting the

system.

Figure 2.3: Self-Adapting Control Loop

Self-Organization

Self-organization (i.e. endogenous self-management) is motivated by providing distributed

systems self-managing capabilities [JBL06]. Sometimes bottom-up self-organized dis-

tributed systems are known as Decentralized Autonomic Computing systems [DWH07].

Unlike self-adaptation, there exists no commonly accepted definition of self-organization.

For example differing definitions in computer science definitions can be found in [PB01,

WSDG01, HG03, GH03, DWH05, SGK05, MMTZ06, CMMS+07]. Self-organization ap-

pears in many places in the natural world. Three examples of this include stigmergy

[Gra59], decrease of entropy [GP71], and autopoesis [Var79]. Other collective behav-

iors of animals referred to as being self-organizing are flocks of birds and schools of fish

[CDF+01]. Such self-organizing behavior is commonly also referred to as swarm intelli-
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gence [GGT07].

Di Marzo Serugendo et al. describes self-organization as a “process where a system

changes its internal organization to adapt to changes in its goals and the environment

without explicit control” [SGK05]. Self-organizing systems are usually designed around

exploiting the benefits of emergence as it allows for individual components to be designed

without complete knowledge of the system.

2.1.3 Emergent Behavior

Emergence refers to how the interacting elements of a system demonstrate new charac-

teristics as a whole than could be attributed to an individual element. This phenomenon

is commonly phrased as “the whole is more than the sum of its parts” [Hol98]. Observed

emergent behavior may be classified into three general categories: desired emergent be-

havior, undesired emergent behavior (emergent misbehavior), and insignificant emergent

behavior. An example of desired emergence can be found in movement of schools of fish

to outmaneuver a predator [CDF+01]. An example of emergent misbehavior can be found

in the closure of the Millennium Footbridge after failing to anticipate the emergence of

structural resonance [DFB+01]. Another commonly experienced form of emergent mis-

behavior is traffic jams.

A good characterization of emergent behavior is done by Alex Ryan who defines it

as being dependent on the scope of consideration [Rya07]. Scope, in this case, is a con-

sideration of how many elements of the system are observed. Different system elements

can form micro-states (micro-level) or macro-states (macro-level), where a macro-state

is a combination of micro-states (see Figure 2.4). The main difference between the two

is their level of scope. If a behavior cannot be observed in the individual micro-states

forming the macro-state it was observed in, then that behavior is considered emergent.
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Figure 2.4: Micro-level, Macro-level, and Emergence

The desire for complex systems in the future is to improve scalability by replacing

complicated centrally-controlled systems with distributed simple components that are

highly scalable. Due to the simplicity of these components and their distributed na-

ture, system behavior cannot be controlled directly. Resultantly, it is necessary that

the coherent behavior of the combined interaction of the components, i.e. its emergent

behavior, should form the system’s actions. It is generally not possible to impose this

coherent global behavior by strictly defining it in a top-down manner. It is necessary

to design from the bottom-up to produce the desired behavior through self-organization

and emergence.

The combined definitions of self-adaptation, self-organization, and emergence allow

for a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system to be defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.3. (Self-Adapting Self-Organizing Emergent Multi-Agent Sys-

tem)

A self-organizing emergent system dynamically acquires or maintains a structure with-

out external control. Local (inter)actions of agents at the micro-level result in emergence

at the macro-level of multi-agent system behaviors that are novel with respect to the

agents and either desirable or undesirable with respect to the multi-agent system. Self-

adaption allows reconfiguration for augmented functionality, optimization, protection,

and recovery, while keeping complexity hidden from an observer.

Self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems have many highly desir-
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able properties. However, this is accompanied with the difficulty of assessing and manag-

ing the risks that a change to an agent can have on the emergent behavior of the multi-

agent system. Given that multi-agent system behavior cannot be strictly determined

from the structure and definition of the individual agent, some method of predicting

or simulating the changes in emergent behavior resulting from an adaptation must be

implemented. The risk assessment and management, described abstractly in Chapter 6

and instantiated in Chapter 7, utilizes such predictive performance evaluation methods

to assess the risks associated with adaptations for a self-organizing emergent multi-agent

system in order to manage the eventual adaptations allowed.

2.2 Dynamic Task Fulfillment (DTF)

To properly understand and examine self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent

systems and develop suitable risk assessment and management methods, it is necessary

to define the class of problems they solve for the purposes of this thesis. Many ap-

plications of self-managing systems are dynamic distributed problems where traditional

central coordination represents an unwieldy, expensive, or ultimately impractical solu-

tion. Dynamic Task Fulfillment (DTF) problems represent one of these general classes

of problems. In dynamic problems the main challenge is their unpredictable nature. The

system generally begins to solve revealed portions of an instance of a problem before

the remaining parts are known. A self-managing system designed to solve such a dy-

namic problem may use self-organization, to enable flexible autonomous responses, and

self-adaptation, to maintain a desired reference of performance.

For many self-managing systems, especially considering the desire for continued execu-

tion without monitoring, a system will have to solve multiple dynamic problem instances

over a period of time. These multiple dynamic problem instances can be represented by

a run sequence, and a single dynamic problem as a run instance within it. For example,

one may consider a run instance to be a day and a run sequences to represent a week,

month, or year.
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Definition 2.2.1. (Run sequence)

A run sequence rs of k run instances is (ri1, ri2, . . . , rik).

A run instance is a sequence of dynamic events the system encounters during an

interval Time of execution.

Definition 2.2.2. (Run instance)

A run instance ri is a sequence task-time event pairs (ev1, ev2, . . . , evm) where

• evi are sorted by ti ∈ Time.

An event ev is the occurrence of a task for the multi-agent system.

Definition 2.2.3. (Event)

An event ev is a task-time pair (ta, tavailta ) where

• ta ∈ T is a task.

• tavailta ∈ Time is the point at which task ta becomes available to be solved.

A DTF problem is formed by selecting a subset of tasks out of the set of possible

tasks T which the multi-agent system will encounter within the time interval Time. A

task denotes the smallest complete unit of work in the problem.

Definition 2.2.4. (Task)

A task ta ∈ T is a pair (Prop,
[
tstart, tend

]
) where

• Prop represents the properties of the task ta based on the particular application.

•
[
tstart, tend

]
is the interval in Time in which the task ta must be completed.

Prop is heavily dependent on the particular DTF problem for which the system is

designed to solve. Examples of the type of information expected in Prop include the

type of task, location of occurrence, and possible information on the costs or benefits of

the task. A task, if required, can naturally be created so that it is able to be completed

at any point during Time. In a dynamic problem there exists at least two tasks with

different times of appearance in the system.
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A solution for one particular run instance consists of several assignments of events to

agents.

Definition 2.2.5. (Assignment)

An assignment of an event evi to an agent Agj is defined as a triple (evi, Agj, tk), where

the event evi will be started by Agj ∈ A at the point in time tk ∈ Time.

The set of all possible assignments is denoted as Assign. Note that completing an

event evi may require a sequence of actions by an agentAgj. Depending on the application

domain and system, not every agent may be able to perform every type of task found

in an event. From the definition of assignment, we now can define a solution for a run

instance.

Definition 2.2.6. (Solution)

A solution sol generated by a set of agents A for a particular run instance ri that consists

of several events (ev1, ev2, ..., evm) is defined as (as1, as2, . . . , asm) where asi ∈ Assign

corresponds to evi ∈ ri.

The set of all possible solutions is denoted as Sol. The system’s actual solution to a

particular run instance is known as the emergent solution.

Definition 2.2.7. (Emergent solution)

An emergent solution solemg generated by a set of agents for a particular run instance is

the emergent assignments (asemg,1, asemg,2, . . . , asemg,m) produced by the system’s actual

response to the run instance ri.

A solution is generally considered to be of a certain quality, e.g. costs, time, used

resources, etc., which is dependent on the particular problem of an application domain

as well as on the agents solving the problem. For example, this thesis will use a solution

quality metric of the total distance traveled by the agents to complete a run instance

problem.

Definition 2.2.8. (Solution quality)

The quality qual of a solution sol ∈ Sol is defined as a function qual : Sol → R.
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Given a solution quality measure it is possible to define the optimal solution to a run

instance. For example, a solution that minimizes the distance traveled by the agents.

Definition 2.2.9. (Optimal solution)

An optimal solution solopt for a set of agents for a particular run instance is the optimal

assignments (asopt,1, asopt,2, . . . , asopt,m) that produce the optimal solution quality for the

run instance ri.

For our purposes the agents that solve a run instance will behave according to a self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system coordination mechanism. Together, the emer-

gent behaviors of the agents generate the multi-agent system solution to the DTF prob-

lem.

2.3 Pickup and Delivery Problems (PDP)

To evaluate our instantiation of a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent sys-

tem for DTF we require a more concrete subclass of DTF, such as Pickup and Delivery

Problems (PDP). PDP are sometimes also referred to as Transport on Demand problems

[JFLPS07], which are a generalization of Vehicle Routing Problems [TV02, GRW08], that

are a known generalization of the Traveling Salesman Problem. Therefore, PDP are in

general Nondeterministic Polynomially hard (NP-hard) [GJ79]. PDP are the service of

transportation requests (events) during a period of time by a set of vehicles (agents),

which are located in one or more depots. These vehicles may move along a graph net-

work to complete this problem. A solution requires that a set of routes is determined

for each vehicle, such that all the transportation requests are fulfilled, all the operational

constraints are satisfied, and one or more global optimization objectives are reached

[TV02]. PDP are a computationally hard and unavoidable problem that faces any com-

pany involved in logistical movements. There is a continual pursuit by such companies

for potential methods to reduce the operational expenditures required while maintaining

flexible and efficient solutions.

In this thesis we are concerned with dynamic PDP consisting of PDP transportation
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requests to move full-truck loads between stations S using multiple vehicles V . In full-

truck-load problems only a single transportation request may be completed by a vehicle

at a time as there is only capacity to store one load. In multi-vehicle-problems more

than one vehicle may act to complete transportation requests. In dynamic problems

(see [Psa88, GP98, BCL10]), some relevant information is dynamic or is only available

within a limited time frame prior to the starting of a transportation request. If future

requests will continue to become available, then the length of a dynamic problem may

be infinite. A transportation task is specified as: a load size, a pickup location, and a

delivery location. A load may not be transferred between vehicles between its pickup

and delivery locations. Each transportation request specifies a pairing of a pickup and

delivery location and there is a single central vehicle depot.

The set of stations consists of both pickup stations PS ⊆ S and delivery stations

DS ⊆ S such that S = PS ∪DS. The set S0 = S ∪ 0 additionally includes the depot.

A vehicle v ∈ V is characterized at least by its initial location, which is usually the

depot, and its capacity cap (which is a maximum load size, in our case a single PDP

transportation request). These PDP transportation requests take place within a PDP

environment.

Definition 2.3.1. (PDP environment)

An PDP environment EnvPDP is a graph (L,C) where

• L is a set of discrete locations {l1, ..., ln} .

• C is a set of direct connections between locations, C ⊆ {(li, lj)|li, lj ∈ L∧i 6= j}.

For the purpose of this thesis, EnvPDP is a directed graph. di,j is the Euclidean

distance from location i to location j.

In this thesis, a pickup and delivery problem is defined as follows:

Definition 2.3.2. (Pickup and delivery problem)

A pickup and delivery problem is a quadruple (EnvPDP , S0, R, V ) where

• EnvPDP is the PDP environment.
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• S0 ⊆ L is the set of pickup and delivery stations including a depot.

• R is the set of PDP transportation requests (a run instance).

• V is the set of vehicles.

A pickup and delivery problem is made up of PDP transportation requests R which

are defined as follows:

Definition 2.3.3. (PDP transportation request)

A PDP transportation request evPDP is a task-time event pair (taPDP , tavailtaPDP ) where

taPDP = (ProptaPDP , [tstarttaPDP , t
end
taPDP ]) and ProptaPDP = (ps, ds, ls)

• ps ∈ PS is a pickup station.

• ds ∈ DS is a delivery station.

• ls is the load size.

• tavailtaPDP ∈ Time is the time at which the PDP transportation request becomes avail-

able to be solved.

A PDP solution (see Definition 2.2.6) to a pickup and delivery problem then consists of

assignments (see Definition 2.2.5) of the vehicles in V to all PDP transportation requests

in R such that: every vehicle starts a route at the depot and returns to the depot at

the end, every vehicle’s capacity is not exceeded throughout its tour, a pickup and its

associated delivery are served by the same vehicle, a pickup is always made before its

associated delivery, and any additional objectives are fulfilled.

The additional objectives of the system providing the PDP solution are often based

on costs related to the systems operation. For example, often the total travel cost, time,

and/or distance is minimized. The deployment of a self-managing system to solve such

PDP requires the consideration of minimizing operational costs involved in producing a

solution. Additionally, it is desirable that the system is reliable and may be trusted to

perform within a required reference of performance efficiency.
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2.4 Digital Infochemical Coordination (DIC)

To instantiate a self-organizing emergent multi-agent system we required a coordination

method for a multi-agent system for DTF/PDP. In this section, we describe the general

principles behind communication and coordination through Digital Infochemical Coor-

dination (DIC). The DIC mechanism allows for the design of an adaptable and efficient

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system solution [KBD08, KDB08, KBD09, KDB09,

Kas10].

A (digital) infochemical is defined as “a chemical that, in the natural context, con-

veys information in an interaction between two individuals, evoking in the receiver a

behavioral or physiological response that is adaptive to either one of the interactants or

to both” [DS88]. The biological inspiration for infochemicals are semiochemicals, which

are divided into two major categories: pheromones, for intra-specific interactions, and

alleochemicals, for inter-specific interactions. Alleochemicals are further subdivided into

three subcategories: allomones, kairomones, and synomones. A distinction between these

subcategories is made, whether the emitting organism (allomones), the receiving organ-

ism (kairomones), or both organisms (synomones) benefit in the interactions. Digital

infochemicals are similarly subdivided, however pheromones are additionally subdivided

into (+,−), (−,+), and (+,+) pheromones, see Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Classification of Infochemicals

In the infochemical-based coordination model, infochemical agents interact indirectly
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by means of infochemicals.

Definition 2.4.1. (Infochemical)

An infochemical ι is a tuple (γ, γthresh, δ, ε, φ) where

• γ ∈ R is the concentration of the infochemical.

• γthresh ∈ R is the threshold concentration of the infochemical.

• δ ∈ R is the diffusion coefficient of the infochemical.

• ε is the emitter of the infochemical.

• φ is the information encapsulated by the infochemical.

If the concentration of an infochemical falls below the threshold, γ < γthresh, it will

not be propagated and removed from system. δ reflects the chemical diffusion coefficient

that allows for a very fine-tuned propagation radius and evaporation time.

Definition 2.4.2. (Infochemical agent)

An infochemical agent Aginf is a tuple (Sit,Datinf , Actinf , fAginf , θ, emr) where

• Datinf is the extension of the data Dat with infochemical information.

• Actinf is the extension of the actions Act with infochemical actions.

– emit creates an infochemical in current location.

– perceive observes all infochemicals at current location.

• fAginf is the extension of the decision function fAg for processing infochemicals.

• θ is the type of the infochemical agent.

• emr is emission rate of infochemicals by the infochemical agent.

In this coordination model, space is finite as well as discrete and time is infinite

as well as discrete. The coordination media in DIC is represented by an infochemical

environment Envinf that provides infochemical agents with an active media where they

may share information.
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Definition 2.4.3. (Infochemical environment)

An infochemical environment Envinf is a pair (L,C) where

• L is a set of discrete locations {l1, ..., ln}.

• C is a set of direct connections between locations, C ⊆ {(li, lj)|li, lj ∈ L∧i 6= j}.

The infochemical environment introduces a spatial structure for the multi-agent sys-

tem in which the infochemical agents may emit and perceive digital infochemicals at

discrete locations. The action emit, performed by an infochemical agent, emits an info-

chemical at the current location of the infochemical agent into the infochemical environ-

ment. The action perceive, performed by an infochemical agent, provides a view of all

infochemicals stored at the current location of the infochemical agent in the infochemical

environment.

The propagation of an infochemical ι in the infochemical environment, between two

locations in L, occurs based on a propagation function. This function has to consider

infochemical ι’s current concentration γ, its threshold concentration γthresh, and its dif-

fusion coefficient δ. The factor by which the concentration changes due to propagation

between two locations depends on the used coordination mechanism. Infochemical ι is

only stored at a neighboring location, if its concentration is still above its threshold con-

centration, γ ≥ γthresh. An evaporation function defines the evaporation of infochemical

ι stored at a location in L. The evaporation function has to consider γ, γthresh, and δ.

Coordination is achieved in the multi-agent system through infochemicals, and a so-

lution to a DTF problem is the result of the combined emergent behavior of the complete

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. This self-organizing coordination method

is scalable and flexible, however due to the limited local view of the reactive infochemical

agents, emergent solution efficiency is reduced. The addition of a self-adapting deliber-

ative agent, such as the EIA (see Chapter 4), can improve efficiency. However, for the

resulting self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system to be trustworthy and

reliable, the risks of the self-organizing emergent behavior and self-adaptation must be

assessed and managed.
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2.5 Risk Assessment and Management

This thesis develops risk assessment and management in regards to self-adapting self-

organizing emergent multi-agent systems. Risk, in the simplest sense, exists in any

situation where there is uncertainty in its outcome. If an outcome is guaranteed based

on a certain situation, then there is no risk involved. A risky situation can be considered

a nondeterministic finite state machine, in which from a given state (situation), an input

symbol (risky choice) may reach multiple future states (gain/loss outcomes), see Figure

2.6. An even better representation is a probabilistic automaton, in which each combina-

tion of state and input symbol (situation and risky choice) has an associated probability

of which future state (gain/loss outcome) will be reached.

Figure 2.6: Risky Choice

However, this is where the similarity ends, we are not strictly interested in the series of

symbols (risky choices), but also interested in the states (gain/loss outcomes) themselves.

The key reason for this is that there is an associated valuation of states. This valuation

is that a risky choice in a particular situation now has the chance ending up in outcomes

with different relative values. The risk taken making a decision is associated with the

uncertainty of which of the future gain/loss outcomes will be reached. A determination of

which risky choice to take requires a relative comparison between the gain/loss outcomes

of the different choices.

Risk is associated with cost and therefore value. Value can represent qualitative

measures (reputation, respect, happiness, service etc.), but is generally considered quan-

titatively and more so considered in regard to money. Cost can be considered as a metric

of the differential in quantitative value as the result of a decision. Loss is therefore the

situation in which the differential in value is negative. The result of a decision with

greater risk represents the possibility of a greater negative differential in value.
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Risk is usually assessed in two manners: the variability around an expected loss of

multiple outcomes and the expected loss of a particular outcome.

Figure 2.7: General Risk Assessment Methods

The variability around an expected loss is the consideration of the varied valuations

of the gain/loss outcomes that may be reached by a certain risky choice. This variability

is a statistical distribution in which risk is associated with the uncertainty of where in

this distribution the outcome of a decision will fall. This is generally the consideration in

financial or investment management. Managers of an investment portfolio, for example,

may consider their portfolio in terms of the distribution of the possible loss or gain in a

period of a month. Value at Risk is an examination of the variability of this distribution

[Jor01]. More particularly, the manager will find the lower 5% of this distribution and the

associated monthly change in value. The manager will then consider this as the Value at

Risk of the portfolio in a month. More precisely, the manger will consider that there is a

5% chance that the portfolio will lose more than that value in a month (95% confidence

that the gain will exceed that value in a month).

Figure 2.8: Value at Risk (VaR) Example
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The expected loss of a particular outcome is a binary consideration in which a costly

(loss) outcome either occurs or does not. Risk is associated with the probability of and

the cost if the particular event happens. This consideration of risk is generally associated

with insurance and liability. For an insurer a high risk insurance policy is one in which

the combination of the probability of a situation and its associated cost represents high

loss. An insurance policy is developed on the basis of determining the desired coverage

(premium) and the likelihood of the loss outcome occurring in the future. The payment

(insurance rate) is determined at a value and interval such that the insurance company

has a reasonable expectation of making a profit. If the rarity of the event is sufficient,

then this rate is influenced by the chance of the event happening across a number of

policies, meaning the insurer may not make a profit off a single policy if it is paid out,

but given the likelihood that others will remain unclaimed they make an overall profit.

Simply put, the purpose of risk management is to minimize the cost of assessed risk.

The idea is to make decisions prior to the occurrence of outcomes that cause loss. This is

done by making decisions based on assessments that allow the prediction of the expected

loss. The catch-22 of risk management is that it comes with associated costs as well. The

costs of implementing risk management are only justifiable if they are likely to be offset

by expected gains resulting from its employment (gains here are relative to the reduction

of loss). Therefore implementing risk management can be considered a risk itself. There

is uncertainty if the implementation of risk management will actually be offset by an

associated reduction in losses to reach an overall gain.

General methods of risk management are: loss control, internal risk reduction, and

loss financing. Loss control, through loss prevention and loss reduction, is the attempt

to reduce the frequency and severity of losses. Loss prevention reduces the frequency

of events while loss reduction reduces the cost if events happen. Internal risk reduction

consists of the diversification of risky assets and investing in forecasting in order to

understand more accurately the current existing risks. Loss financing is the preparation,

such as insurance, in case a risky event occurs.

Chapter 6 of this thesis will provide a generalized method of achieving loss control by
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performing automated risk assessment and management for DTF. This method performs

internal risk reduction forecasting through MCS and an exploratory search Genetic Algo-

rithms (GA). Loss prevention is accomplished by using MCS in performance evaluations

to produce statistical distributions of the expected risks of proposed adaptations. Loss

reduction is achieved by using a GA to assess the extent to which the associated losses

of a proposed adaptation may reach.

2.6 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)

Monte Carlo essentially means the use of random numbers and was coined in reference

to the games of chance featured in Monte Carlo, Monaco [Met87]. Of practical interest

to this thesis is the use of Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) for assessing the relative risk

of proposed changes to a system. MCS is a combination of the Monte Carlo method with

computer simulation. In essence it is the supplementation of a deterministic simulation

process with stochastic variable input. In its simplest form a deterministic simulation

consists of a set of deterministic inputs xinput = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, a set of deterministic

outputs youtput = {y1, y2, . . . , ym}, and a model which can be thought of as a function

f(xinput) = youtput. A depiction of this can be seen in Figure 2.9. In a deterministic

model, a set of inputs xinputi will always produce the same output youtputi .

Figure 2.9: Deterministic Monte Carlo Simulation Model

In a stochastic model, you replace some, if not all, of the input variables with random

variables X input = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} where Xi replaces xi. These random variables are
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generally chosen with associated distributions in order to match a desired uncertainty

associated with an input, the distribution of possible values chosen for the input, or the

lack of knowledge of the exact characteristics of an input. For a given set of random

variables XInput, rather than having a single deterministic output, the output of the

stochastic model is a set of associated output variables Y output = {Y1, Y2, . . . , Ym} where

each Yi represents a set of measurements produced for yi. A depiction of a stochastic

model can be seen in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Stochastic Monte Carlo Simulation Model

MCS is a sampling Monte Carlo method. This means a set of inputs xinput is randomly

generated from the probability distributions of the set of random variables X input. This

selection is the same as taking a sample from the statistical population of the inputs.

These chosen inputs are then simulated by the model such that f(xinput) = youtput. A

single such simulation only produces a single measurement of youtput. In order to generate

a useful set of data, multiple samples must be taken and simulated in order to generate

Y output.

This iterative process of sampling and measurement takes place numerous times.

Often the exact number is dependent on the statistical characteristics desired in Y output

or a single Yi. Once this iteration is complete these statistical measures can be used to

make decisions on things such as the sensitivity, performance, or reliability of the system

being modeled. Even the accuracy of the model can be determined by examining if the
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output distributions are similar to those of the modeled system.

The process of MCS can be reduced to the sequence of steps:

1. Create a model f(xinput) = youtput.

2. Determine the random variables for the set of inputs X input.

3. Sample a set of inputs xinput from X input.

4. Simulate f(xinput) and store the youtput measurement in Y output.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for a number of iterations (either based on properties of

Y output, or simply a predetermined number of iterations).

6. Analyze Y output, particularly the statistical characteristics (histograms, confidence

intervals, means, standard deviations, quartiles, etc.).

Advantages of MCS include:

• MCS is rather simple to program and understand. The difficulty is not within

the algorithm itself, but only based on the ability to correctly define the input

and model. In fact, MCS can be completed within a spreadsheet application (e.g.

[Sch09]), if the model can be defined within the spreadsheets mathematical limita-

tions.

• As the size of the set of inputs X input, the source of uncertainty, grows so does

the usefulness of MCS over other methods of simulation. For some simple situa-

tions, analytical and numerical methods can outperform MCS, but as the degree

of freedom grows these methods can become intractable.

Of course there are associated disadvantages:

• Like any computer simulation model the accuracy of the model f is important to

ensure that the produced results are valid. Often this is determined by testing

the model on known sets of experimental data relating specific inputs xinput with
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specific outputs youtput. The difficulty remains that the more complex the model,

the less accurate the model is likely to be, given the increasingly large number of

interactions that must be correctly modeled. The most trustworthy models are

those that are a perfect reproduction of the physical/computational system.

• Determining a proper set of random variables X input from which to sample inputs

is a difficult task. The most trustworthy set is generally obtained as the result of

sampling the actual physical/computational system, the difficulty being that the

accuracy of the samples is dependent on this being done both accurately and a

statistically trustworthy number of times. Sometimes these variables are simple

enough that they can be modeled via uniform/normal/etc. distributions.

• Depending on the model chosen, the time taken to simulate a statistically significant

number of measurements and produce Y output can be rather long. For this reason

MCS usage was limited until the abilities of computational systems increased.

• The output consists of a set of measurements Y output. These measurements are of a

stochastic system. Statistical techniques must be applied in analyzing the results.

Summary statistics, such as the mean, will be accompanied with the statistical

notes that the produced number is given with associated error margins and a given

confidence. Failing to consider the statistical properties of the produced results can

invalidate conclusions based on the simulation.

To determine if a set Y i of measurements is sufficient for estimation of the mean of

the distribution of an output we will use the following statistical calculation to determine

the number of required measurements nreq (i.e. sample size) [NIS11].

nreq =
z2α · σ2

δ2

This measurement is based on a chosen level δ of absolute error, which indicates the

desired accuracy of the mean. Since we do not know the actual population standard

deviation σ, we will use the engineering estimate of range(Yi)/4 which will be calculated
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after minimum count nmin of measurements have been taken. This is the range rule of

thumb, in which the standard deviation is judged to be approximately one quarter of

the range. The z-score zα associated with the chosen confidence level α of this statistical

calculation determines how many measurements are required before the estimation of the

mean is trusted to be within the absolute error.

In general, the more accurate the model f and the set of inputs X input are, the more

trustworthy the produced set of measurements Y output will be. If the model can be re-

placed by the actual system that is being simulated and the inputs with measurements of

the actual inputs into the system, then in general the outputs are much more trustworthy.

The risk assessment and management methods developed in this thesis will make use

of MCS to assess the difference between sets of proposed adaptations. This is explained

further in Chapter 6, but simply summarized will consist of considering the system being

adapted as a model f and each set of proposed adaptations as a different model f rules.

The input will be the statistical distributions of future expected usage of the system. The

output from each of these models will be compared to determine which set of proposed

adaptations, if any, provide the largest potential benefits with the least accompanying

risk. This allows an automatic management decision to be made to choose which set of

proposed adaptations to advise.

2.7 Genetic Algorithms (GAs)

A Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a type of evolutionary algorithm based on the principles

of the biological evolution of a population of individuals. The possibilities of evolution,

given the encoding (DNA) of an individual, define the search space that a GA searches

within for the most fit individuals. Biological principles of the survival of the fittest,

natural selection, and the mutation and recombination of genetic information, are used

to explore this search space [Hol75, dJ75, HH98, Gol89]. GAs are an example of a search

technique that relinquishes the promise of finding the optimal, in exchange for finding a

rather good solution in a much more acceptable time period. This is unlike exact search

algorithms, which generally take an unacceptably long period of time for large NP-hard
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problems, but are guaranteed to find the optimal within a search space. Search algorithms

that make similar compromises include simulated annealing, tabu search, particle-swarm

optimization, and ant methods among other algorithms. Of practical interest to this

thesis are the use of a GA for exploring the extent of risk for proposed adaptations and

exploratory testing a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. The

related work in Section 3.4 introduces exploratory testing , while Chapter 5 describes the

exploratory testing via GAs method used in this thesis.

There are a selection of advantages to using GAs:

• GAs can explore the given search space landscape in multiple directions at once

and are not limited to a single path of exploration. This is accomplished via a

population of individuals that can diverge in exploration.

• GAs are useful when the fitness function landscape is complex with many local

optima that can easily trap algorithms such as hill-climbers. Population diversity

and other methods are generally capable of guiding a GA out of such local optima.

• Crossover distinguishes GAs from hill-climbers and simulated annealing by allow-

ing the sharing of evolutionary information between different individuals of the

population.

• GAs generally deal well with the “exploration vs. exploitation” problem of balanc-

ing the finding of new local optima with focusing on found local optima for the

global optimum [Hol98].

• GAs are applicable to multi-objective search problems, where consideration must

be made for the minimizing/maximizing of multiple interacting variables [HH98].

• The GA search process is generally only biased by the design of the fitness function.

However, GAs, like all search algorithms, are not immune to the introduction of

the algorithm designer’s preconceptions.

These advantages of course are accompanied with disadvantages that must be con-

sidered:
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• The primary difficulty in implementing a GA is the representation of the problem

and its search space. All valid solutions to the problem must be possible within the

defined search landscape. The search landscape representation should be robust in

that individual solutions are generally reachable from similar individuals without

separations of undefined space.

• The secondary difficulty is in creating fitness functions. Some problems have an

inherent fitness function, such as a simple performance measure of success. In gen-

eral the difficulty is in creating a function that adequately quantifies the separation

of individuals’ qualities. Gradations of improvement as an individual gets closer to

optima are important because the fitness function represents the guidance of the

search. If an individual very near to an optimum in the search space does not have

a fitness near to the optimum as well, then a GA can lack direction.

• Search control design and parameters, such as population size, rate of mutation,

and type/strength of selection, can change the performance and quality of produced

results.

• Some problems are better suited to other algorithms. There are problems that

are simple enough that a traditional analytical algorithm can find a solution in

less time and computational effort while guaranteeing the correct solution. It is

impractical to implement a GA to recreate something that is already achievable in

a more efficient manner.

The first step of successfully implementing a GA for search is to determine the rep-

resentation of an individual. In this case we are concerned with implementing GAs for

DTF.

From the definitions of a run sequence, run instance and event we can expand a DTF

problem of a run sequence to a more descriptive presentation:

rs = (ri1, . . . , rik) =

((ev1,1, . . . , ev1,m1),

. . . ,

(evk,1, . . . , evk,mk
))

=

(((ta1,1, t
avail
ta1,1

), . . . , (ta1,m1 , t
avail
ta1,m1

)),

. . . ,

((tak,1, t
avail
tak,1

), . . . , (tak,mk
, tavailtak,mk

)))
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Removing the brackets from consideration we can reduce this to a form more man-

ageable for an individual’s representation.(
ta1,1, t

avail
ta1,1

, . . . , ta1,m1 , t
avail
ta1,m1

, . . . , tak,1, t
avail
tak,1

, . . . , tak,mk
, tavailtak,mk

)
Definition 2.7.1. (Individual)

An individual indi is a sequence of tasks and associated times

indi = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap, tp)

where tai ∈ T and ti ∈ Time.

Now we can consider the set of all individuals as Indi ⊆ T ×Time× . . .×T ×Time.

The set of possible populations Pop is a subset from the power set of possible individuals

Pop ⊆ P(Indi). A population can either be limited to valid individuals, as indicated

by constraints, but may be open to invalid individuals. A single individual may be

considered a single solution to the search problem. The relationship between individuals

and a population can be seen in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Genetic Algorithm Individual/Population Relationship

The purpose of the GA is to find solutions/individuals that are the fittest possible

within the given domains and associated constraints of a validity. A fitness function is

required to enable this distinction and to introduce quantification of the fitness quality

of an individual. A GA is designed to consider either maximal or minimal values of this

function as the most fit. The choice of which is based on the application area.
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Definition 2.7.2. (Fitness function)

A fitness function fit is a function that quantifies the fitness of an individual

fit : Indi→ R

Given the above definitions we can now define the generic search definitions in terms

of a GA. First of all we can define a GA search model.

Definition 2.7.3. (GA search model)

A GA search model Mod is defined following the generic definition Mod = (Pop, Tran)

where

• Pop is the possible populations of the search.

• Tran ⊆ Pop×Pop is the transitions between populations with (popi, popj) ∈ Tran

being a transition from popi to popj.

Genetic operators are used to accomplish a transition between population states. In

general a genetic operator is a function that takes the current population and generates

an individual which becomes part of the subsequent population. Multiple uses of varied

operators create the complete subsequent population.

Definition 2.7.4. (Genetic operator)

A genetic operator GAOp is function

GAOp : Pop→ Indi

GAOp(pop) = indi

where

• A selection process selproc(pop) is used to choose some number of individuals from

pop which are altered and combined by a genetic operator to form a new individual

indi.
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Generally the selproc is biased towards selecting individuals that are the most fit. Most

methods are a variation of fitness proportionate selection where more fit individuals are

more likely to be selected, but there is no guarantee. Essentially they are a random

selection with weightings that are biased towards returning more fit individuals. Other

methods include, elitist selection, roulette-wheel selection, and rank selection.

We will describe an instantiation of the standard genetic operators for DTF. More

specifically, we will introduce the best operator, survival operator, mutation operator

and crossover operator.

Definition 2.7.5. (Best operator)

A best operator BestOp is a genetic operator that ensures that the most fit individual

remains in subsequent populations

BestOp() = indibest

where the individual indibest has the best fitness found so far by the GA. Note, this is a

form of “elite selection”.

Definition 2.7.6. (Survival operator)

A survival operator SurvOp is a genetic operator that ensures the most fit individuals

have chance at surviving into subsequent populations

SurvOp() = indisurv

where indisurv is a fit individual from the previous population selected using selproc to

survive into the next population.

Definition 2.7.7. (Mutation operator)

A mutation operator MutOp is a genetic operator

MutOp(indiparent) = indimutation

where a single parent individual indiparent = (ta1, t1, . . . , tai, ti, . . . , tap, tp) is selected by

selproc and a single tai ∈ T or ti ∈ Time is mutated to another ta′i ∈ T or t′i ∈ Time,

resulting in the mutated individual indimutation.
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A depiction of the mutation operator can be seen in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Genetic Algorithm Mutation Operator

Definition 2.7.8. (Crossover operator)

A crossover operator CrossOp is a genetic operator

CrossOp(indiparent1, indiparent2) = indicrossover

where two parent individuals indiparent1 = (ta1, t1, . . . , tap, tp) and

indiparent2 = (ta′1, t
′
1, . . . , ta

′
p, t
′
p) selected using selproc and a fair coin chooses either

tai ∈ T or ta′i ∈ T and either ti ∈ Time or t′i ∈ Time for each i, resulting in the child

individual indicrossover.

A depiction of the crossover operator can be seen in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Genetic Algorithm Crossover Operator

We have described how individuals are selected from a previous population by genetic

operators and are used to create new individuals for a subsequent population. This

process is under the direction of a search control that relies on the goal function to
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determine when the search is complete. The search control is generally given guidance

with parameters to indicate what percentage of individuals created for a new population

are created with each genetic operator. This percentage sometimes changes over the

period of a search to bias the selection of more useful genetic operators.

Definition 2.7.9. (Goal function)

A goal function Goal is a point at which the search ends.

Goal : Pop→ {yes, no}

Given that the search is generally unable to know if it has found the optimum, maxi-

mal/minimal fit individual, this limit is generally based on time, iterations, or properties

of the population.

If this goal function does not occur, then the values passed through the search pro-

cesses environment EnvGA may be used to terminate the GA.

Definition 2.7.10. (Search control)

A search control Cont is essentially the chosen method of selecting genetic operators and

selection process selproc according to the fitness function to transition the population

between states.

Cont : Pop× EnvGA → Pop

Cont(pop, e) = pop′

where

• EnvGA allows for environment values to be communicated to the GA, such as

termination signals or external search guidance from other processes.

• (pop, pop′) ∈ Tran is a transition between populations.

A GA search begins with an initial population that generally consists of a set of ran-

domly generated individuals. The search control advances the GA through a sequence of

populations, which is possibly infinite if the search is never terminated. Often the ulti-

mate solution to a GA is chosen by returning the individual with the maximal/minimal
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fitness from all the populations created during the search. Given the random nature of

the selection process selproc, and the initial random population, it is also common that

multiple searches will be completed from different initial random populations and the

combined results analyzed.

The above provides a formal definition of a GA for a generic DTF search space. This

definition does not cover all variations of methods for creating GAs nor does it apply to

all architectures of implementation. For example distributed GAs and hybrid GAs would

require varied definitions. However, it does define the GA process so that its operation

for the purposes of this thesis can be properly understood.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In order to properly judge the methods of this thesis, relative to past and contempo-

rary developments, the related research areas and the state-of-the-art in them will be

examined in this chapter. In terms of contemporary research terms, the risk assessment

and management developments of this thesis may be considered to be similar to control

theory, more precisely to fall within self-management through self-adaptation system de-

sign, which is explored in Section 3.1. In more traditional terms, risk assessment and

management is a form of computational reflection, which will be introduced in Section

3.2. In Section 3.3 other smaller research areas such as IT risk assessment and manage-

ment, performance evaluation, self-testing, and uses of MCS are explored. Information

on exploratory testing, which is performed in Chapter 5 through a GA and utilized to

assess risk in Chapter 6, is provided in Section 3.4. Finally, existing system architectures

for the instantiation problem class of PDP are summarized in Section 3.5.

3.1 Control Theory

Feedback control systems provide a generic mechanism for self-adaptation and occupy

an important role in current systems engineering. The most desirable asset of systems

with feedback control is that they are able to perform their assigned duties automatically.

The most abstract representation of a feedback control system consists of a controller

using an output reference and feedback sensor readings to determine manipulations of the

controlled system (see Figure 3.1). Even software engineering utilizes a form of feedback

control, for example the design phases in both the extended waterfall model and the

unified process are based on feedback.
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Figure 3.1: Feedback Control System

Engineering control theory is generally based on input parameter adaptation based

on the monitoring of system outputs. Modern control theory has seen the investigation

of optimal control of deterministic and stochastic systems [Kir04] and robust control

theory [Dor87]. Currently adaptive control is a popular field of control theory research

[AW94]. Adaptive control attempts to modify the control laws of the controller to cope

with slow changes of the uncertain or varying parameters of the system being controlled

[DH02]. Numerous approaches attempt to learn from past behavior to predict future

system states. For example, Model Predictive Control attempts to use a stochastic linear

model created from the system’s history to derive a control action [CB04]. Limited

Lookahead Control, based on a fixed stochastic model, is used in [AK06] to optimize the

forecast behavior of the basic system. However, these stochastic models are only designed

for static problems.

The adoption of feedback control loop concepts in computer science has been ad-

vantageous for the area of (exogenous) self-management systems, for example [KBE99,

HDPT04, DHP+05, CGI+09]. Feedback control loops in software systems typically in-

volve four key activities: collect, analyze, decide, and act (see Figure 3.2) [DDF+06,

BSG+09]. It is important to note that the feedback control loop represents a refine-

ment of the sense-plan-act approach to artificial intelligence research from the 1980s into

controlling autonomous mobile robots [RN02].
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Figure 3.2: Activities of a Feedback Control Loop

A foundation for exogenous self-management (self-adaptation) is provided by Shaw

who introduced a software organization paradigm based on process control loops with

an architecture that is dominated by feedback loops and their analysis [Sha95]. Another

top-down self-managing approach is the observer/controller (O/C) architecture from Or-

ganic Computing [RMB+06], which requires observation and control of the underlying

system at all times. Similarly, the MAS management-by-exception approach involves a

high-level agent taking total control over other agents [SLT08]. Additional approaches

to self-adaptive systems are found in [OGT+99, GS02, GCH+04, DvdHT02, KM07]. The

IBM architectural blueprint represents one of the best-known reference models for self-

adaptive (i.e. exogenous self-managing) systems [IBM06]. The autonomic manager re-

alizes an autonomic (feedback) control loop, sometimes also called Monitor, Analyze,

Plan, Execute and Knowledge (MAPE-K) loop, to control multiple managed elements,

see Figure 3.3 [IBM06].
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Figure 3.3: IBM Reference model for an Autonomic Control Loop

The risk assessment and management introduced by this thesis represents an extension

to the decision phase of a self-adaptive control. This self-adaptive control feedback loop,

the EIA, is described in Chapter 4. Due to the dynamic nature of the problem being

tackled, and infrequent times at which control adjustments may be made, something

more than classical, robust, or adaptive control theory must be used. As well, changes

representing compositional adaptations require more than a straightforward parameter

feedback loop. Therefore this thesis develops the risk analysis and management of the

decision phase of the EIA control feedback loop to address the limitations of traditional

control theory to these encountered difficulties.

3.2 Computational Reflection

Reflection, when considered as self-application, is a classical computer science concept

present in Turing’s reflective machines [Web80]. Brian Smith introduced the concept

of computational reflection in 1982 [Smi82, Mae87]. Computational reflection, often

just called reflection, is a process involving self-awareness, a term now used in regards
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to self-managing systems. Computational reflection essentially enables a system to be

introspective, capable of observing and consequently modifying its own structure and

behavior during runtime. Reflection relies on the ability of the system to reason indepen-

dently about its own processes. Some interpretations of reflection rely on the capability

of the system to meta-program, write and modify programs that are part of the system

itself, while others are limited to modifications within the current program’s definitions.

Reflection is established as a practical technique in many programming paradigms

including logic, functional, and object-oriented languages. Reflection is primarily associ-

ated with a program observing and modifying itself or portions of its own code base during

execution. When a reflective program operates, it takes variables and contextual infor-

mation into account and has the ability to alter itself to address changing circumstances.

Self-referential structures are a reflective device used in the development of (meta-level)

computer architectures [YS92], especially in logic programming (meta-circular interpre-

tation) [AR89]. The attribute ’reflective’ indicates a program which includes an internal

representation of itself. Reflective programs are usually interpreted, which allows the

program to access its own code, the trace of its interpretation, and the interpreter on

which it runs. Sometimes the concept of computational reflection is considered the ability

of a program to change its own code as well as the semantics and implementation of its

programming language, even during run-time [MJD96].

Computational reflection is used within artificial intelligence to form reflective sys-

tems, for the development of meta-knowledge, and to assist learning [MN88]. It is used in

the design of introspective systems, which can reason about themselves and their behav-

ior [MN88]. Meta-reasoning is a computational process used by an agent to reason on a

higher level about other agents and itself. Meta-reasoning in multi-agent system can be

used for reconstructing agents’ private knowledge, their mental states, and for prediction

of their future courses of action [PvMB03]. AALAADIN is a reflective multi-agent system

organizational meta-model that may be utilized to build multi-agent systems with dif-

ferent forms of organizations such as market-like and hierarchical organizations [FG98].

REFCON, is a formal framework for the specification and implementation of Agent Com-
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munication Contexts (ACC) in multi-agent systems. ACC are designed to support the

communication rules deriving from interaction and constraints requirements of a given

multi-agent application [DSPST07]. A consideration of reflection in self-adaptation for

autonomic computing can be found in [HLH+04].

The broader artificial intelligence definition of computational reflection is well-suited

to explaining the abstract risk assessment and management mechanism proposed in Chap-

ter 6. The work of this thesis improves the compositional self-adaptation provided by the

EIA through the addition of reflection. This reflection is accomplished by enabling perfor-

mance evaluation introspection that allows the EIA to simulate the actions of the advised

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system under different proposed structural adapta-

tions. This introspection is combined with risk assessment and management through

MCS and GAs to achieve risk aware judgments on which of the considered structural

adaptations the EIA should advise to the agents of the self-organizing emergent multi-

agent system.

3.3 Risk Assessment and Management Methods

There exists a developed field of IT system risk assessment and management. However,

this field approaches risk assessment and management primarily on an organizational

level. Risk is assessed by identifying threats and vulnerabilities, then determining the

likelihood and impact for each risk through either quantitative or qualitative risk assess-

ment. There are four general strategies for information technology system risk manage-

ment: mitigation, transference, acceptance, and avoidance. Mitigation either fixes or

provides compensatory control to reduce the likelihood or impact of a flaw. Transference

is the process of allowing another party to accept the risk on your behalf. Acceptance is

the practice of simply allowing the system to operate with a known risk. Avoidance is

the practice of removing the vulnerable aspect of the system or even the system itself.

Return On Investment analysis is commonly used in business to justify taking or

not taking a certain action. The National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)

Special Publication 800-30, Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Sys-
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tems is the US Federal Government’s standard for IT risk assessment and management

[SGF02]. This methodology is primarily qualitative and the result of skilled security ana-

lysts working with system owners and technical experts. Some other common IT security

risk assessment and management tools and methodologies include: OCTAVE [CSYW07],

FRAP [Pel03], COBRA [C a11], and Risk Watch.

It is clear that there are established manners of assessing and managing risk for IT

systems. It should however be noted, that these methods are focused on the concepts of

organizational level system security and the threat of vulnerabilities. In this thesis we are

primarily concerned with internal risk assessment and management and mitigating the

impact to the performance efficiency of a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-

agent system. This thesis attempts to provide a system with limited vulnerabilities such

that management level can consider it reliable and trust it enough to implement it.

The goal of a system is generally to achieve the highest performance at the lowest

cost. Performance evaluation for a computer system may be required for many reasons,

but generally it is associated with making a determination between alternative choices

within the system itself or in a comparison with another system. When considering

the efficiency of a self-adapting multi-agent system, a performance evaluation is the

performance impact of an adaptation.

The first step of evaluating the performance of a system is to select the right metric

for which to assess performance. The next step is then to select the right technique for

assessing the performance. The difficultly with self-organizing emergent multi-agent sys-

tem is that attempting to assess the performance of the system can be a challenging task.

More so when the problem is dynamic, the assessment must account for the uncertainty

(risk) associated with what the possible future usage may be.

Performance evaluation has of course already been done for both self-adapting and

self-organizing systems. The process of research generally results in a performance eval-

uation being used to justify the developments. Each of these evaluations is generally

crafted based on the application of the system under consideration. For this thesis we

are concerned with self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems for DTF.
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We are naturally then concerned primarily with methods of performance evaluation for

such systems. More so, we are concerned with the evaluation of the change in perfor-

mance resulting from adaptations, which can be thought of as the risk of a reduction

(loss) in performance resulting from an adaptation. The metric of the performance eval-

uation will be some measure of the efficiency of the system in completing the problem.

This thesis automates the assessment (performance evaluation) of the risk associated

with proposed adaptations and the management of which changes are completed.

How to examine performance efficiency of self-adapting and/or self-organizing emer-

gent system, such as through testing, has only recently been considered. In [AJK11] a

method is given for propagating changes to an autonomic system’s runtime test model

when structural adaptations are made. This requires a specifically tailored system and

regression test model, and is designed to find faults introduced by modifications not

address performance efficiency changes. Self-testing is a developing field of autonomic

system design attempting to enable a system to test a change before implementation

[KBA+07, KRCC07, KAW+11]. However, it relies on regression tests developed alongside

the system design which are then run by the system’s autonomic manager to determine

if a proposed change should pass. So far no method has been developed that addresses

the consideration that changes can’t always be simply validated pass/fail.

MCS has been used in examining the risks of project schedules [McC03], the risks of

alternative locations of airport construction [SL07], transport infrastructure [SL06], sup-

ply chain management [DE05, SS09], petroleum well drilling [CRdFFJ05], and software

schedule risks [WSL+10]. In [NT04] MCS was used to compare an autonomic system for

dynamic server allocation to other existing algorithms. However, none of these above ap-

plications of MCS are automating risk management for a system capable of adaptation,

but they are assessing the risks of different proposed decisions. Similar to the problems of

this thesis they are assessing the risks of compositional changes where the possible risks

exist long-term from the current time and simple feedback methods do not apply. They

are encountering the same challenge of attempting to make judgments given uncertainty

of what future conditions may be and how long-term, costly, and possibly hard to reverse
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decisions can be made with awareness to such risks.

3.4 Exploratory Testing

Exploratory testing, as named by Cem Kaner [KFN93], is generally considered the realm

of manual testing. This means that experienced software testers are hired and charged

with searching out deficiencies in the tested system. More precisely, the software tester

is in charge of learning during the process of their test-related activities, the end goal

being that the software tester progressively improves the quality of their test design to

better expose the tested system.

In one sense, the set of all possible tests that can be applied to the tested system rep-

resents a search space. It is within this search space that an exploratory tester explores

by attempting tests and learning from the reaction of the tested system where deficien-

cies might exist. Exploratory testing is one part heuristics and one part random. The

exploratory tester can apply his experience and knowledge to search more productively in

areas that he considers to be likely locations of problems. Nevertheless, he must attempt

and explore all areas of the tested system’s operation because there is no guarantee that

deficiencies are only in expected locations.

On examination it is quite clear that exploratory testing shares many characteristics

with the process of search. For the software tester there is a search space of possibilities

in which there is a determined goal of finding tests that produce deficiencies in the tested

system. It is quite likely that human software testers will still be necessary in the near

future. However, given the time-consuming and often repetitive nature of the process of

testing and even more so of exploratory testing, it would be highly desirable to apply

automation to the problem. The existing research in the field of artificial intelligence,

more so knowledge-based search, provides many methods that could transition the soft-

ware tester’s role away from menial tasks to one of properly managing intelligent tools

that do the work of exploration for them.

This thesis will describe a method of using GAs to perform automated exploratory

testing of the efficiency of systems that solve DTF problems in Chapter 5. A process of
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using evolutionary algorithms for testing, but only for single autonomous agents (a self-

organizing system) and limited to evolving positions of items in an environment space,

is described in [NPT+09]. Additionally, a method for exploratory testing via particle

swarm optimization is described in [FTD09].

3.5 Pickup and Delivery Problem Solutions

Many solutions have been researched and developed for PDP. Most of these stem from

the area of Operations Research (OR), but many are also from MAS, more particularly

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). These solutions fall on a spectrum of distribution

of control from centralized solutions to decentralized approaches, with DAI research

being more focused on the decentralized end of the spectrum and OR the centralized

end of the spectrum. It is generally accepted that PDP are naturally stochastic, but

in practice without knowledge of the PDP request distributions the problem appears

dynamic [FHK+07].

Centralized solution methods for static PDP (see [BCGL07, PDF08, CLR08]) are

not suited for dynamic situations, as by necessity for dynamic problems the produced

results must be flexible to adapt to changing problem requirements. Overviews on

centralized solution methods to dynamic as well as stochastic PDP can be found in

[Psa88, Psa95, GGLM03, PDF08, BCL10]. The obvious advantage of centralized solu-

tions is that their use often results in optimal or nearly optimal solutions. When encoun-

tering static or almost static problems it is generally agreed that centralized solutions

will outperform decentralized approaches. Additionally, centralization of information al-

lows for more complete understanding and record of encountered problems increasing

the transparency and simplifying system management. However, centralized methods

are generally accompanied with a selection of disadvantages (see [MvdHvH07, DPH07]):

they decrease in performance or fail to operate as the problem becomes more dynamic,

they may require lengthy computational periods unsuited to online operation, they may

require an unacceptable level of informational transparency between stakeholders, they

usually have an upper bound of problem complexity solvable in acceptable time, and
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lastly they usually do not provide good scalability, flexibility, robustness, or adaptivity.

Using completely decentralized control via a set of cooperating agents provides a

number of advantages, the most important being more scalable and flexible to han-

dle the increased complexity and difficulty of dynamic problems. MAS solutions can

be highly reactive to dynamic problems and new requests. Examples can be found

in [MSdWdW08, FMPS95, BFV00, BWHM04, ZLL09, MvdHvH08, FINZ05, LWS07,

VMvBB01, VHG+07, WBH06, WBH08]. Decentralized solutions also bring a host of

disadvantages of which the primary one is the lack of an optimal solution. The lack of

controllability found in decentralized systems makes the enforcement of optimality im-

possible and has hindered the adoption of MAS in industry. Additionally, due to the

necessity of communication for achieving coordination many MAS approaches are not a

good choice when communication is costly. Finally, unwanted and unpredictable behav-

ior may emerge in decentralized systems which could cause undesirable and unforeseen

consequences.

In light of the above advantages and disadvantages a couple of hybrid approaches have

been proposed that combine the principles of both methods. Distributed OR solutions

are the most centralized method and simply decompose the overall problem into subprob-

lems which are then distributed between multiple agents [Hir06, HPD09]. Centralized

MAS optimization is similar to the previous, but is more agent-oriented exploiting the

beneficial properties of the agents to perform optimization [DC05, TP93, LL06, Sol87]. A

priori optimization with operational re-planning performs initial centralized approaches

to produce a coarse plan which is refined and adjusted by local agents during operation

[DPH07, FKM94, FMPS95, Fis96, BHM96, BFV00, PLSP03, SL02, HP03, MvdHvH07].

Embedded optimization embeds optimization into the individual agents [KE99, FMPS95,

CDSS02, DPH07, BJ09, EM74, BJ09, CW64]. The above approaches have been proven

either theoretically or experimentally to outperform singularly centralized or decentral-

ized approaches and are considered the best choice to achieve desirable results with

dynamic PDP (see [MSdWZ10]).

The system instantiated in Chapter 7 of this thesis consists of a decentralized MAS
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solution for PDP achieved through the self-organization of DIC. This decentralized so-

lution is assisted by the EIA consultation agent which provides self-adaptation to the

system for future PDP problems after consideration of the collected history of the de-

centralized agents. This hybrid approach provides an efficient solution to dynamic PDP.

The automated risk assessment and management developed in this thesis utilizes reflec-

tive introspection consisting of the assessment of simulations that compare and contrast

proposed self-adaptations.
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Chapter 4

Efficiency Improvement Advisor (EIA)

To complete the instantiation of a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent sys-

tems for DTF we required a method of self-adaptation, such as the Efficiency Improve-

ment Advisor (EIA), designed to improve efficiency of the base self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system. The lack of global knowledge, reactivity of individual agents, and

the unpredictability of dynamic problems resulted in a self-organizing emergent multi-

agent system being unable to guarantee runtime efficiency. The desire for autonomy and

the difficulties of observability and controllability mean that the problem is unsuited to

the implementation of a standard closed feedback loop. However, since many situations,

such as industrial settings, call for a certain degree of efficiency, some method of achieving

autonomicity (self-management of performance) through a control system is desired. Hy-

brid self-management solutions try to combine the beneficial properties of self-organizing

distributed systems with those of self-adapting centralized systems.

The hybrid EIA method of exception rules [Ste08, Kas10, KBDH10, SDKB10], which

is improved upon by this thesis in Chapter 6, is designed to learn from the past to

predict the future while intentionally avoiding complete central control as it infringes

on flexibility. To learn from the past the EIA relies on the important assumption that

there exists a set of recurring events in past problem instances. From the prediction that

future problem instances will likely contain similar events, the EIA derives adaptations

designed to improve the system’s performance. To improve autonomicity the EIA forgoes

direct central control in favor of providing compositional adaptations to individual agents

via consultation. These compositional adaptations consist of exception rules that extend

an agent’s rule-set for specific situations where previous behavior had been inefficient.

The EIA is at no point in control of individual agents, but it does enable self-adaptive

behavior through non-traditional control loop methods.

Exception rules and rule-applying agents are further described in Section 4.1, while
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the EIA model using them follows in Section 4.2. The actions of this model are elaborated

on in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4 examines the different existing variants of exception

rules.

4.1 Exception Rules

Exception rules are a compositional adaptation provided when the EIA is consulted for

advice. An exception rule is designed to improve performance efficiency of multi-agent

systems when encountering a problem containing recurring events and allow the limited

ability to anticipate the future.

Definition 4.1.1. (Exception rule)

An exception rule r for an agent Ag is a triple (rsit, rdat, act) where

• rsit ⊆ Sit represents the subset of situations which trigger the rule.

• rdat ⊆ Dat specifies the subset of the agent’s internal data states which trigger the

rule.

• act ∈ Act is the action the agent Ag should perform if it is in some combination of

situations rsit and internal data states rdat.

The set of all possible exception rules is denoted as Rule. To enable agents to utilize

these exception rules they must be able to process situational information and choose an

exception rule based on it. Such a rule-applying agent is defined as follows:

Definition 4.1.2. (Rule-applying agent)

An rule-applying agent Agr is a tuple (Sit,Datr, Act, fAgr , crAgr) where

• Datr is the set of all possible extensions of Dat by Rule.

• fAgr is the extension of the decision function fAg for applying exception rules.

• crAgr : 2Rule → Act is a conflict resolution mechanism that decides which rule(s) to

apply in case more than one exception rule is applicable.
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Exception rules influence an agent’s decision making process by changing the original

decision function of the rule-applying agent into

fAgr(sit, dat
r) =

 fAg(sit, dat) if ¬∃r ∈ datr : cond(r, sit, dat) = true

crAgr(r1, r2, ..., rn) ∀ri ∈ datr : cond(ri, sit, dat) = true, otherwise

where cond evaluates the occurrence of the situation sit and internal data state dat to a

condition true, if they trigger the exception rule r, or false otherwise. Essentially this

decision function will default to the original if no rules apply, otherwise it will apply the

conflict resolution mechanism on the rules that do apply.

4.2 EIA Model

The EIA provides a self-adaptive enhancement to a self-organizing emergent multi-agent

system for DTF that improves solution quality over a run sequence given the existence of

a set of recurring events between run instances. More importantly, the EIA preserves the

beneficial properties of the underlying self-organizing emergent multi-agent system while

accomplishing self-adaptation. The EIA is an additional consultation agent AgEIA that

is added to the system’s set A of agents. Note that the original system is not dependent

on the EIA during online operation. Outside of limited communication with agents, the

actions of the AgEIA occur offline from system execution. Several requirements that must

be met, to use the EIA, are described below.

1. The agents in A require both the opportunity and capability to transmit their local

histories to the AgEIA.

2. The agents in A are modifiable for exception rules.

3. The problem instances to be solved must contain a set of recurring events, allowing

the AgEIA a limited opportunity to predict the future.

4. Since the derivation of exception rule advice takes place offline, possibly over a

period of several run instances, the set of recurring events must remain stable long

enough that the exception rule advice remains valid when communicated.
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The first and second requirement are necessary to account for the low observability

and poor controllability of a self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. The central

control of traditional feedback control loops typically utilizes sensors and actuators to pull

and push information from and into the controlled system. This in many cases would

interfere with a self-organizing emergent multi-agent system’s autonomy. In contrast,

the EIA allows the agents to push their local histories when it is non-invasive to their

own operation, such as the end of a period of run instances during a period of inaction.

Additionally, it is during this non-invasive period of time that agents can receive their

exception rule adaptations from the EIA. These exception rules allow the limited ability

to control individual rule-applying agent’s behaviors via compositional adaptation.

The third and fourth requirements are necessary to enable behavioral control. Since

the problem is dynamic the only way to overcome the lack of concrete knowledge of

the future is to rely on predictive knowledge. Resultantly, the previously occurring run

instances can be mined for what characteristics to expect in future run instances. With

this prediction of an expected set of recurring events, the EIA can attempt to optimize

individual rule-applying agent behavior. Of course, this set of recurring events is not

guaranteed to be static, but must remain stable enough that the EIA’s advice is still

relevant when it is received.

The EIA may be realized as an agent, but unlike the reactive self-organizing rule-

applying agents of the underlying self-organizing emergent multi-agent system the EIA

is a deliberative agent. Consequently, an advised multi-agent system can be defined as

an extension of a multi-agent system (see Definition 2.1.2), which consults with a special

advisor agent AgEIA to improve its performance efficiency.

Definition 4.2.1. (Advised multi-agent system)

An advised multi-agent system MASadv is defined as a pair (A ∪ AgEIA, Env) where

• A is a set of agents {Ag1, . . . , Agm}.

• AgEIA is an advisor agent.

• Env is a set of the possible environment states.
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In a certain manner the advisor agent AgEIA is not an integral element of the agent

set A of the base multi-agent system itself, but rather an additional consultation element.

The base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is capable of continuing indepen-

dent operation without the AgEIA, maintaining the flexibility of the overall solution.

Figure 4.1: Advised Multi-Agent System

The EIA acts autonomously, improving efficiency without user interaction by imple-

menting the four activities of a closed feedback control loop (see Figure 3.2), but defined

as six distinct functions, which are connected to a data model (see Figure 4.2):

Figure 4.2: Functional Architecture of EIA

1. receive(Agi, Hi): collects the local history Hi of agent Agi when it is non-disruptive

to communicate.

2. transform(H1, . . . , Hn) = GHist: creates the global history GHist from the col-

lected local histories of A. Essentially GHist consists of a sequence of run instances
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(ri1, ri2, . . . , rik) A has solved so far and A’s emergent solution solemg,j for each run

instance rij.

3. extract(GHist) = rirec, NR: data mines from this history a common set rirec of

recurring events and a disjoint set NR containing the remaining observed non-

recurring events.

4. optimize(rirec) = solrecopt : computes the optimal solution solrecopt to the set of recurring

events. This optimal solution to the set of recurring events is compared with A’s

emergent solution solrecemg to the set of recurring events. If
qual(solrecemg)

qual(solrecopt)
< qualthreshold,

then no rules need to be derived and the work of AgEIA is complete.

5. derive(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, ri

rec, NR) = rules: creates for each agent Agi a set Ri of

exception rules, if applicable, where Ri can also be empty.

6. send(Agi, Ri): communicates the set Ri of exception rules to the agent Agi, the

next time communication with Agi is non-disruptive.

Figure 4.3 shows the general communication interaction between an agent Agi of

the basic multi-agent system and the EIA agent AgEIA. Important to note is that the

operation of the deliberative EIA agent is independent of the actions of the reactive rule-

applying agents of the advised multi-agent system. The multi-agent system continues

online operation regardless of the EIA agent’s state while the EIA agent can proceed

operating offline from the underlying multi-agent system, taking the necessary time to

determine exception rule advice. This time depends on the complexity of the problem.

Figure 4.3: Interaction Between Agent and EIA
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Formally, the EIA agent AgEIA is an instantiation of an abstract agent (see Definition

2.1.1):

Definition 4.2.2. (EIA agent)

An EIA agent AgEIA is quadruple (SitEIA, ActEIA, DatEIA, fAgEIA).

Note within ActEIA, the actions receive, transform, extract, optimize, derive, and

send are all part of a super-action advise.

4.3 EIA Actions

The actions of the EIA, consisting of receive, transform, extract, optimize, derive, and

send, are described in greater detail in this section.

• Receive Action

receive(Agi, Hi)

The duty of the action receive ∈ ActEIA is to collect the local histories of the

rule-applying agents and to store them in the internal data structure DatEIA. This

local history Hi consists of two types of data:

– Environment data: The local history Hi of an rule-applying agent Agi ∈ A

has to include information about all situations sit ∈ Siti. Given adequate

perceptive ability by the agent it should be possible for the EIA to recreate

the environment Env of the multi-agent system A if not already known.

– Agent data: The local history Hi has to include information on all actions

act ∈ Acti the rule-applying agent has performed as well as information about

the corresponding data states of dat ∈ Dati.

• Transform Action

transform(H1, . . . , Hn) = GHist

The duty of the action transform ∈ ActEIA is to deduce the global history of the

system out of the received local histories Hi of the rule-applying agents
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Definition 4.3.1. (Global history)

The global history GHist is a run sequence of run instances (ri1, ri2, . . . , rik) that

A has solved so far and A’s emergent solution solemg,j for each run instance rij.

The global history represents the only reliable source of global context that the

AgEIA has on which to base rule decisions. It is important to note that the AgEIA

is only ever aware of events that have been previously observed by rule-applying

agents. Unobserved, resultantly unnoticed events, will not be captured in the rule-

applying agent’s local histories and furthermore not appear in the global history

produced by transform.

• Extract Action

extract(GHist) = rirec, NR

The main duty of the action extract ∈ ActEIA is the identification of the set rirec

of recurring events in the run sequence of run instances in the GHist. For many

applications the problem is more complicated than just finding events that appear

in every run instance. Data from several run instances is used to determine events

that occur in the majority of run instances. An additional duty of extract is the

determination of the disjoint set NR containing the remaining non-recurring events.

Definition 4.3.2. (Set of recurring events)

The run instance rirec = ((tarec1 , trec1 ), (tarec2 , trec2 ), . . . , (tarecmrec
, trecmrec

)) is an ordered

set of recurring events, where each recurring task-time event pair (tareci , treci ) is in

the global history GHist, but not in the set NR of non-recurring events.

Definition 4.3.3. (Set of non-recurring events)

The setNR of non-recurring events is {(tanr1 , tnr1 ), (tanr2 , t
nr
2 ), . . . , (tanrmnr

, tnrmnr
)} where

each non-recurring task-time event pair (tanri , t
nr
i ) is in the global history GHist,

but not in the set rirec of recurring events.

Determining the set of recurring events can be completed in many ways. An impor-

tant requirement in many applications is that “recurring” is considered within a
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fuzzy definition. That is, variations of an event between run instances of a sequence

should be allowed, within a certain similarity measure of a general abstraction. This

is possible through an application dependent similarity measure sim and having a

threshold valueminocc for how often the abstract event has to occur to be recurring.

Using a limited period k allows for the recurring events to change.

This can be done via data mining the last k run instances with a clustering algo-

rithm such as Sequential Leader Clustering (SLC) [Har75]. The clustering algo-

rithm should also provide, for each recurring event, an identifier that can be used

by exception rules. If the set of recurring events changes over time then a parame-

ter kmax should be used to limit the number of previous run instances that should

be considered during extraction. If the set of recurring events changes faster than

kmax, then EIA agent will not be able to easily detect recurring events and A will

operate independently.

• Optimize Action

optimize(rirec) = solrecopt

The main duty of the action optimize ∈ ActEIA is to calculate a (nearly) optimal

solution solrecopt for the set of recurring events extracted by the previous action. At

this point the original problem which had been dynamic is now reduced to a static

one. Unfortunately, the determination of the optimum for even the static variant

of many interesting (computationally hard) problems is infeasible. Therefore, algo-

rithms that approximate the solution, such as GAs, simulated annealing, or tabu

search are required.

This optimal solution solrecopt to the set of recurring events is compared with A’s

emergent solution solrecemg to the set of recurring events. If
qual(solrecemg)

qual(solrecopt)
< qualthreshold,

then no rules need to be derived and the work of AgEIA is complete.

Definition 4.3.4. (Optimal solution to the set of recurring events)

The optimal solution solrecopt to the set of recurring events is the optimal assignment

of agents in A to the recurring events in rirec.
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Definition 4.3.5. (Emergent solution to the set of recurring events)

The emergent solution solrecemg to the set of recurring events is the emergent assign-

ment of agents in A to the recurring events in rirec.

• Derive Action

derive(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, ri

rec, NR) = rules

The main duty of the action derive ∈ ActEIA is the derivation of exception rules

for the set rirec of recurring events. The derive action works as follows. The EIA

contains a set of rule derivators, each associated with a exception rule variant.

Definition 4.3.6. (Rule derivator)

A rule derivator rd creates exception rules, rd(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, x) = rules, by com-

paring the optimal solution solrecopt with the computed emergent solution solrecemg to

the set of recurring events. A rule derivator returns rules that attempt to address

a single deviation between the emergent solution and optimal solution, that is a

single location j with either evrecopt,j 6= evrecemg,j or Agrecopt,j 6= Agrecemg,j.

The variable x tells the rule derivator to return exception rules for the xth (first,

second, third, . . . ) of these locations. This allows a rule derivator to search for

exception rules to address a later deviation even if no rules could be found to fix the

previous deviation. If there exists no xth location, then an empty set is returned.

The EIA’s rule derivators are ordered by priority. The derive action queries each

rule derivator for the first difference in order of their priority. The EIA tries to

improve the emergent solution to the set of recurring events using the exception

rules from the first rule derivator. If there is no change in the emergent solution

to the set of recurring events, then it removes the previously attempted exception

rules and tries the next rule derivator.

• Send Action

send(Agi, Ri)
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The main duty of the action send ∈ ActEIA is to transfer newly created exception

rules for a rule-applying agent Agi, the next time AgEIA can exchange information

with this rule-applying agent. The rule-applying agent will receive the exception

rules and store them in its internal data structure datri . From this moment on, the

exception rules will be incorporated into its decision mechanism fAgr .

4.4 Exception Rule Types

Exception rules are chosen to advise a change in local rule-applying agent behavior in

order to improve the global efficiency of the multi-agent system. The underlying coordi-

nation model/mechanism has to be taken into account when formulating exception rules.

Additionally, the individual rule-applying agent model has to incorporate the application

of exception rules during the evaluation of the rule-applying agents’ next actions. The

exception rules described below are designed for DTF via DIC.

In general, there can be considered three classes of exception rules derivable to change

the local behavior of rule-applying agents [Kas10] (see Figure 4.4): event-triggered rules,

time-triggered rules, and neighborhood-triggered rules. Event-triggered rules become

activated by the perception of a certain event, time-triggered rules become activated by

time, and neighborhood-triggered rules become activated by the behavior of the other

agents acting in the same environment. Two sub-types, ignore exception rules and pro-

active exception rules, have already be explored by previous work and will be the two

used in the evaluation of this thesis.

Figure 4.4: Exception Rule Types

Event-triggered ignore exception rules are the initial exception rule variant created
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for the EIA. They instruct a rule-applying agent not to perform a particular abstract

event (defined within variability allowed by the similarity measures sim) for at least a

period of time. [Ste08, KBDH10, SDKB10, Kas10]. The hope is that, due to such a

detraction, another agent will perform the task of this particular event. Optimistically

this results in a more efficient emergent solution, at least for the set of recurring events.

More precisely, an ignore exception rule is created for an agent Agrecemg,j from the emergent

solution to the set of recurring events instructing it to ignore an event evrecemg,j it originally

completed, hopefully allowing the optimal agent to perform it.

Time-triggered/event-triggered forecast rules, also known as pro-active exception

rules were developed later to address deficiencies found in ignore exception rules. Pro-

active exception rules influence a rule-applying agent to begin work on a particular ab-

stract event (again as defined by the similarity measure sim), before this event usually

appears [Ste10, SDKB11]. The purpose of this variant of exception rules is two-fold.

First, the rule-applying agent will be able to complete preparation for the specified event

before it appears, resulting in quicker satisfaction of the event’s requirements. Second,

a rule-applying agent occupied with a pro-active exception rule will not be distracted

by other events, hopefully leaving them for more suitable agents. Optimistically pro-

active exception rules create a more efficient emergent solution, at least for the set of

recurring events. More precisely, a pro-active exception rule is created for the optimal

agent Agrecopt,j from the optimal solution to the set of recurring events instructing it to

perform the preparation for an optimal event evrecopt,j (such as moving to its location) on

the occurrence of a trigger.

It is possible to combine different exception rule types, but there are accompanying

dangers (see [SDKB11]). Some rule-types, such as ignore exception rules, are rather

conflict free by themselves [HDKB10], but in a combination with other rule-types may

cause unwanted emergent behaviors [SDKB11]. The instantiation of the EIA initially

proposed only dealt with ignore exception rules and avoided complicated assessment of

the appropriateness of exception rules by simply assuring that there was always one agent

left to complete any event. With the introduction of pro-active exception rules a priority
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based system of conflict resolution was introduced by which an ignore exception rule

would be attempted before trying a pro-active exception rule [SDKB11].

This priority method was sufficient to avoid the majority of conflicts between rule-

types but still relied on the assumption that provided exception rules were always positive

or at worst benign. Evaluations from this research [SDKB11] revealed that this is not

always true and that good-intentioned exception rules can have negative consequences.

As the variety and complexity of rule-types considered grows, so does the difficulty of

determining of beneficial combinations of exception rules to advise also increases. This

emphasizes the importance of assessing and managing the risk associated with a set of

derived exception rules by the EIA before it is sent to the rule-applying agents, which is

the purpose of the work in this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Evolutionary Learning of Event Sequences (ELES)

There are inherent difficulties in attempting to assess the performance of a multi-agent

system with emergent behavior. The unpredictability of the emergence of both desirable

and undesirable behaviors combined with a large space of possible problem instances

results in a difficult task. To overcome this difficulty, in this chapter we will introduce

a developed application of GAs for performing exploratory testing termed Evolution-

ary Learning of Event Sequences (ELES). This work has been previously published in

[HDKB10], but the process will be explained in greater detail here for the reader of this

thesis.

The exploratory testing in [HDKB09, HDKB10, SDKB11] was completed for a self-

adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system, more particularly one instantiated

for an EIA advised DIC system. This testing is a generalization of the general agent in-

teraction testing via GAs described in [KD06]. The automated testing method described

in this chapter will be used in the evaluation of this thesis to examine the risk assessment

and management developments of this thesis. Additionally, principles of this exploratory

testing will be internalized within the risk assessment itself to allow the self-adapting

EIA consultant the ability to explore the extent of the risks of its proposed adaptations.

It is important to note that this thesis considers the performance efficiency of a self-

adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. It is this consideration of efficiency

that allows the application of GAs for exploratory testing. One of the largest difficulties

in implementing GAs is that it is necessary to quantify the fitness of an individual in order

to enable the processes of natural selection and survival of the fitness. Therefore, the

problem must lend itself to allowing a solution in the search space to be quantified. More

so, the fitness space associated with the search space should have gradients of fitness.

If guidance via an evaluation cannot be provided, then any applied abstract principles,

such as GAs, that rely on such will fail.
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In this chapter we will lay out a general structure that can be used for ELES. More

specifically, we will define the process of using a GA for searching within the general

problem class of DTF. The process of testing begins with an initial random population

of individuals. Each individual in this population is simulated using the tested system

and its performance is evaluated using the fitness function. This fitness is assigned

to the individual that was simulated. Subsequent populations are formed by using the

selection process selproc to choose individuals from the current population and create new

individuals using the genetic operators. Each new population then has its individuals

simulated using the tested system and the process repeats itself. This continues, generally

until a specified number of generations (count of populations) have passed.

As indicated in Section 2.7, the actual structure of a GA is rather standard. To

implement one it is necessary is define components for the particular problem. It is

necessary to determine a fitness function for the given problem. This fitness function

acts as guidance to the GA. The fitness function introduces quantification of the fitness

quality of an individual. We will note for now that in general this will make use of the

solution quality qual. Usually this is done by considering the solution quality qual(solemg)

of the emergent solution to the solution quality qual(solopt) of the optimal solution for

the run instances that form the individual. This fitness function is of course testing goal

dependent. It is a quantification of the tested system’s performance as it relates to the

run sequence that the individual represents and the ultimate exploratory testing goal.

Conversion between run sequences and the individuals that represent them is ac-

complished through an invertible function convert(rs) = indi, which transforms a run

sequence into an individual, and convert−1(indi) = rs which accomplished the inverse

task. This function is defined for each exploratory testing goal’s run sequence to individ-

ual relationship.

There is a sequence of steps that needs to be considered when tailoring the general

ELES method to a specific exploratory testing goal:

1. A determination of what form of run sequence is represented by the individual.

For a specific testing goal what type of run sequence is being encoded is of prime
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importance. Generally this can be considered a problem of the scope of the search.

A single task-time pair is an event, a run instance is like a day, and a run sequence

is a period of days like a week. If the testing goal is interested in the performance

of the tested system relative to a single event, for example finding what types of

events the system has trouble handling on its own, then a single task-time pair

is sufficient. However, if the goal is determining if a series of events is a problem

for the system, then a run instance is a good choice. Finally, if the goal is to

determine the system performance across a period of days, for example because the

system adapts in between run instances, a run sequence is the best representation.

Another useful thing to remember is that, if a number of the run instances that

form a run sequence are duplicate repetitions, then their encoding in the individual

can be reduced to a single run instance and simply output in the expanded form

for simulation by the tested system.

2. A determination of how to quantify the fitness of an individual is required. This

starts with what is often a challenging task of how to quantify system performance.

Since we are concerned with efficiency this task is not as difficult as it may be for

other search problems. We should already have some awareness of the costs asso-

ciated with the system’s execution (i.e. the solution quality qual of the system’s

solution). The remaining task is how to utilize this quantification in a manner that

provides guidance to the search process. The simplest option is to define the maxi-

mal/minimal extents of the fitness space as it relates to the possible solution space.

In other words, turn the solution quality measures into a gradient by determining

a function over them that results in an individual closest to producing the primary

testing goal as the optimum. In many cases this will be sufficient to guide a search,

successfully indicating the nearness of individuals to the testing goal.

However, there are cases in which the primary testing goal will naturally evaluate

large portions of the solution space to level plane in the fitness space. In this case the

primary goal does not differentiate between the fitness of these individuals. In this

case it is generally desirable to consider secondary measures for the fitness function
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that differentiate these individuals according to the likelihood that a change in

them will produce the primary testing goal. Although a fitness function designed

around these secondary measures will not produce the testing goal by themselves,

they exist to differentiate individuals based on their likelihood of producing the

primary goal.

3. Lastly, it is sometimes possible for guidance to be provided to the search apart

from the specification of the fitness function. Although, it is common that a GA

makes use of the standard genetic operators of mutation and crossover they are

not limited to solely their usage. Additional genetic operators, which are termed

targeted operators, may be added to better guide the search. For example, if the

search is for a run sequence in which a system adapts to an initial run instance, but

then performs badly for different subsequent run instances, then the fitness function

would be chosen to indicate this as being a fit individual. In the standard case the

search will have to rely solely on the fitness function to find this result. However,

if the user has the additional knowledge that the only way for adaptations to have

reduced behavior is for the subsequent run instance to have certain characteristics,

then a targeted genetic operator can be designed.

This genetic operator can be considered as the embedding of heuristic knowledge.

Rather than relying on the GA search to stumble onto the run instance with the

certain characteristics, which may be in quite limited locations in regard to the

size of the search space, the targeted operator can attempt to produce the desired

individuals using knowledge of the tester. This is often considered a departure

from what some consider to be a “pure” GA, although this is a rather misguided

opinion. Both the fitness function and even the encoding of an individual already

represent a measure of interference where the algorithm’s designer may influence

the process of search. It is a mistake to ignore improvements offered through the

use of targeted operators, especially since these genetic operators do not replace

the existing “pure” genetic operators, but simply supplement them.
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Given the steps described above, we will now discuss the implementation of ELES for

particular exploratory testing goals. Note that for these testing goals we are considering

that the solution quality qual is a function that we are attempting to minimize. That

is, it represents a cost for the system, therefore better efficiency, in performing a DTF

problem, is to reduce this cost. Therefore, an optimal solution solopt to a given run

instance is the minimal cost that the tested system will produce for the problem and the

emergent solution solemg is the actual cost from the simulated performance of the tested

system.

The primary limitations on the search space is the number of tasks the system will

encounter, the length of the period of Time in which the task T may occur, and how

many agents the multi-agent system has available to deal with the problem.

5.1 Baseline Performance of a Multi-Agent System

For this testing problem we are concerned with exploring how badly the tested multi-

agent system may perform. We are not concerned with any adaptive ability of the tested

system.

1. The form of a run sequence rsbaseline represented by the individual for the search

needs only be a simple run instance ribaseline.

rsbaseline = (ribaseline) = (((ta1, t
avail
ta1

), (ta2, t
avail
ta2

), . . . , (tap, t
avail
tap )))

indibaseline = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap, tp)

2. The fitness function fitbaseline used to quantify the fitness of the individual indibaseline

is also rather simple. This is because we are only concerned with the tested system’s

performance relative to the single run instance ribaseline.

Therefore, we consider the solution qualities of the actual emergent solution of

the system relative to the optimal solution possible. We then normalize this value

against the solution quality of the optimal solution.

fitbaseline(indibaseline) =
ω · primary(ribaseline)

qual(solopt(ribaseline))
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where

• primary(ribaseline) = (qual(solemg(ri
baseline)) − qual(solopt(ribaseline))), and is

limited to positive values

• ω is a weight factor

3. We will not bother with a targeted operator for this testing goal as the existing

genetic operators should be sufficient.

5.2 Potential of Performance Gain from Self-Adaptation

For this testing problem we are concerned with exploring the potential positive impact

of the adaptive nature of the tested system. We desire to produce run instance examples

that demonstrate the positive potential of the system in regards to adaptation. So we

only need to produce a single run instance, however when this run instance is being

simulated it will be expanded to k duplications to allow the tested system to adapt.

After this adaptation has been allowed to occur, the performance of the system for the

run instance can be compared with and without adaptations.

1. The form of the run sequence rsadapt represented by the individual for the search

needs only to be a simple run instance riadapt.

rsadapt = (riadapt) = (((ta1, t
avail
ta1

), (ta2, t
avail
ta2

), . . . , (tap, t
avail
tap )))

indiadapt = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap, tp)

2. The fitness function fitadapt used to quantify the fitness of the individual indiadapt

is more complicated than that of the previous testing goal. We are concerned with

comparing the performance of indiadapt before and after adaptation. Although this

should be enough to guide the GA, we will assist it by providing secondary guidance

by adding a secondary fitness that measures the benefits of individuals that have

high potential for improvement via adaptation.
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Therefore, we will primarily consider solution qualities of the actual emergent so-

lution to the run instance before adaptation and after adaptation. Additionally,

we will secondarily consider the solution qualities of the actual emergent solution

to the run instance before adaptation relative to the optimal solution possible. We

then normalize this value against the solution quality of the optimal solution.

fitadapt(indiadapt) =
ω · primary(riadapt) + υ · secondary(riadapt)

qual(solopt(riadapt))

where

• primary(riadapt) = (qual(solbeforeemg (riadapt))−qual(solafteremg (riadapt))), and is lim-

ited to positive values

• secondary(riadapt) = (qual(solbeforeemg (riadapt))−qual(solopt(riadapt))), and is lim-

ited to positive values

• ω is the primary weight factor and υ a secondary weight factor

3. We will not bother with a targeted operator for this testing goal as the existing

genetic operators should be sufficient.

5.3 Risk of Performance Loss from Self-Adaptation

For this testing problem we are concerned with exploring the risky negative impact that

the adaptive nature of the tested system may introduce. This is similar to the previous

problem but instead of looking for run instances that the tested system adapted positively

to, we are looking for run instances that the tested system had problems adapting to.

1. The form of the run sequence rsrisk represented by the individual for the search

needs only be a simple run instance ririsk.

rsrisk = (ririsk) = (((ta1, t
avail
ta1

), (ta2, t
avail
ta2

), . . . , (tap, t
avail
tap )))

indirisk = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap, tp)
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2. The fitness function fitrisk used to quantify the fitness of the individual indirisk

is similar to that of the previous testing goal. We are concerned with comparing

the decrease in performance of indirisk before and after adaptation. Although

this should be enough to guide the GA we will assist it by providing secondary

and tertiary guidance. The secondary fitness measures how much improvement

remains after adaptation in order to quantify situations in which performance was

not decreased by adaptation but it also was not increased that much. The tertiary

fitness benefits individuals that have high potential for improvement via adaptation.

Therefore, we will primarily consider solution qualities of the actual emergent solu-

tion to the run instance after adaptation to before adaptation. We will secondarily

consider the solution qualities of the actual emergent solution to the run instance af-

ter adaptation relative to the optimal solution possible. Additionally, we consider

the solution qualities of the actual emergent solution to the run instance before

adaptation relative to the optimal solution possible. We then normalize this value

against the solution quality of the optimal solution.

fitrisk(indirisk) =
ω · primary(ririsk) + υ · secondary(ririsk) + τ · tertiary(ririsk)

qual(solopt(ririsk))

where

• primary(ririsk) = (qual(solafteremg (ririsk))−qual(solbeforeemg (ririsk))), and is limited

to positive values

• secondary(ririsk) = (qual(solafteremg (ririsk))− qual(solopt(ririsk))), and is limited

to positive values

• tertiary(ririsk) = (qual(solbeforeemg (ririsk)) − qual(solopt(ririsk))), and is limited

to positive values

• ω is the primary weight factor, υ a secondary weight factor and τ a tertiary

weight factor

3. We will not bother with a targeted operator for this testing goal as the existing

genetic operators should be sufficient.
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5.4 Dynamic Performance Risk of Self-Adaptation

For this testing problem we are concerned with exploring the risky negative impact

that the adaptive nature of the tested system may introduce by adapting to one run

instance and then encountering a completely different run instance. We are concerned

with the adaptive ability of the tested system, however we are concerned with the more

complicated task of producing a pair of run instances as examples that demonstrate the

negative risks of the system in regards to adaptation. We only need to produce a pair

of run instances, however when these run instances are being simulated one of these run

instances will be expanded to a run sequence consisting of k − 2 duplications of the run

instance. The other run instance will be added to this run sequence at its beginning

and end. These duplications will allow the tested system to encounter the duplicated run

instance and adapt, after this adaptation has been allowed to occur then the performance

of the system for the other run instance can be compared before and after adaptation to

the duplicated run instance.

1. The form of run sequence rsbreak represented by the individual for the search consists

of a pair of run instances riadapt and ribreak.

riadapt = ((ta1, t
avail
ta1

), (ta2, t
avail
ta2

), . . . , (tap, t
avail
tap ))

ribreak = ((tap+1, t
avail
tap+1

), (tap+2, t
avail
tap+2

), . . . , (tap+m, t
avail
tap+m

))

rsbreak = (riadapt, ribreak)

indibreak = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap+m, tp+m)

2. The fitness function fitbreak used to quantify the fitness of the individual indibreak

is different from that of the previous testing goal. This is mostly because we are

evolving two paired run instances. We are concerned with comparing the decrease in

performance of ribreak before and after adaptation. Although this should be enough

to guide the GA we will assist it by providing secondary and tertiary guidance.

The secondary fitness measures how improved the system’s performance was for
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the riadapt as the result of adaptations. The tertiary fitness benefits individuals

that have high potential for improvement via adaptation.

Therefore, we will primarily consider solution qualities of the actual emergent so-

lution to the run instance ribreak after adaptation to before adaptation. We will

secondarily consider the solution qualities of the actual emergent solution to the run

instance riadapt before adaptation to after adaptation. Additionally, we consider the

solution qualities of the actual emergent solution to the run instance ribreak before

adaptation relative to the optimal solution possible. We then normalize this value

against the solution quality of the optimal solution.

fitbreak(indibreak) =
ω · primary(ribreak) + υ · secondary(riadapt) + τ · tertiary(ribreak)

qual(solopt(ribreak))

where

• primary(ribreak) = (qual(solafteremg (ribreak))−qual(solbeforeemg (ribreak))), and is lim-

ited to positive values

• secondary(riadapt) = (qual(solbeforeemg (riadapt)) − qual(solafteremg (riadapt))), and is

limited to positive values

• tertiary(ribreak) = (qual(solbeforeemg (ribreak)) − qual(solopt(ribreak))), and is lim-

ited to positive values

• ω is the primary weight factor, υ a secondary weight factor and τ a tertiary

weight factor

3. Here we will assist the GA with a targeted genetic operator. This targeted operator

makes use of the consideration that the tested system creates adaptations related

to specific task-time events in riadapt it encounters. Therefore, it also considers

that for these adaptations to influence the ribreak it is likely that there must be

similarities between the two run instances. In order to guide the search process to

exploring this likelihood, a targeted operator can be used to twin events between

the two run instances. This process will be similar to the mutation operator in

that a single task-time pair event will be selected in both the riadapt and ribreak and
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replaced with two new task-time pairs that have been made similar. This similarity

will be application dependent based on the possible Prop of a task, but in general

will consists of making the time of the tasks’ occurrence and general properties

similar. The targeted operator will be defined and depicted below.

Definition 5.4.1. (Twin mutation operator)

A twin mutation operator TwinOp is genetic operator

TwinOp(indiparent) = inditwinned

where a single parent individual indiparent = (ta1, t1, . . . , tap+m, tp+m) is selected by

selproc. A tai ∈ T and ti ∈ Time pair selected from the start portion of the individual

representing riadapt and a tap+j ∈ T and tp+j ∈ Time pair selected from the end portion

of the individual representing ribreak are replaced with ta′i, ta
′
p+j ∈ T and t′i, t

′
p+j ∈ Time,

such that ta′i is similar to ta′p+j and t′i is similar to t′p+j, resulting in the twinned individual

inditwinned.

A depiction of the twin mutation operator can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: ELES Twin Mutation Operator
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Chapter 6

Risk-Aware Efficiency Improvement Advisor (RA-EIA)

This chapter describes the abstract architecture of the proposed mechanism designed to

provide a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system with the ability to

assess and subsequently manage the risks associated with changes in emergent behavior.

More precisely, the concept of the EIA, from Chapter 4, will be improved to create a

Risk-Aware Efficiency Improvement Advisor (RA-EIA). This improvement will enable

the complete system to be reflective by enabling it to perform predictive performance

evaluations to determine the risks associated with proposed adaptations. This risk as-

sessment will take two forms:

• Assessment of risk given the expectation of continued similar problems via MCS.

• Assessment of risk given an assumption of malicious interference by an adversary

via ELES.

Automated management of these assessed risks results in a trustworthy and reliable

system capable of extended periods of independent operation.

The existing EIA concept introduced self-adaptation to improve the efficiency of self-

organizing emergent multi-agent systems, but lacked the reflective ability to predict if

proposed adaptations (exception rules) were risk-averse. The EIA relied on the assump-

tion that all proposed changes would be beneficial and had a limited ability to retract

changes, mainly after a failed response from the adapted system. Although experimen-

tal results demonstrated that the EIA could improve performance efficiency, they also

indicated that it could not be relied upon to dependably do so in a risk-averse manner.

The risk assessment and management mechanism described in this chapter is the final

realization of the goal of creating an autonomous system (self-directed system) that can

be trusted to achieve reliable autonomicity (self-management) in regards to efficiency.
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First, Section 6.1 will address the problems and challenges of risk assessment and

management of proposed adaptations along with the approaches taken by the RA-EIA

to solve them. Section 6.2 will elaborate on the principles of risk assessment and man-

agement of proposed adaptations for a self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent

system. Section 6.3 will introduce the abstract model of a RA-EIA, while Section 6.4

will provide details relating to the introduced actions of the RA-EIA.

6.1 Problems, Challenges, and Approaches

The RA-EIA is designed to solve two important problems related to assessment of the

risk of emergent misbehavior so that it can be properly managed.

• Problem 1: Reducing the Frequency of Expected Emergent Misbehavior

The behavior of a self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is inherently un-

predictable as it manifests from the total combined interactions of the system’s

components. Add to this the dynamic nature of the problems these systems are

designed to encounter it is impossible to completely control the behavior of such

a system. A user of such a system has to expect that there will be occasions in

which the behavior of the system will fail to meet desired expectations. Despite

the necessity of accepting occasional misbehavior, there exists the ability for these

systems to adapt and change through the use of a self-adaptive component such

as the EIA. The EIA component allows for the system to make changes when rec-

ognizing recurrences of events by creating adaptations that improve the systems

performance given the expectation of similar future events. Despite being provided

this improvement, there will still be occurrences of emergent misbehavior due to

the unpredictable dynamic nature of the problem.

• Problem 2: Reducing the Severity of the Extent of Emergent behavior

Self-organizing systems are designed to be robust and deal with unexpected changes

in the problem. When designed correctly they should still accomplish the system’s
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goal when encountering the most challenging situation possible, even if this situ-

ation represents a drastic departure from what is expected [KC03]. It is possible

and even likely, depending on the system being designed, that a malicious ad-

versary exists that will attempt to manipulate the problem to produce emergent

misbehavior in the system [JHvS07]. In a sense, the malicious adversary biases the

problem occurrence statistics as to make the occurrence of a near-to worst case

problem much more likely. It is therefore necessary to address the problem of de-

termining the characteristics of such near-to worst-case problem examples in order

to assure against their random or manipulated occurrence and attempt to reduce

their severity.

These two problems combined with the properties of self-adapting self-organizing

emergent multi-agent systems result in the following challenges that must be tackled by

the RA-EIA.

• Challenge 1: Account for the Variability of System Performance

The problem encountered by many self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-

agent systems is dynamic in nature. Therefore, the predicted future performance

efficiency of the system cannot be determined based on a single simulation measure-

ment. To correctly assess the expected risk of proposed adaptations, a statistically

significant sample made from the complete population of possible problems must

be measured [Jai91]. Any attempt to assess risks to the system’s performance effi-

ciency must utilize a measure that takes into account the statistical distribution of

the problem population.

• Challenge 2: Address the Size of the Worst-Case Search Problem

The possible problem distribution represents the search space in which it is neces-

sary to search for examples of near-to worst-case performance. Given the inevitable

likelihood that the problem for which the self-organizing system was created is

computationally hard, the accompanying search for worst-case examples is compu-

tationally hard itself. As a result, there is no efficient deterministic algorithm that
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can perform this search. However, to address this challenge some compromise must

be made. In order to find the worst-case example, or at least near-to worst-case

examples, it is necessary to use an intelligent search method that sacrifices the de-

terministic guarantee of the exact solution for one that produces adequate solutions

in acceptable time. Consequently, if given a sufficient period of time the results of

such a search can be used as near-to worst case examples.

• Challenge 3: Take into Account Additional Variance From Adaptations

The EIA creates adaptations for the self-organizing agents of the system. Therefore,

it is necessary when attempting to manage the risks to system performance, that

when these adaptations are proposed that the resultant expected and worst-case

risks are examined. It is not sufficient to assume the proposed adaptations will

have the desired effect.

• Challenge 4: Account for Limited System Controllability

The EIA has a limited period in which it may communicate with the reactive agents

of the system responsible for providing the system’s online solution. Additionally,

due to the EIA’s consultation role, the system should be capable of long-term in-

dependent online operation. During the EIA’s offline operation it must determine

structural adaptations, consisting of rules for agents, which take into consideration

the long-term performance efficiency of the system. Simple feedback control meth-

ods are insufficient and risk analysis must be completed during the derivation of

adaptations.

In order to tackle the described problems and associated challenges the RA-EIA uses

the following two approaches.

• Approach 1: Assess and Reduce Frequency of Expected Emergent Misbehavior

Using MCS

In order to assess the frequency of expected emergent misbehavior and reduce the

introduction of future risks from adaptations, it is necessary to use a method that
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takes into account the possible distribution of the problem. This objective may be

satisfied through the use of MCS. The principles of MCS allow the system to cope

with Challenge 1 by accounting for the variability of system performance given the

distribution of possible problems that may be encountered. This method will allow

for the assessment and reduction of expected emergent misbehavior.

• Approach 2: Assess and Reduce Severity of the Extent of Emergent Misbehavior

Using ELES

In order to assess and reduce the severity of worst-case behavior, it is first necessary

to complete the search problem of determining what worst-case behavior for the

system is. In a sense this search problem is to find within the population of possible

problems, examples of problems that produce emergent misbehavior in the system.

This objective may be accomplished through the use of ELES. Evolutionary learn-

ing methods utilize the beneficial properties of evolutionary population dynamics

to bias a random search process towards examples that best fulfill the chosen fit-

ness function [Mit96]. In this case the fitness function promotes problem examples

that show evidence of emergent misbehavior. The properties of evolutionary search

methods allow us to address Challenge 2. This method will allow for the assessment

and reduction of worst-case emergent behavior.

Challenge 3 is addressed by using both approaches to assess the risk of emergent

misbehavior from proposed adaptations. Additionally, Challenge 4 is addressed by the

forward-looking predictive nature of these risk assessments. This allows an advised set

of adaptations to produce long-term efficient and dependable operation.

6.2 Principles of Adaptation Risk Assessment and Management

It is important to remember that the base system that is solving the actual DTF prob-

lems is a self-organizing (bottom-up self-managing) emergent multi-agent system. This

base autonomous (self-directed) system acts independently and utilizes the EIA solely

as a consultation service that provides adaptations designed to improve performance
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efficiency. Even after querying the EIA for advice, the base self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system will continue online operation while the EIA performs its operations

independently offline. The self-organizing emergent multi-agent system has the beneficial

properties of simplicity, flexibility, and scalability. The base system relies on beneficial

behavior emerging from the combined interactions of its agents to solve the given prob-

lem.

In this thesis we are concerned with the risk represented by a set of adaptations

proposed by the EIA. More, precisely we want to be able to make a risk-aware decision

on the consideration of different sets of proposed adaptations (risky choices). Given the

nature of self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems we must accept a certain level

of inefficiency, therefore our concern is how to improve efficiency (gain outcomes), while

avoiding introducing emergent behavior that reduces efficiency (loss outcomes) in regards

to the default behavior of the system. In general we are concerned with the variability

around the expected loss of a set of proposed adaptations, but given the possibility

of intentional/accidental abuse of the system we are also concerned with the extent of

expected loss.

The EIA is a self-adapting (top-down self-managing) addition to the base self-organizing

emergent multi-agent system that relies on the expectation that the previously identified

set of recurring events will continue in order to improve performance efficiency. The EIA

utilizes this expectation to determine exception rule advice to change the base system’s

emergent behavior. These exception rules are compositional (structural) adaptations to

the system and therefore require management that goes beyond simple control theory

methods of parameter adaptation. However, the existing EIA mechanism lacks any such

method of managing the risks associated with proposed compositional exception rule

adaptations.

There are a number of dangers associated with the existing EIA’s naive management

of adaptations.

1. The EIA currently advises exception rules only for the first identified deviation

between the emergent solution to the set of recurring events and the optimal so-
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lution to the set of recurring events. Therefore, the EIA requires many multiple

consultations to produce the critical number of exception rules to noticeably im-

prove behavior. The more numerous and frequent the consultations are, the less

autonomous the advised self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is.

2. Before the EIA advises further exception rules it requires the base system’s re-

sponse to the previous exception rules. If the emergent solution to the set of

recurring events did not change, then it retracts the attempted exception rules be-

fore deriving others. Note, there is no consideration at any time if the previously

advised exception rules had even provided a positive improvement in performance

efficiency. It was shown in [SDKB11] that good-intentioned exception rules can

reduce the system’s performance efficiency.

3. The EIA is unaware during rule derivation of anything but the emergent solution

to the set of recurring events and the optimal solution to the set of recurring events.

The EIA attempts to provide exception rules as long as there remains a deviation

between the solution quality or assignments of the two without regards to the

possible risks associated with advising an excessive number of exception rules. It

is important to remember that each exception rule represents a restriction to the

behavior of the self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. To retain the highly

desired property of flexibility, the number of exception rules advised should be as

limited as possible.

To tackle these dangers the decision phase of the EIA’s feedback control loop is ex-

tended to include improved planning based on the risk analysis of predicted performance

evaluations of the system under different proposed compositional exception rule adapta-

tions. In general this is accomplished by introducing reflection into the control loop of

the self-adaptive EIA component to form an introspective RA-EIA. To accomplish reflec-

tive introspection the RA-EIA uses a predictive ability that extends beyond the simple

awareness of the set of recurring events. Essentially, the RA-EIA performs predictive

performance evaluations of risks to the system’s performance efficiency under different
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proposed sets of exception rules. Using this ability, during a single consultation, the

RA-EIA accumulates a minimal set of risk-averse exception rules to advise. Resultantly,

the RA-EIA counters the dangers listed above through its reflective risk assessment and

management.

When considering performance efficiency and dynamic problems such as DTF, a sin-

gle adaptation represents an accompanying change in the distribution of possible perfor-

mance efficiencies. This uncertainty of the possible outcomes as the result of a choosing

a proposed adaptation results in the necessary consideration of risk. Risk is associated

with cost, which for DTF is the solution quality qual of the system. The default emergent

solution of the self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is considered as acceptable

since the system is supposed to be capable of independent operation. The EIA’s goal of

improving performance efficiency is to reduce the cost of the emergent solution towards

the optimal solution. Therefore, a gain outcome of an advised compositional exception

rule adaptation is a decrease in the emergent solution quality after adaptation below that

of the emergent solution quality without adaptation. A loss outcome is the reverse of the

gain outcome. High risk is associated with the increased likelihood that a proposed set

of exception rules will result in loss outcomes during future operation.

The RA-EIA includes the ability to assess the risk of a proposed set of exception rules

in two manners:

• MCS (Section 2.6) allows the assessment of the variability around the expected loss

of multiple outcomes. In other words, it enables the creation of a statistical distri-

bution in which risk is associated with the uncertainty of where in this distribution

the outcomes of the proposed set of exception rules will fall.

• GA methods (Section 2.7) similar to ELES (Chapter 5) allow the assessment of the

expected loss of a particular outcome. More precisely, it allows the assessment of

the extent of a costly (loss) outcome given malicious interference of an adversary

under a proposed set of exception rules.

The above methods enable the RA-EIA to perform internal risk reduction, through
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predictive forecasting, which allows the gain/loss outcomes of different proposed sets

of exception rules to be ascertained. Using these assessed measurements the RA-EIA

can achieve loss control, by choosing rules that result in less frequent and/or less severe

losses. Additionally, the RA-EIA can report measures that allow loss financing to be

completed as the likelihood and extent of costly outcomes has been determined. This

risk assessment and management is associated with additional computation cost which

is acceptable based on the consideration that the advice from a single consultation is

designed to be sufficient for a long-term reliable improvement in efficiency.

6.3 RA-EIA Model

The RA-EIA, is an enhancement of the existing EIA concept. The original EIA concept

is already capable of collecting local histories to form a global history from which it is

able to determine and communicate exception rules designed to improve the system’s

response to the set of recurring events. However, this derivation is naive in regards to

the actual consequences of the advised exception rules and does not consider the long-

term impact of the exception rules accumulated by the system. The RA-EIA replaces

the derive action of the original EIA concept with its own deriveRA−EIA action that

reflects on the consequences of proposed exception rules. This reflection is accomplished

using predictive performance evaluation risk assessment via MCS and ELES. The RA-

EIA uses this assessment to manage the risks of the proposed set of exception rules in

order to determine a minimum set of effective, yet risk-averse, exception rules before

communication.

To accomplish this there are three additional requirements, to supplement those of

the original EIA concept:

1. The RA-EIA must be capable of determining some form of statistical distribution

of the expectation of future events. This will allow the application of MCS which

requires the inputs to be defined.

2. The RA-EIA requires an idea of the level of influence that an adversary has to ma-
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liciously influence the system. In many cases it is highly unlikely that an adversary

will be able to gain complete control of the system or its environment. It is more

likely that there will exist a larger number of trusted generators for events in the

DTF problem. The application of the ELES method requires this to establish the

extent it can attack the system during exploratory testing.

3. It must be possible to simulate, or at least predict, the performance evaluation of

the base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system when encountering a DTF

problem instance. Without this ability predictive reflection is not possible, since

this system would only be able to determine the consequences of proposed actions

through real-world implementation.

The RA-EIA is a special deliberative advisor agent AgRA−EIA that is consulted to im-

prove the performance efficiency of an advised multi-agent system (see Definition 4.2.1).

The advisor agent AgRA−EIA is not an integral element of the set A of agents in the basic

multi-agent system itself, but rather an additional consultation element. The basic multi-

agent system is capable of continuing independent operation without the AgRA−EIA,

maintaining the autonomous nature and robustness of the overall solution. Formally, the

RA-EIA agent AgRA−EIA is an instantiation of an abstract agent (see Definition 4.2.2).

Figure 6.1: Risk-Aware Advised Multi-Agent System

The RA-EIA is an extension of the EIA and acts autonomously to improve efficiency

without user interaction by implementing the four activities of a closed feedback con-

trol loop (see Figure 3.2). However, the RA-EIA expands on the decision phase of the
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original EIA by replacing the existing derive action with the deriveRA−EIA action and

its associated sub-actions. This new deriveRA−EIA action performs risk analysis within

long-term planning to determine a minimal set of risk-averse compositional exception

rule adaptations to advise. The architecture of the RA-EIA is depicted in Figure 6.2:

Figure 6.2: Functional Architecture of RA-EIA

The sub-actions that form the deriveRA−EIA action are introduced below and will be

described further in the following section:

• deriveRA−EIA(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, ri

rec, NR) = rules: replaces the original derive of the

EIA and creates for each agent Agi a minimal set Ri of risk-averse exception rules,

where Ri can also be empty.

– assessMCS(rirec, NR, rules) = x: uses MCS and determines a sample mean

x for the statistical distribution of the simulated future performance for the

given proposed exception rules rules compared to the base system’s default

performance. Given that the idea is to minimize the solution quality, then

a negative mean is an overall gain while a positive mean is an overall loss

relative to the default performance, see Figure 6.3. The more negative the

mean associated with a set of proposed exception rules, the larger the assessed

overall performance efficiency gain.
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Figure 6.3: Comparing assessMCS Means

∗ generate(rirec, NR) = rigen: creates a run instance rigen that is likely to

occur in the future using the set rirec of recurring events and the set NR

of non-recurring events extracted from the global history.

– assessELES(rirec, NR, rules) = y: uses ELES and determines a measurement

y of the extent of the cost, given the interference of a malicious adversary, for

the given proposed exception rules rules compared to the base system’s default

performance. Given that the idea is to minimize the solution quality then the

more positive the measurement y the larger the overall loss is relative to the

default performance, see Figure 6.4. Generally, a limiting threshold ythreshold

can be chosen as the point at which larger extent of performance inefficiency

measurements y are no longer acceptable.

Figure 6.4: Comparing assessELES Measurements
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How the deriveRA−EIA utilizes its two sub-actions of assessMCS and assessELES is

dependent upon the requirements of the particular application. The deriveRA−EIA may

use only the assessMCS sub-action or both sub-actions depending on the circumstances.

Each sub-action enables the assessment of a different measure of the risk associated with

a proposed set of exception rule adaptations. The assessMCS sub-action determines a

mean which communicates the overall level of performance efficiency change relative to

the default performance. The assessELES sub-action determines a measure of the extent

of performance inefficiency relative to the default performance.

1. If there is no malicious adversary and no concern that the DTF problem instance

the system encounters will be manipulated, then the assessMCS sub-action alone

can be used to determine a minimum set of exception rules that provides the largest

overall performance efficiency gain.

2. However, if there is a concern that the problem will be manipulated, then the

assessELES sub-action can be used to eliminate exception rules that increase the

extent of performance efficiency loss beyond a chosen threshold ythreshold from con-

sideration, while the assessMCS sub-action can be used on the remaining proposed

exception rules to determine which provide the largest overall performance efficiency

gain.

It is possible to use the assessELES sub-action by itself, however this relies on the

assumption or knowledge that in general advised exception rules will provide overall a

performance efficiency gain. The assessELES sub-action may then be used to ensure that

the extent of the risk of a set of accumulated exception rules does not exceed the chosen

threshold ythreshold. However, for this thesis we are concerned with advising a minimum

effective set of exception rule adaptations, which requires the use of the assessMCS sub-

action. It is possible in different circumstances that this requirement does not exist.

For example, the assessELES action could be used as a risk assessment method for

determining the extent of risk in the current state of the system so that it could be

managed on the business level.
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Figure 6.5 shows the general communication interaction between an agent Agi of

the basic multi-agent system and the RA-EIA agent AgRA−EIA. The operation of the

deliberative RA-EIA agent is independent of the actions of the reactive rule-applying

agents of the advised multi-agent system. The deriveRA−EIA action may use just the

assessMCS sub-action or both sub-actions. The multi-agent system continues online

operation regardless of the RA-EIA agent’s state. Meanwhile, the RA-EIA agent proceeds

operating offline taking the necessary time to determine risk-averse exception rule advice.

This time depends on the complexity of the problem, the accuracy of the risk assessment,

and whether one or both of the risk assessment methods are used to manage proposed

exception rules.

Figure 6.5: Interaction Between Agent and RA-EIA

6.4 RA-EIA Actions

Together the deriveRA−EIA, assessMCS, assessELES, and generate actions replace the

original derive action.

• RA-EIA Derive Action

deriveRA−EIA(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, ri

rec, NR) = rules

The deriveRA−EIA replaces derive from the original EIA concept. The responsibil-

ity of this action remains the same except that the process of deriving exception

rules for the set rirec of recurring events now utilizes reflective risk analysis. The
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deriveRA−EIA action will work slightly different depending on whether one or both

of the assessMCS and assessELES sub-actions is being used.

What remains common is that the RA-EIA contains a set of rule derivators, each

associated with a exception rule variant. A rule derivator rd creates exception

rules, rd(solrecopt , sol
rec
emg, x) = rules, by comparing the optimal solution solrecopt with

the computed emergent solution solrecemg for the set of recurring events. A rule

derivator returns rules that attempt to address a single deviation between the

emergent solution to the set of recurring events and the optimal solution to the

set of recurring events, that is a single location j with either evrecopt,j 6= evrecemg,j or

Agrecopt,j 6= Agrecemg,j. The variable x tells the rule derivator to returns exception rules

for the xth (first, second, third, . . . ) of these locations. This allows a rule derivator

to search for exception rules to address a later deviation even if no rules could be

found to fix the previous deviation. If there exists no xth location, then an empty

set is returned.

The deriveRA−EIA action consists of a loop that continues until either the rule

derivators no longer provide unique prospective exception rules, or the time given

for deriving the exception rules expires. The loop begins with an empty set rulesacc

of accumulated exception rules, a set rulesexist of exception rules currently advised,

and with the rule derivators considering the first difference (x := 1) between the

existing emergent solution to the set of recurring events and the optimal solution to

the set of recurring events. The deriveRA−EIA action chooses exception rules to add

to the accumulated exception rules rulesacc via the assessMCS and/or assessELES

sub-actions.

1. If there is no malicious adversary nothing needs to be done at this point.

2. Otherwise, if there is a malicious adversary, then for each set of prospective

exception rules rulesi, returned by a rule derivator rdi, a measurement ymaxi

is assessed. The measurement ymaxi is the maximum of multiple yi measure-

ments assessed using the assessELES action for the ruleset rulesexist,acc,i, which
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consists of the currently advised, the accumulated, and the prospective excep-

tion rules. If the measurement ymaxi exceeds the threshold ythreshold then the

prospective exception rules rulesi are removed from consideration.

For each set of prospective exception rules rulesi remaining after the previous step,

a sample mean xi is assessed. This mean is assessed using the assessMCS action for

the ruleset rulesexist,acc,i, which consists of the currently advised, the accumulated,

and the prospective exception rules. Additionally, the sample mean xacc is assessed

for only the accumulated set of exception rules using the assessMCS action for

the ruleset rulesexist,acc consisting of the currently advised and the accumulated

exception rules.

If none of the prospective sets of exception rules produces a negative sample mean

that improves on the accumulated set of exception rules (i.e. ∀xi|xi ≥ xacc), then

none of the prospective sets of exception rules provided a further improvement, so

the rule derivators are incremented to look at the next difference x := x+ 1. Oth-

erwise, the exception rules associated with the smallest sample mean xmin, which

are rulesmin, are added to the accumulated set rulesacc and the rule derivators are

reset to look at the first difference x := 1.

The ultimate result of the deriveRA−EIA action is a set rulesacc of accumulated

exception rules that has been determined to provide on average the greatest increase

of performance relative to the default base system. If the assessELES sub-action

was used, then the extent of performance risk for rulesacc is under the threshold

ythreshold. If desired, the assessELES and assessMCS sub-actions can be used to

determine the measurements yacc and xacc to provide the operator of the system a

record of the assessed dangers associated with the current system. The operator

then has the ability to manage these risks on a business level.

Prospective exception rules are created to address a single inefficiency at a time,

and only the most effective exception rules are accumulated, thus limiting the

quantity of communicated exception rules. As a result, the complete system retains
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flexibility and increases reliability by reducing the risks associated with the quantity

and quality of exception rules.

• Assess MCS Sub-action

assessMCS(rirec, NR, rules) = x

The assessMCS sub-action performs MCS using the generate action to create pos-

sible future run instances. These generated run instances are the inputs xinput for

the stochastic MCS models f and f rules. The model f is a simulation of the default

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system without exception rules while f rules is

the same model after being advised by the exception rules rules. These run in-

stances are generated until a statistically acceptable amount nreq have been created

such that the sample mean x from the Y output is acceptable or a maximum nmax is

reached.

To form a sample each generated run instance is simulated through the default and

adapted models and evaluated for a measurement:

youtput =
(qual(solafteremg (rigen))− qual(soldefaultemg (rigen)))

qual(solopt(rigen))

This measurement compares the solution quality qual(solafteremg (rigen)) of the sys-

tem’s emergent solution after being advised by the proposed set of exception rules

to the solution quality qual(soldefaultemg (rigen)) of the emergent solution of the system

without exception rules (default). This measurement is normalized by the solution

quality qual(solopt(ri
gen)) of the optimal solution. If a measurement is negative,

then the proposed exception rules improved the system’s emergent solution com-

pared to the default base system. If the final sample mean x of the collected

measurements Y output is negative, then we know that the proposed exception rules

rules, on average, represent an overall improvement compared to the base system

(with a certain statistical confidence within a given absolute error).

• Generate Sub-action

generate(rirec, NR) = rigen
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The generate sub-action creates a possible future run instance (the xinput for the

MCS models). This run instance is determined from the statistical distribution of

previous run instance characteristics X input. Its size is chosen from the distribution

of recent sizes seen in the last k run instances of the global history. The new run

instance rigen begins as the existing set rirec of recurring events, and additional

task-time event pairs are added from the set NR of non-recurring events. These

pairs are chosen so that they are not duplicates of those already in the generated

run instance. Note, if there are no non-recurring events, then every run instance

generated by this sub-action will be the set of recurring events.

• Assess ELES Sub-action

assessELES(rirec, NR, rules) = y

The assessELES sub-action performs ELES similar to what was described in Chap-

ter 5. However the search space is reduced as a result of the limited level of influence

that an adversary has to maliciously influence the occurrence of events. The result

of the ELES will be the most fit run instance evolved within the limited allowed

variance from the previously seen run instances in the global history. The goal will

be to maximize the fitness function which benefits run instances where the pro-

posed exception rules reduced performance efficiency compared to the default base

system’s behavior. The measurement y is derived from the fitness of the run in-

stance returned by the GA. The description of this sub-action follows the sequence

of steps to tailor the general GA for ELES to our specific exploratory testing goal.

For this testing problem we are concerned with exploring how badly the advised

multi-agent system might perform given the proposed exception rules and the gen-

eral limitations on the malicious adversary’s level of influence. This level of influ-

ence consists of how far from the set of recurring events is the evolved run instance

allowed to deviate. The simplest case only allows the non-recurring events to be

exploited. If the adversary is considered to be able to achieve full manipulation,

then all the events in the run instance can be exploited. The remaining scope of
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the search space is determined from the global history. This includes the number

of tasks the system usually encounters, the length of the period of Time in which

the tasks occur, and the current exception rules of the system.

We are not concerned with the system adapting, we simply want to compare for an

evolved run instance the performance of the system with the proposed exception

rules to that of the default configuration. So we only need to produce a single run

instance, however when this run instance is being simulated it will be expanded to a

run sequence consisting of two duplications of the run instance. These duplications

will allow the tested system to encounter the run instance once with the default

configuration and once with the exception rules.

1. The form of the run sequence rsassess represented by the individual for the

search needs only to be a simple run instance riassess.

rsassess = (riassess) = (((ta1, t
avail
ta1

), (ta2, t
avail
ta2

), . . . , (tap, t
avail
tap )))

indiassess = (ta1, t1, ta2, t2, . . . , tap, tp)

2. The fitness function fitassess used to quantify the fitness of the individual

indiassess is rather simple. Note, that the fitness function is essentially the

same measure used in the assessMCS action for MCS. We are concerned with

comparing the performance of indiassess before and after being advised ex-

ception rules. Therefore, we will primarily consider the solution qualities of

the actual emergent solution solafteremg to the run instance after adaptation and

the default emergent solution soldefaultemg to the run instance without exception

rules. We then normalize this value against the solution quality of the optimal

solution.

y = fitassess(indiassess) =
(qual(solafteremg (riassess))− qual(soldefaultemg (riassess)))

qual(solopt(riassess))

3. Here we will assist the GA with a targeted genetic operator. This targeted

operator makes use of the consideration that for exception rules to influence
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the riassess negatively it is likely that the evolved events will be similar to the

events that trigger the exception rules. In order to guide the search process

in exploring this likelihood a genetic operator can be used to target existing

exception rules. This process will be similar to the mutation operator in that

a single task-time pair event will be selected in the riassess. However, rather

than simply mutate the event, it will be replaced with a new task-time pair

similar to an event indicated in an exception rule.

Definition 6.4.1. (Rule operator)

A rule operator RuleOp is a genetic operator

RuleOp(indiparent) = indirule

where a single parent individual indiparent = (ta1, t1, . . . , tai, ti, . . . , tap, tp) is

selected by selproc and a single tai ∈ T and ti ∈ Time is mutated to another

ta′i ∈ T and t′i ∈ Time derived from an existing exception rule, resulting in

the individual indirule.
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Chapter 7

Implementation for Pickup and Delivery Problems

This chapter describes an instantiation of the abstract architecture of the RA-EIA for the

PDP subclass of DTF. This implementation will be compared and contrasted with the

original EIA in the experimental evaluations of the following chapter. The realization of

the RA-EIA will be accomplished in the Simulator for EfficieNt Self-Organizing Emergent

Systems (SENSES). SENSES is the simulator for which the DIC self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system coordination mechanism was developed [Kas10]. Similarly, the EIA

concept was implemented within SENSES to provide self-adapting improvement through

ignore exception rules [Ste08]. The available exception rule types were supplemented

with pro-active exception rules to address discovered weaknesses in the existing ignore

exception rules [Ste10]. The implementation of the RA-EIA is based on these existing

developments.

Section 7.1 describes the specific instantiation of a self-adapting self-organizing emer-

gent multi-agent system, using both DIC and an EIA, used to solve PDP in the exper-

imental evaluations of this thesis. This instantiation requires the introduction of PIC

an instantiation of DIC for PDP. Finally, Section 7.2 will describe the details of the

extensions required for the implementation of the RA-EIA within SENSES. More pre-

cisely, this is a description of the implementation of the deriveRA−EIA’s sub-actions of

assessMCS and assessELES.

7.1 SENSES for Pickup and Delivery Problems

The experimental evaluations of this thesis require an instantiation of a self-adapting self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system within which to instantiate Chapter 6’s abstract

risk assessment and management. This section introduces an instantiation of a self-

adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system for the DTF subclass of PDP. This
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instantiation is accomplished through SENSES, which is implemented in Java [Kas10].

The base decentralized system uses the DIC method to provide a self-organizing emergent

solution to solving PDP in what is known as PIC. The system is made self-adapting

through an EIA. The base decentralized self-organizing emergent PIC multi-agent system

is described in Subsection 7.1.1 and the self-adapting EIA is described in Subsection 7.1.2.

Finally, in Subsection 7.1.3 pro-active/ignore exception rules for the previous system are

described.

7.1.1 Pollination-Inspired Coordination (PIC)

DIC is a natural method of creating a decentralized self-organizing emergent multi-agent

system solution to PDP. The variant of DIC developed for PDP is known as Pollination-

Inspired Coordination (PIC). PIC is inspired by the coordination principles apparent in

the natural paradigm of pollination. The design goal is to create a multi-agent system

of reactive PDP agents (vehicles) that are capable of autonomously responding to PDP

transportation requests. The resulting system is completely decentralized and the solu-

tion is the result of the emergent behavior of the system’s agents. The PIC system, due to

its decentralized self-organizing nature, exhibits the properties of being highly scalable,

flexible, robust, and capable of completing dynamic instances of PDP. The manner in

which to create a PIC multi-agent system is described in [Kas10].

The reactive agents (vehicles) of the PIC multi-agent system are infochemical agents

that are only aware of their local infochemical environment. Each agent is only aware,

may only “smell”, the infochemicals that are situated on the same location they are in the

graph of the PDP environment. The infochemicals are propagated and evaporated across

the connections of the infochemical environment to other locations via the principles of

DIC. Agents complete PDP transportation requests through a completely reactive and

stigmergic manner of following the gradients of released infochemicals.

PDP transportation requests are made available in the infochemical environment by

the emission of request synomones at the paired locations of the pickup station ps and

delivery station ds of the PDP transportation request in the infochemical environment.
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A request synomone indicates to an agent the properties of the PDP transportation

request ProptaPDP = (ps, ds, ls), which includes the location of the emitters (i.e. the

pickup and delivery stations). Over time the emitted infochemicals will evaporate, there-

fore it is necessary for the emitter agents to continue to reannouce (re-emit) the request

synomones declaring the PDP transportation request as long as it remains incomplete.

Request synomones are all that are necessary for a simple PIC multi-agent system but

allomones, pheromones, and kairomones are used to provide better functioning coordi-

nation. Allomones are used by the pickup and delivery stations to indicate that a PDP

transportation request has been serviced, pheromones are used between delivery agents

to communicate if an agent is servicing an event, and kairomones are used to indicate

the depot location.

A PDP agent determines its action during each iteration of system operation according

to a priority method. If the agent already is carrying the load of a PDP transportation

request then it searches for the request synomone of the associated delivery station and

follows it to complete a delivery. Otherwise, the agent evaluates the infochemicals at its

location to determine an action. If there are request synomones a utility is computed to

determine the best viable PDP transportation request. This utility promotes the spatial

proximity of PDP transportation requests while demoting request synomones for which

there is an associated pheromone released by other agents or allomone by a station. If

PDP transportation requests remain with a positive utilities, then the request synomone

with the highest utility is followed. If there are no request synomones, then after a

number of idle iterations the agent will follow kairomones to return to the depot.

Through PIC the associated self-organizing emergent multi-agent system is able to

complete dynamic PDP. Additionally, this is done using completely reactive and stigmer-

gic decentralized self-organizing agents, resulting in many associated positive properties.

Among these are high flexibility to new PDP transportation requests in dynamic prob-

lems, robustness to failures of individual agents, high scalability for more PDP trans-

portation requests in a problem, and autonomous self-management. However, such a

system cannot guarantee performance efficiency, controllability, or observability. As a
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result, the EIA may be additionally supplied to the system to address these concerns.

7.1.2 Efficiency Improvement Advisor for PIC

As described in Chapter 4, the EIA is an additional agent added to a self-organizing

emergent multi-agent system to provide an improvement in performance efficiency. It

does this by analyzing the collected history of the system’s agents and determining the

set of recurring events for which it derives exception rules designed to improve the systems

emergent behavior, see Figure 7.1. The manner in which to create an EIA assisted PIC

multi-agent system is described in [Kas10].

To accomplish this, first the previous system’s agents need to be extended into rule-

applying agents and a method of periodically communicating between them and the

AgEIA needs to be established (i.e. receive and send).

Figure 7.1: EIA for Pollination-Inspired Coordination

To improve performance efficiency it is first necessary to quantitatively define what

is meant by efficiency. That is, what property or properties of the system’s performance

does the operator desire to minimize or maximize. In other words, we need to define the

solution quality of a pickup and delivery problem.

Definition 7.1.1. (PDP solution quality)

The quality of a PDP solution is defined as a function

qualPDP : SolPDP → R

where qualPDP (solPDP ) = qualdist(solPDP ) and qualdist(solPDP ) is the (costs for the)

total distance traveled by all agents in A to produce solPDP .
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To instantiate the action transform the EIA takes the local agent histories of the

agents, which consist of the agents’ actions given the perceived infochemicals and their

current state. From these local histories the PDP transportation requests R and stations

S0 of the original pickup and delivery problem can be determined. This, supplemented

with the knowledge of the vehicles V and the environment EnvPDP , allows the recreation

of the past pickup and delivery problems (i.e. GHist). The actual emergent response of

the system, the emergent solution, for each of the run instances of the global history is

evident from which agent serviced each PDP transportation request at what time.

To instantiate the action of extract, which requires determining the set of recur-

ring events, a similarity measure is necessary to describe the similarity between PDP

transportation requests.

Definition 7.1.2. (PDP request similarity)

The similarity simPDP between two PDP transportation requests evPDP1 , evPDP2 ∈ PDP

is defined as

simPDP (evPDP1 , evPDP2 ) =

τ · Ed(psevPDP
1

, psevPDP
2

)+

τ · Ed(dsevPDP
1

, dsevPDP
2

)+

υ · |lsevPDP
1
− lsevPDP

2
|+

ω · |tavail
evPDP

1
− tavail

evPDP
2
|

where

• τ , υ and ω are constant weight parameters.

• Ed : S0 × S0 → R+ is the Euclidean distance between two stations or station and

depot.

Tasks are similar to each other, when they are spatially close in time, distance, and load

size.

This measure and a specified parameter of minimum occurrence minocc allows the

extract action to use a clustering algorithm such as Sequential Leader Clustering [Har75].

The global history can then be data-mined for the set of recurring events in the past k run

instances which correspondingly allows the creation of the set of non-recurring events.
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The optimize action utilizes a GA to determine the optimal solution to the now static

set of recurring events. The GA has been chosen over optimizers that guarantee an opti-

mal solution because exact methods require an unacceptably long period of time even for

a static pickup and delivery problem. The EIA agent then compares the optimal solution

to the set of recurring events to the emergent solution to the set of recurring events to

determine if the current PDP solution is efficient enough that no further exception rule

advice is necessary. If advice is necessary to improve performance efficiency, the EIA

agent continues to the derive action.

The derive action of the EIA uses the priority based method of ranked rule derivators

described in Section 4.3. In this thesis, there are two rule derivators for the EIA agent

to consider. These two rule derivators, one for ignore exception rules and the other for

pro-active exception rules, will be described in the following subsection.

7.1.3 Exception Rules for PIC

Exception rules for PIC affect the utility calculations of the system’s agents. In order to

implement exception rules it is necessary for an agent to have the ability to determine if

an exception rule applies to a particular request synomone. To accomplish this abstract

synomone distance function is used to determine if the abstract synomone information

provided in an exception rule is similar to a perceived request synomone.

Definition 7.1.3. (Abstract synomone distance function)

The abstract synomone distance function distsyn between a PDP transportation request

evPDP1 ∈ PDP and an abstract synomone ab = (ps, ls, tavail) is defined as

distsyn(ab, evPDP1 ) =

Ed(psab, psevPDP
1

)+

|lsab − lsevPDP
1
|+

|tavailab − tavail
evPDP

1
|

If the abstract synomone distance function is greater than a threshold synthresh then

the exception rule will be applied to the utility of the request synomone.
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There will be two types of exception rules considered for this instantiation. First,

ignore exception rules are event-triggered exception rules that are designed to change

the assignment of agents to PDP transportation requests. Second, pro-active exception

rules are also event-triggered exception rules that are designed to change the order of the

assignment of agents to PDP transportation requests.

A PDP ignore exception rule irPDP , introduced in [Ste08, SDKB10, Kas10], is an

exception rule that detracts an agent from a PDP transportation request. It consists

of an abstract synomone ab and a number, which specifies a timespan after which the

exception rule is not applied anymore by the agent. The condition cond(sit, dat, irPDP )

can be simplified to a consideration of cond(syn, irPDP ) as syn is the situation in Sit of

a perceived request synomone and irPDP is the considered ignore exception rule stored in

Dat. If distsyn(ab, syn) < synthresh, then the utility for the request synomone is evaluated

to 0 resulting in the agent ignoring the particular PDP transportation request.

PDP ignore exception rules improve the system’s emergent solution to the set of

recurring events by advising an agent that was determined to be suboptimal, according

to the optimal solution to the set of recurring events, to ignore the PDP transportation

request it had completed in the previous run instance of the global history. The deficiency

of PDP ignore exception rules is that they don’t address the problem that the order in

which an agent completes its assigned PDP transportation request might need to be

changed. PDP pro-active exception rules are designed to address this.

A PDP pro-active exception rule prPDP , introduced in [Ste10, SDKB11], is an ex-

ception rule that instructs an agent to perform preparation for an expected forthcoming

PDP transportation request. It is triggered by an abstract synomone ab and has a

number, which specifies a timespan after which the exception rule is not applied any-

more by the agent. The condition cond(sit, dat, prPDP ) can be simplified to a con-

sideration of cond(syn, prPDP ) as syn is the situation in Sit of a perceived request

synomone and prPDP is the considered pro-active exception rule stored in Dat. If

distsyn(ab, syn) < synthresh, then the agent prepares for the forthcoming PDP trans-

portation request by moving to the pickup station location specified in the abstract
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synomone ab of the exception rule prPDP .

PDP pro-active exception rules improve the system’s emergent solution to the set

of recurring events by advising the agent that was determined to be optimal, according

to the optimal solution to the set of recurring events, to move to the location of a

forthcoming PDP transportation request after the occurrence of a previous trigger PDP

transportation request from the optimal solution to the set of recurring events. The

goal is that by optimizing the emergent solution to the set of recurring events that the

overall emergent solution will also improve. This supplements the ability of PDP ignore

exception rules to change the assignment of vehicle agents to PDP transportation requests

with the ability to change the order which a vehicle agent completes its assigned PDP

transportation requests.

These event-triggered exception rules have demonstrated the ability to improve the

performance efficiency of the PIC instantiation of a self-organizing emergent multi-agent

system for PDP when advised by a self-adapting addition of an EIA [SDKB11]. There

remains the problem that the existing derivation and application of exception rules is

done without reflection. The EIA works under the assumption that a derived exception

rule will improve performance. It accepts the first exception rule provided by a rule

derivator as good enough and only tries other exception rules if the first exception rule

is observed to have no visible effect after the system’s emergent response is observed.

The EIA lacks the ability to simulate and assess the risks associated with advising a

particular exception rule or a subset of exception rules. Therefore the EIA is also unable

to manage these risks and cannot guarantee reliable performance efficiency improvement.

The EIA is also limited to providing a single exception rule at a time as it cannot

anticipate the adapted system’s new emergent response and must rely on the observed

new state before it can determine subsequent exception rules. This means the EIA

requires much more frequent, and likely intrusive, interactions to provide a meaningful

set of exception rule advice.
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7.2 Risk-Aware Efficiency Improvement Advisor for PIC

The implementation of the RA-EIA is simply an improved extension of the previously

described implementation of the EIA. With regards to implementing specific changes

required to instantiate the risk assessment and management outlined in Chapter 6 there

is very little required. The deriveRA−EIA action of the RA-EIA uses the same two rule

derivators as described for the EIA. These two rule derivators consists of: one for ignore

exception rules and the other for pro-active exception rules. The deriveRA−EIA action

queries both derivators for exception rules which it then assesses using assessMCS and

assessELES.

Now, as previously mentioned, the complete self-adapting EIA advised PIC self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system for PDP is implemented in SENSES. This simu-

lator takes the specifications of a PDP problem and completes a simulation of the specified

run sequence. To enable the RA-EIA’s actions, the SENSES’s simulation must be able

to recursively launch itself to reflectively predict its performance under proposed circum-

stances. Therefore, the simulation specification is expanded to include: the option of

disabling the advisor’s operation to prevent adaptation on recursive simulation calls and

the ability to specify an exception rule configuration for a simulation that lists exception

rules to be enabled for certain run instances. These changes allow the SENSES simu-

lator to be utilized in a controlled (static) fashion so that specific combinations of run

sequences and associated exception rules can be simulated. This interaction is depicted

in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: SENSES Recursive Simulation
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This simulation produces a number of statistics, most importantly a record of the

solution quality of the emergent solution and optimal solution for each run instance.

These results are the output from the recursive simulation calls that are then used by the

assessMCS and assessELES actions in determining the sample measurement or extent

measurement respectively.

Lastly, when a run instance is being generated for assessMCS by generate or evolved

in assessELES by genetic operators it should be noted that an event is now a PDP

transportation request. More particularly, this means a task ta is now a taPDP =

(ProptaPDP , [tstarttaPDP , t
end
taPDP ]) and ProptaPDP = (ps, ds, ls). When an event/PDP trans-

portation request is being generated or changed the pickup station ps, delivery stations

ds, and load size ls must be valid.

Overall, there are few specific details required to implement the risk assessment and

management methods of the RA-EIA. Many of the additions required to instantiate the

RA-EIA were accomplished by defining PDP within the DTF specification.
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Chapter 8

Experimental Evaluation

In order to demonstrate that the RA-EIA presented in the previous chapters is capable

of successfully assessing and managing the risks of proposed exception rule adaptations,

this chapter performs a variety of experimental evaluations. More particularly, SENSES

instantiations, from the previous chapter, of an EIA and a RA-EIA self-adapting self-

organizing emergent multi-agent system for PDP, are compared. The completed evalu-

ations, in addition to randomly generated problems, also utilize the ELES exploratory

testing method described in Chapter 5. This allows for the two advisor instantiations

(EIA and RA-EIA) to be compared and contrasted using both biased and unbiased ex-

ample PDP run sequences.

First, Section 8.1 will explain general settings and specifications that will be used

in the evaluations of this chapter. Section 8.2 examines the baseline performance of

the underlying PIC self-organizing emergent multi-agent system for PDP. This baseline

allows the exploration of the utility of the EIA concept. Section 8.3 compares and

contrasts the EIA and RA-EIA under the expectation that there is no malicious adversary

(i.e. the RA-EIA only uses assessMCS). Section 8.4 however compares and contrasts the

two advisor concepts assuming the existence of a malicious adversary (i.e. the RA-EIA

uses both assessMCS and assessELES).

8.1 Evaluation Preparation

The experimental evaluations make use of two metrics. The primary metric is perfor-

mance efficiency and is based on the PDP solution quality which is described in Definition

7.1.1 as being the total distance traveled by the agents in the multi-agent system to pro-

duce the PDP solution. More precisely, we are concerned with how the emergent solution

compares to the optimal solution. Therefore, we will give performance efficiency measures
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using the formula:

qualPDP (solemg)− qualPDP (solopt)

qualPDP (solopt)
= Percent of Performance Inefficiency

.

The secondary measure will be a count of the number of exception rules created by

the advisor. The primary concern of the advisor is to improve performance efficiency

(i.e. reduce performance inefficiency). The additional concern of the RA-EIA is to

accomplish this while managing the risks of advised exception rules by both limiting the

assessed risks associated with advised exception rules and limiting the number of advised

exception rules. The more exception rules advised the greater is the infringement on the

flexibility of the underlying self-organizing emergent multi-agent system and the more

opportunities for a malicious adversary to attack the system exist.

Experiments are completed for different scenarios. The primary differentiator between

scenarios is the number of recurring and non-recurring events in the run instances of the

run sequence that is the problem the system faces in a particular configuration. This is

communicated using xRyN , for example 4R1N means there are 4 recurring events and 1

non-recurring event in the run instances of the run sequence. This means, if the system

adapts, the advisor will adapt the system to the recurring events. The non-recurring

events will either be completely random, and be unexpected by the system, or will have

occurred at some point in the global history, and be expected but have not happened

enough to be recurring.

There are a number of shared characteristics between all evaluations that will be

noted here rather than repeated:

• The PDP environment of the system is a 11 × 11 grid of locations. Each location

is connected to, at most, eight neighbors with bi-directional connections. The

distance between locations is the Euclidean distance with vertical and horizontal

locations separated by 1 unit and diagonal locations by
√

2. There is a single depot

at the center location of the grid where the agents (vehicles) begin each run instance

to solve the problem. This environment is also an infochemical environment and

propagates the infochemicals along its connections. This is depicted in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Evaluation PDP Environment

• There are 2 rule-applying agents that act as delivery vehicles. The number of PDP

transportation requests for the experimental evaluations is limited such that more

than two agents is excessive and not required, but having at least two still allows

for complications due to competing assignments between vehicles.

• The number of recurring events for problems is 4, 6, or 8. Higher complexity

levels have been examined for the development of SENSES in [Ste08, SDKB10,

Kas10, HDKB10]. The complexity is limited in this thesis due to the use of the

ELES exploratory testing method which requires many simulations of the system.

Additionally, it is the comparison between the two advisors that is the focus of the

experimental evaluations.

• The number of non-recurring events ranges up to half the number of recurring

events, i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. This limitation is based on the idea that the EIA

concept is designed to utilize the recurrence of events to adapt a system for better

performance in the future. If there are too many non-recurring events then the

problem becomes unsuitable to be improved via the EIA concept.

There are a number of ELES specific characteristics as well:

• Each test series (run of ELES) lasts for 100 generations (i.e. 101 populations

including the initial random population).
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• Each population consists of 25 individuals.

• To create each population for a generation 10% are new random individuals, 5% are

the best found during the search derivation (BestOp), 10% are the fit individuals

from the last generation’s population (SurvOp), 25% are produced by the crossover

operator (CrossOp), and 50% by the mutation operator (MutOp). This 50% is split

between the two mutation operators, if the twin mutation operator (TwinOp) is

also being used.

• The weightings for the fitness functions are: 500 for the primary, 10 for the sec-

ondary, and 5 for the tertiary component.

For the assessMCS sub-action the chosen confidence level is 95% and the absolute error

is 1%. The assessELES sub-action is run 10 times for each set of proposed exception rules

in order to determine if the extent of risk is below the threshold chosen in the experiment.

8.2 Baseline Evaluations

This section examines the baseline performance of the underlying PIC self-organizing

emergent multi-agent system for PDP instantiated in SENSES. More precisely, Section

8.2.1 presents the randomly generated baseline performance inefficiency histograms for

4R0N and 6R0N combinations of events. Section 8.2.2 then utilizes ELES to examine the

extent of the baseline performance inefficiency for 4R0N and 6R0N run instances. This

examination includes the ability of the EIA and RA-EIA to counteract the inefficiencies

in the run instance examples found. Section 8.2.3 discusses the importance of the results

from this section.

8.2.1 Random Baseline Performance Experiments

This section contains two experiments, one for 4R0N and one for 6R0N . Each consists

of generating random run instances which the underlying PIC self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system for PDP encounters. In each experiment 100 run instances were
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generated and the default baseline performance inefficiency of the system simulated in

SENSES. The sample distribution of the performance inefficiency results are depicted in

the histograms of Figure 8.2a and 8.2b. The sample mean of performance inefficiency for

4R0N is 45% with a standard deviation of 16%, and the mean for 6R0N is 48% with a

standard deviation of 18%. The extents of the samples’ ranges are 84% for 4R0N and

106% for 6R0N .

(a) 4R0N (b) 6R0N

Figure 8.2: Histogram of Baseline Performance Inefficiency

These histograms allow the determination of the expected performance inefficiency

of the base unadvised system. From the samples it appears that on average the base

system performs around ∼50% above the optimal solution. The evaluations show that

there exists quite a bit of room for improvement in system performance for randomly

generated run instances without any bias. If this level of inefficiency was acceptable

to the system’s operator, then it is possible that the addition of an advisor would not

be required. However, for the field of logistics and PDP it is highly unlikely that the

opportunity to reduce the inefficiency of the system and improve profit margins would

be ignored. Furthermore, as the following section will show, although the sample mean

is ∼50% the extent of inefficiency can range much higher.
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8.2.2 ELES Baseline Performance Experiments

This section uses ELES exploratory testing to examine the extent of the baseline perfor-

mance inefficiency of the self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. It contains twenty

experiments, ten for 4R0N and ten for 6R0N . Each experiment consists of a single run

of an ELES exploratory test that produces a single most fit run instance. This run in-

stance is an example of the extent of baseline performance inefficiency, see Section 5.1 for

more details about using ELES for determining the baseline performance of a multi-agent

system. The purpose of each experiment is to find example run instances that maximize

the fitness function fitbaseline.

The produced run instances were simulated five times by each of the EIA and RA-EIA

and the results averaged. Table 8.1a and 8.1b report the results of these simulations for

each run instance example produced by the ELES experiment. Reported is the baseline

inefficiency, along with the level to which the EIA and RA-EIA improved this inefficiency.

This improvement is included at this point not to compare the two advisors, but to give

evidence of the opportunity for drastic improvement represented by the advisor concept.

Note that 0% represents reaching the optimal solution. Additionally, the min and max

number of exception rules created are reported along with the number of exception rules

created by each of the EIA and RA-EIA.

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

1 288% 0% 13% 3 4 4.0 3.0

2 263% 106% 113% 2 3 3.0 2.0

3 231% 15% 15% 4 4 4.0 4.0

4 256% 19% 19% 3 3 3.0 3.0

5 241% 0% 12% 3 4 4.0 3.0

6 254% 0% 0% 4 5 5.0 4.0

7 277% 0% 19% 3 4 4.0 3.0

8 211% 0% 16% 3 4 4.0 3.0

9 263% 11% 11% 5 5 5.0 5.0

10 292% 23% 21% 3 4 4.0 3.0

(a) 4R0N

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

1 264% 38% 15% 5 7 6.6 5.0

2 254% 34% 44% 4 7 6.4 4.8

3 231% 60% 56% 2 7 6.2 3.8

4 162% 57% 40% 2 7 7.0 3.8

5 329% 5% 12% 7 8 8.0 7.0

6 186% 39% 38% 3 8 7.4 5.0

7 283% 2% 7% 7 8 8.0 7.0

8 207% 31% 46% 2 7 6.8 4.0

9 204% 86% 46% 4 8 7.2 4.0

10 199% 23% 21% 3 7 6.6 3.4

(b) 6R0N

Table 8.1: ELES Baseline Performance
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The average performance inefficiency of the ELES biased example run instances for

4R0N is 258%, and for 6R0N is 232%. This is far beyond the ∼50% sample means

from the unbiased random run instances. If one of the ELES biased examples was the

set of recurring events encountered by the base system, then the owners would likely

either have to consider manually tinkering with the configuration of the base system

themselves to determine improvements, or use the EIA concept. The advisors showed

the ability to drop this performance inefficiency to on average 19% for 4R0N , and 36%

for 6R0N demonstrating the enormous gains possible for the worst run instance examples

of baseline inefficiency. Additionally, it should be noted that the RA-EIA requires fewer

exception rules to accomplish relatively equivalent gains in performance improvement.

Tables 8.1a and 8.1b are depicted in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. The left charts show per-

formance efficiency results and the right the associated exception rule results.

For the left charts, the top of the line represents the baseline performance inefficiency.

The bar represents the level to which the EIA and RA-EIA improved the efficiency to.

If the bar is white, then the EIA is the lower value, otherwise if the bar is black, then

the RA-EIA has the lower value.

For the right charts, the line represents the min/max number of exception rules. The

bar represents the quantity of exception rules used by the EIA and RA-EIA to achieve

the performance improvement in the corresponding left chart. If the bar is white, then

the EIA advised fewer exception rules, otherwise if the bar is black, then the RA-EIA

advised fewer exception rules.

A reference is included based on the random baseline histogram results from the

Section 8.2.1, showing the min/max of the baseline inefficiency of the sample as the line

and the mean of the level to which the EIA and RA-EIA improved the performance

inefficiency to as the bar.
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(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.3: 4R0N ELES Baseline Performance

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.4: 6R0N ELES Baseline Performance

8.2.3 Discussion of Results

The purpose of these experiments is primarily to frame the remainder of the results

produced in this chapter. They form an understanding of what the baseline performance

inefficiency of the unadvised system is. The performance inefficiency is on average ∼50%.

Additionally, the results show the utility of the ELES exploratory testing method when

attempting to develop tests for an emergent system. The unbiased random examples
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range to a high of ∼100% while the testing method was able to independently explore

the search space of possible run instances producing biased examples ranging from ∼200-

350%. Determining similar examples by manual manipulation would require an excessive

amount of time, dedication, and would be dependent on the exploratory tester to discover

unpredictable emergent misbehaviors. In contrast, the automated ELES exploratory

testing method, when properly guided by the fitness function, can accomplish the same

goal producing examples that can be utilized as is, or learned from to understand the

unwanted emergent misbehaviors.

From these results it is apparent that there are obvious inefficiencies in the base

system’s operation when encountering particular run instances. The EIA works on the

premise that in the encountered run sequence there is a set of recurring events. If these

inefficiently solved run instances form the set of recurring events, then the base sys-

tem’s performance will be inefficient for a period of many run instances. Some level of

inefficiency is accepted, and even expected, in a self-organizing emergent multi-agent sys-

tem, especially when encountering DTF problems like dynamic PDP. However, the set

of recurring events represents an opportunity to learn and adapt for better performance.

The EIA concept, and thus the RA-EIA, takes advantage of this opportunity to provide

exception rule self-adaptations. In the results, it is apparent that exception rules can

be highly effective for even the most inefficient ELES produced run instance examples,

drastically improving performance efficiency.

The capability of drastically improving performance efficiency of the base system

through the use of the EIA concept cannot be ignored. The opportunity to reduce

operational expenditures and thus reduce the total cost of ownership is highly desirable.

However, there are dangers associated with the EIA concept that are not accounted for

in the original design. These include the risks of the quality and quantity of advised

exception rules that represent a danger of decreasing rather than increasing performance

efficiency, and infringing on the flexibility of the base system if the problem encountered

changes. The RA-EIA is designed to assess and manage these risks. Section 8.3 examines

this ability when there is no malicious adversary attempting to manipulate encountered
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events and the advisor is concerned with the variability of risk. Section 8.4 examines this

ability when there is a malicious adversary and the RA-EIA is additionally concerned

with the extent of risk.

8.3 Expected Variability of Risk Evaluations

This section compares and contrasts the performance, given the absence of a malicious

adversary, of the original EIA concept and the RA-EIA developed in this thesis. Note that

the RA-EIA is only concerned with assessing the variability of risk through the assessMCS

sub-action and not the extent of risk in this section. The examination works on the basis

that there is unavoidable performance inefficiency associated with the underlying PIC

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system for PDP instantiated in SENSES. The use

of the base system must accept the existence of this inefficiency, while the addition of the

EIA or RA-EIA should provide an overall improvement relative to this base performance.

Additionally, for the RA-EIA, this improvement should be accomplished through proper

assessment and management of the risks associated with exception rules. These risks are

the reduction of performance efficiency (i.e. the increase of performance inefficiency).

More precisely, Section 8.3.1 presents the randomly generated performance efficiency

improvement comparison between the two advisors. Section 8.3.2 then utilizes ELES to

examine the extent of the potential performance efficiency gain for 4R0N and 6R0N

run instances. While Section 8.3.3 utilizes ELES to examine the extent of the risk of

performance efficiency loss for 4R0N and 6R0N run instances. Section 8.3.4 discusses

the importance of the results from this section.

8.3.1 Random Experiments

This section contains two experiments, one where the non-recurring tasks are in the global

history of the RA-EIA and can therefore be expected, and one where the non-recurring

tasks are completely random and cannot be expected by the RA-EIA. In each experiment

the ability of the EIA and RA-EIA to adapt the underlying PIC self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system for PDP run sequences is compared. Each experiment consists of
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generating 50 run sequences for each combination xRyN of events. The combinations

considered are 4R0N , 4R1N , 4R2N , 6R0N , 6R1N , 6R2N , 6R3N , 8R0N , 8R1N , 8R2N ,

8R3N , and 8R4N . Each run sequence is created by first randomly creating a set of x

recurring events, then 30 run instances are generated by adding non-recurring events to

the set of recurring events. These y non-recurring events are either, in the case of the

first experiment, selected from a stable set of non-recurring events generated for each run

sequence or, in the case of the second experiment, they are created randomly. Although

the non-recurring events generated for the first experiment are not frequent enough to be

considered recurring they will occur in the global history for the RA-EIA and be utilized

in the MCS to assess the risks of exception rules. However, for the second experiment

the non-recurring events are unexpected and completely random.

The base system runs independently for the first five run instances of a run sequence

allowing the global history to be initially filled. Then for the remaining twenty-five run

instances each advisor is allowed to adapt the base system. For each run instance the

following measurement is calculated:

qualPDP (solbaseemg)− qualPDP (soladvisoremg )

qualPDP (solopt)
= Percent of Efficiency Improvement

.

This measurement accounts for the performance efficiency improvement relative to

the baseline performance of the system provided by the advisor. This measurement is

normalized by the optimal solution. This measure is different from the one previously

given, but was chosen as it shows the improvement level versus the baseline performance.

This baseline performance had to be accepted to implement the underlying system and

it is the purpose of the EIA and RA-EIA concept to improve on it. This measurement

is averaged between the remaining twenty-five run instances for a measurement for the

complete run sequence. The min, max, and mean of the measurements produced for the

fifty run sequences for each combination of recurring and non-recurring tasks is reported

for each advisor variant in the following tables. The final (+,−) rows allow an easy

comparison between the two advisor variants, with positive values meaning the RA-EIA

was better at improving efficiency and negative values than the EIA was.
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For the following Table 8.2 the RA-EIA experiences the expected non-recurring events

in the first five run instances of each run sequence. Therefore, in the following twenty-

five run instances they are recorded in the global history and are used in the MCS to

anticipate future non-recurring events.

Advisor Metric Test Series

4R0N 4R1N 4R2N 6R0N 6R1N 6R2N 6R3N 8R0N 8R1N 8R2N 8R3N 8R4N

EIA

Min −18.81% 0.68% 3.13% −8.03% −2.23% −0.36% 3.81% −8.62% −1.11% −4.74% −11.10% −1.76%

Max 76.75% 51.60% 36.37% 82.09% 49.05% 40.17% 33.44% 48.04% 50.67% 28.02% 26.96% 23.58%

Mean 26.90% 19.99% 19.49% 21.14% 19.87% 16.16% 15.80% 19.48% 15.27% 12.17% 12.04% 9.35%

RA-EIA

Min 0.00% 5.31% 4.11% 0.00% 5.54% 5.15% 4.15% 0.00% 1.23% 5.41% 1.34% 3.28%

Max 82.84% 58.04% 40.60% 90.42% 55.22% 50.68% 41.06% 51.10% 58.31% 35.48% 40.59% 33.47%

Mean 23.62% 23.77% 21.52% 27.09% 26.19% 21.67% 19.95% 26.51% 24.15% 19.30% 17.63% 13.63%

(+/-)

Min +18.81% +4.63% +0.98% +8.03% +7.77% +5.51% +0.34% +8.62% +2.34% +10.15% +12.45% +5.03%

Max +6.09% +6.45% +4.23% +8.33% +6.17% +10.51% +7.63% +3.07% +7.64% +7.46% +13.63% +9.89%

Mean −3.28% +3.79% +2.03% +5.95% +6.32% +5.51% +4.15% +7.03% +8.88% +7.13% +5.60% +4.29%

Table 8.2: Random Performance with Non-recurring Events Expected

A few tendencies can be determined from Table 8.2. The EIA for many of the exper-

imental test series has a negative minimum, meaning that for at least one run sequence

the EIA actually decreased the overall efficiency of the advised self-organizing emergent

multi-agent system compared to what its default baseline efficiency would have been. In

contrast, the RA-EIA has non-negative minimums meaning that it improved the overall

performance efficiency of every run sequence.

Importantly, it can also be noted that the RA-EIA improves the overall performance

efficiency on average more than the EIA. This is shown by the positive (+,−) values

in the table. Only for the 4R0N did the EIA perform better. To explain there results

the reader must remember that the EIA will provide exception rules until it has forced

the emergent solution to the set of recurring events into the optimal solution to the

set of recurring events. When there are no non-recurring events this means it advises

exception rules until the emergent solution is the optimal solution. However, the RA-EIA

accomplishes the same thing, but due to its assessment it provides fewer exception rules.

The difference is that the more exception rules provided by the EIA are able to prevent

more unpredicted emergent misbehavior (which includes the partial response of agents to

events they do not service). This unpredicted emergent behavior is not captured by the
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solution quality qual. When there are no non-recurring events the flexibility limitation

of more exception rules does not harm the system’s performance. Nevertheless, if the

recurring events were to change the more exception rules provided by the EIA represents

a greater chance of the system then performing inefficiently.

For Table 8.3 the non-recurring events in the first five run instances of each run se-

quence are random. Additionally, in the following twenty-five run instances they are ran-

dom as well. The RA-EIA is subsequently unable to anticipate the future non-recurring

events in the MCS.

Advisor Metric Test Series

4R0N 4R1N 4R2N 6R0N 6R1N 6R2N 6R3N 8R0N 8R1N 8R2N 8R3N 8R4N

EIA

Min −8.37% −2.27% 1.40% −23.85% −6.69% −0.39% −1.39% −5.49% −3.79% −6.32% −2.18% −1.37%

Max 63.77% 47.45% 35.92% 60.84% 55.26% 31.45% 34.70% 44.45% 57.79% 23.65% 22.84% 18.59%

Mean 22.21% 18.89% 16.31% 24.59% 20.20% 11.01% 10.71% 18.27% 15.34% 8.46% 7.48% 5.17%

RA-EIA

Min 0.00% 3.13% 0.55% 0.00% 6.94% 3.37% 1.24% 0.00% 2.85% 2.04% 1.41% 2.60%

Max 59.20% 57.39% 52.57% 69.38% 68.01% 36.52% 42.35% 47.24% 76.59% 33.44% 35.90% 33.57%

Mean 19.14% 23.50% 21.80% 28.85% 27.74% 20.28% 17.71% 23.85% 25.72% 17.88% 15.16% 12.89%

(+/-)

Min +8.37% +5.40% −0.85% +23.85% +13.63% +3.76% +2.63% +5.49% +6.63% +8.36% +3.59% +3.97%

Max −4.58% +9.94% +16.65% +8.54% +12.76% +5.08% +7.66% +2.79% +18.80% +9.79% +13.07% +14.98%

Mean −3.06% +4.61% +5.49% +4.25% +7.54% +9.27% +7.00% +5.58% +10.38% +9.42% +7.68% +7.73%

Table 8.3: Random Performance with Non-recurring Events Completely Random

The above Table 8.3 is similar to the previous table in that the RA-EIA on average

outperforms the EIA. The RA-EIA again avoids having any experimental test series with

a negative minimum, unlike the EIA where almost all do. Again, only for the 4R0N did

the EIA perform better on average. The reason for this was explained for the previous

table.

Figures 8.5a and 8.5b are designed to provide graphical insight into the difference

between the means of the two advisor variants previously described in Table 8.2 and 8.3.

In the charts the line represents the min/max (the min is limited to 0%) performance

improvement for either advisor variant for the experimental series. The base represents

the mean level of performance efficiency improvement provided by the advisor variants. If

the bar is white then the EIA has the higher value (larger mean improvement), otherwise

if the bar is black the RA-EIA has the higher value (larger mean improvement).
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(a) Non-recurring Events Expected (b) Non-recurring Events Completely Random

Figure 8.5: Random Performance Efficiency Improvement Comparison of Means

8.3.2 ELES Potential Performance Gain Experiments

This section uses ELES exploratory testing to compare and contrast the extent to which

the self-adapting EIA and RA-EIA concepts improve the performance efficiency of the

advised self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. This goal is designed to find the

strengths in the design of the advisors. This section contains twenty experiments, ten for

4R0N and ten for 6R0N . Of each ten, five are for the EIA and five are for the RA-EIA.

Each experiment consists of a single run of an ELES exploratory test that produces a

single run instance example. This run instance is an example of the extent of potential

performance efficiency gain for the system adapted by either advisor variant, see Section

5.2 for more details. The purpose of each experiment is to find example run instances

that maximize the fitness function fitadapt.

The produced run instances were simulated five times by each of the EIA and RA-

EIA and the results averaged. Table 8.4a and 8.4b report the results of these simulations

for each experiment’s example run instance. Reported is the baseline inefficiency before

the base system was adapted, along with the level that the EIA and RA-EIA improved

this inefficiency to. Note that the most fit run instance examples will be ones where the

original baseline inefficiency is high and the advisor reduces the inefficiency to 0%. Note
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also that 0% represents reaching the optimal solution. Additionally, the min and max

number of exception rules created are reported along with the number of exception rules

created by each of the EIA and RA-EIA.

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 215% 0% 8% 2 3 3.0 2.0

2 263% 29% 84% 2 3 3.0 2.0

3 233% 0% 54% 3 6 6.0 3.0

4 209% 0% 13% 3 4 4.0 3.0

5 243% 0% 14% 4 5 5.0 4.0

RA-EIA

1 246% 0% 13% 5 6 6.0 5.0

2 132% 0% 0% 4 4 4.0 4.0

3 207% 0% 10% 5 6 6.0 5.0

4 141% 0% 4% 5 6 6.0 5.0

5 270% 23% 21% 3 4 4.0 3.0

(a) 4R0N

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 197% 34% 12% 5 8 7.2 5.8

2 219% 0% 30% 3 8 8.0 4.8

3 265% 10% 12% 5 6 6.0 5.0

4 185% 6% 38% 2 8 7.6 4.4

5 170% 8% 12% 2 8 7.6 4.4

RA-EIA

1 187% 30% 22% 5 8 6.4 5.8

2 290% 43% 40% 5 8 7.6 5.6

3 222% 0% 16% 2 7 7.0 5.8

4 263% 5% 17% 5 8 8.0 7.4

5 168% 23% 21% 1 8 6.6 3.0

(b) 6R0N

Table 8.4: ELES Potential Performance Gain

The average baseline performance inefficiency of the ELES biased example run in-

stances for 4R0N is 216%, and for 6R0N is 216%. This is far beyond the ∼50% sample

means from the unbiased random run instances, but does not quite reach the ∼250% ex-

tent of baseline performance inefficiency from Section 8.2.2. However, those run instances

were shown to be improved quite capably just not as close to the optimal solutions as

these. The EIA showed the ability to drop this performance inefficiency to on average 4%

for 4R0N and 14% for 6R0N . The RA-EIA showed the ability to drop this performance

inefficiency to on average 22% for 4R0N and 23% for 6R0N .

Again, the RA-EIA requires fewer exception rules to accomplish relatively equivalent

gains in performance improvement. It should be noted that both algorithms achieved

changing the emergent assignments into the optimal assignments. However, the slight

difference in the level of performance between the two is the result of the more exception

rules provided by the EIA which are able to prevent more unaccounted for emergent

misbehaviors (which includes the partial response of agents to events they do not service).

This unpredicted emergent behavior is not and generally cannot be captured by the

solution quality qual and therefore the RA-EIA does not consider further changes to
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prevent it.

Tables 8.4a and 8.4b are depicted in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. The charts are structured

the same as the ones given in the previous baseline experiments except that the bar

represents the level to which the EIA and RA-EIA improved the efficiency.

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.6: 4R0N ELES Potential Performance Gain

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.7: 6R0N ELES Potential Performance Gain
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8.3.3 ELES Risk of Performance Loss Experiments

This section uses ELES exploratory testing to compare and contrast the extent to which

the self-adapting EIA and RA-EIA concepts may negatively impact the performance

efficiency of the advised self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. This goal is the

reverse of the previous section’s experiments and is designed to find weaknesses in the

design of the advisors. As before, this section contains twenty experiments, ten for 4R0N

and ten for 6R0N . Of each ten, five are for the EIA and five are for the RA-EIA. Each

experiment consists of a single run of an ELES exploratory test that produces an example

run instance. This run instance is an example of the risk of performance efficiency loss

for the system adapted by either advisor variant, see Section 5.3 for more details. The

purpose of each experiment is to find example run instances that maximize the fitness

function fitrisk.

Again, the produced run instances were simulated five times by each of the EIA and

RA-EIA and the results averaged. Table 8.5a and 8.5b report the results of these simula-

tions for each experiment’s example run instance. Reported are the baseline inefficiency

before the base system was adapted, along with the level to which the EIA and RA-

EIA changed this inefficiency. Note that the most fit run instance examples will be ones

where the original baseline inefficiency is low and the advisor increases the inefficiency

away from 0%. As before, 0% represents reaching the optimal solution. Additionally, the

min and max number of exception rules created are reported along with the number of

exception rules created by each of the EIA and RA-EIA.
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Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 9% 111% 9% 0 5 5.0 0.0

2 31% 34% 30% 0 2 1.2 0.6

3 25% 276% 25% 0 4 4.0 0.0

4 8% 99% 8% 0 3 3.0 0.0

5 69% 104% 40% 0 5 3.8 1.8

RA-EIA

1 164% 85% 130% 1 4 4.0 1.0

2 183% 183% 183% 0 0 0.0 0.0

3 13% 5% 11% 1 4 4.0 1.0

4 51% 20% 10% 1 4 4.0 3.4

5 141% 23% 21% 0 0 0.0 0.0

(a) 4R0N

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 20% 47% 17% 1 7 5.0 1.0

2 18% 51% 16% 1 6 5.6 1.0

3 27% 44% 27% 0 8 7.8 0.0

4 38% 36% 32% 0 8 6.0 0.2

5 37% 70% 27% 2 7 6.6 2.8

RA-EIA

1 192% 86% 122% 1 5 5.0 1.4

2 129% 57% 116% 0 8 7.6 0.8

3 132% 20% 52% 0 7 6.6 3.4

4 45% 20% 38% 0 7 7.0 1.8

5 115% 23% 21% 1 9 7.2 2.6

(b) 6R0N

Table 8.5: ELES Risk of Performance Loss

The first thing is to note that the ELES exploratory testing was unable to find a

single example run instance for which the RA-EIA reduced performance. This means

the run instance examples for the RA-EIA did not fulfill the primary testing goal of the

fitness function fitrisk and are examples of maximizing the secondary testing goal of the

fitness function. This secondary testing goal produces run instance examples in which the

RA-EIA failed to provide a large improvement to the system’s performance efficiency but

still improved it somewhat. On the other hand, the ELES exploratory testing produced

run instance examples for the EIA that maximized the primary testing goal of the fitness

function. The existence of these run instance examples confirms the previous speculation

that, due to the lack of reflection when determining exception rules, the EIA is capable

of unintentionally reducing the system’s performance efficiency.

To contrast the two advisors we will compare the results from only the EIA ELES

exploratory experiments. The average baseline performance inefficiency of the ELES

discovered example problematic run instances for 4R0N is 29% and for 6R0N is 28%.

The EIA showed the ability to increase the performance inefficiency to on average 125%

for 4R0N and 50% for 6R0N . The RA-EIA showed that it avoided decreasing efficiency

and in fact increased efficiency to on average 22% for 4R0N and 24% for 6R0N . The

RA-EIA accomplished this by either advising fewer exception rules or simply avoiding

advising exception rules altogether when none could be found to improve performance
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efficiency.

Tables 8.5a and 8.5b are depicted in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. The charts are structured

the same as the ones given in the previous baseline experiments except that the bar

represents the level to which the EIA and RA-EIA changed the efficiency.

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.8: 4R0N Risk of Performance Loss

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.9: 6R0N Risk of Performance Loss
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8.3.4 Discussion of Results

In this section the ability of the RA-EIA to assess and manage the risks of advised

exception rules in the absence of a malicious adversary is compared and contrasted with

that of the EIA. The risk assessment and management of the RA-EIA’s deriveRA−EIA

action utilizes the assessMCS sub-action in reflection to determine the relative overall

performance efficiency change associated with different proposed sets of exception rule

adaptations. Consequently, the RA-EIA advises a minimal, yet effective, set of exception

rules. On the other hand, the EIA follows a greedy method of advising derived exception

rules, without introspection, until either the emergent solution quality reaches the optimal

solution quality or there no longer remains a deviation between the assignments of the

emergent and optimal solutions to the set of recurring events.

The experimental results from this section demonstrate that the greedy method of the

EIA can perform rather well if there are few or no non-recurring events and if the problem

remains stable. This is evident in the positive mean levels of improvement in the random

experiments in Tables 8.2 and 8.3, and in the large efficiency improvements in the ELES

potential performance gain experiments in Tables 8.4a and 8.4b. However, the EIA is

unable to guarantee that its greedy method will always provide performance efficiency

gains and in fact the evaluations exposed the risk that the EIA could in fact reduce

the performance efficiency of the advised system. This is supported by the existence of

negative minimum levels of overall improvement in the random experiments in Tables

8.2 and 8.3, and the existence of efficiency loss in the ELES risk of performance loss

experiments in Tables 8.5a and 8.5b.

The RA-EIA utilizes reflection in order to achieve greater performance efficiency gain

for the random experiments and at least comparable 1 performance efficiency gains for

the ELES experiments. Additionally, the RA-EIA accomplished this while avoiding the

1Comparable, in this context, is a consideration of a couple of factors. The most important being
that this is achieved in special circumstances where there are no non-recurring events. The strict and
inflexible adaptation of the EIA conflicts with the flexibility required for the addition of non-recurring
events. This is supported in the random results where non-recurring events are included. Another factor
is that the results of an ELES experiments represent extreme cases not representative of general behavior
and the variability between them can be quite high.
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risks associated with the greedy method of the EIA. The greater performance gain is sup-

ported by the larger mean levels of improvement in the random experiments in Tables

8.2 and 8.3. Additionally, these performance gains were accomplished with only positive

minimum levels of overall improvement even with non-recurring events. In the ELES

performance efficiency gain experiments in Tables 8.4a and 8.4b the RA-EIA showed a

comparable1 level of improvement. In contrast to the EIA, the ELES risk of perfor-

mance loss experiments in Tables 8.5a and 8.5b demonstrated that in the absence of

non-recurring events the RA-EIA could avoid any performance efficiency loss.

It is important to note a few important differences between the two advisors beyond

the level of performance efficiency change they achieved.

Most importantly, the RA-EIA generally advises fewer exception rules than the EIA.

This is a result of the accumulation of only those exception rules that improve the mean

level performance efficiency. Exception rules represent adaptations to improve the sys-

tems performance based on the set of recurring events, however they are also infringe-

ments on the flexibility of the base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system as they

instruct it to behave in a particular manner. Despite being designed to have as minimal

impact as possible, each exception rule represents a risk in the system. This risk will be

explored in the following section which considers the existence of a malicious adversary.

Additionally, the RA-EIA requires a singular consultation to determine a complete

set of exception rule advice for a determined set of recurring events. The EIA requires

multiple consultations and advised exception rules to reach the same point. Each of these

many interactions requires the opportunity to communicate with the system. Similarly,

the EIA’s lack of forecasting when providing exception rules requires the EIA to continue

frequently interacting in the future so that it can notice a change in the set of recurring

events and change its advised adaptations. The RA-EIA reduces the requirement for this

form of monitoring by advising a set of risk-averse exception rules that can be relied to

introduce few problems if the problem changes in the future.

However, this singular consultation of the RA-EIA does take a longer period of time

1See footnote 1.
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than for the EIA. The EIA essentially returns the first derived exception rule, while

the RA-EIA performs the process of deriving a complete set of exception rules under

MCS risk assessment. For the complexity of problems in these experimental series this is

accomplished within a matter of a few minutes for even 8R4N . As mentioned, the upper

limit of the sample size for MCS may be used to control the length of length of each

assessMCS sub-action invocation. However, the total length of derivation is also based

on the number of times a new rule is accumulated, resetting the rule derivators to look

at the first difference again.

Overall, the RA-EIA successfully assesses and manages the risks of the quantity and

quality of advised exception rules. The RA-EIA avoids that danger of decreasing perfor-

mance efficiency while reliably increasing the performance efficiency with a minimal ef-

fective set of adaptations. The result is that the RA-EIA can be trusted to autonomously

manage the adaptations made to the base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system.

8.4 Extent of Risk Evaluations

This section compares the performance of the two advisor concepts under the considera-

tion that there exists a malicious adversary. This malicious adversary can be considered

either an entity purposely attempting to interfere with the problem encountered by the

system to create performance inefficiency, or simply as unfortunate circumstance which

accomplishes a comparable result. To begin, in order to establish the existence of this

performance inefficiency the RA-EIA will only use the assessMCS sub-action. After-

ward, the RA-EIA will utilize both its assessMCS and assessELES sub-actions during

the derivation of exception rules in the deriveRA−EIA action to counter the previous

situations while still providing a beneficial set of adaptations.

First, to establish that there exist risks associated with the changes inherent to

dynamic PDP problems and advised exception rules, Section 8.4.1 will use ELES ex-

ploratory testing to assess the dynamic performance risk of self-adaptation. Note, only

the assessMCS sub-action is being used by the RA-EIA at this point. To start, this dy-

namic performance risk will be considered for 4R0N and 6R0N run instances under the
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circumstances that all of the recurring events can be manipulated by the adversary. Next,

the dynamic performance risk for 4R2N and 6R2N run instances given the limitation

that the adversary can only manipulate the non-recurring events will be examined.

Second, in Section 8.4.2, an example from each of the 6R0N unlimited and 6R2N

limited dynamic performance risk experimental series from the previous section will be

examined with the RA-EIA using both the assessMCS and assessELES sub-actions. The

use of the assessELES sub-action results in each of these simulations requiring multiple

runs of the ELES exploratory tester. Resultantly, each example requires a comparable

amount of time to the experimental series in the first section.

Lastly, Section 8.4.3 discusses the importance of the results from this section.

8.4.1 ELES Dynamic Performance Risk Experiments

This section uses ELES exploratory testing to establish the existence and extent of the

risk that exception rules represent when the PDP problem is dynamic and the encoun-

tered run instance changes. The RA-EIA does not use the assessELES sub-action during

the derivation of exception rules in these experiments. The goal of these results is to

establish that, although the assessMCS allows the RA-EIA to assess the variability of

risk, it does not enable the assessment of the extent of risk. The RA-EIA does limit the

quantity of exception rules which limits the number of adaptations that may be exploited

by an adversary or unfortunate circumstance, but it is still possible to manipulate the

remaining adaptations.

There are two experimental series in this section. The first examines the dynamic

risk to performance efficiency for 4R0N and 6R0N run instances where the adversary

has unlimited freedom to manipulate all the recurring events. The second examines

the dynamic risk to performance efficiency for 4R2N and 6R2N run instances where

the adversary is limited to the capability of manipulating only the non-recurring events.

This second examination is a more reasonable expectation given that the generators of

the recurring exception rules may usually be trusted.

As in previous experimental series, each contains twenty experiments, ten for the 4R
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and ten for 6R. Of each ten, five are for the EIA and five are for the RA-EIA. Each

experiment consists of a single run of an ELES exploratory test that produces an example

pair of run instances. This pair is an example of the extent of performance efficiency

loss for the system as the result of adapting to the first run instance then subsequently

encountering the following run instance and solving it inefficiently as a result of the

previous adaptations. See Section 5.4 for specific details. The purpose of the experiment

is to find example pairs of run instances that maximize the fitness function fitbreak.

The produced run instances were simulated five times by each of the EIA and RA-EIA

and the results averaged. The provided charts report the results of these simulations for

the second inefficiently solved run instance of each example pair. Reported is the default

baseline efficiency that the system would have regularly achieved, along with the level

to which the EIA and RA-EIA increased this inefficiency as the result of adapting to

the first run instance. Note that the most fit examples will be ones where the default

baseline inefficiency would have been low and the advisor increases the inefficiency. Note

that 0% represents reaching the optimal solution. As stated before, the min and max

number of exception rules created are reported along with the number of exception rules

created by each of the EIA and RA-EIA. The charts are structured the same as the ones

given in the previous experiments except that the bar represents the level to which the

EIA and RA-EIA reduced the efficiency.

ELES Dynamic Risk (unlimited) Experiments

This experimental series examines the dynamic performance risk under the existence

of an unlimited adversary for 4R0N and 6R0N run instances. The results depicted in

Tables 8.6a and 8.6b support the claim that exception rules can be manipulated by an

adversary to produce inefficiency in the advised system. Despite, the fewer adaptations

advised by the RA-EIA a suitably intelligent adversary such as the ELES exploratory

search may still manipulate the remaining exception rules.
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Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 116% 382% 116% 4 6 6.0 4.0

2 86% 341% 341% 4 6 6.0 4.0

3 70% 207% 207% 4 5 5.0 4.0

4 78% 251% 251% 2 7 7.0 2.0

5 60% 100% 132% 3 5 5.0 3.0

RA-EIA

1 32% 243% 243% 4 4 4.0 4.0

2 37% 62% 85% 2 5 5.0 2.0

3 117% 117% 298% 2 2 2.0 2.0

4 24% 67% 108% 2 4 2.8 3.6

5 41% 102% 116% 3 4 3.2 3.4

(a) 4R0N

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 25% 49% 32% 3 8 6.4 3.2

2 45% 57% 51% 5 7 6.2 5.0

3 43% 124% 63% 3 7 7.0 4.4

4 47% 164% 77% 5 8 7.2 5.2

5 55% 121% 118% 6 8 7.6 6.2

RA-EIA

1 41% 153% 118% 3 7 6.8 4.2

2 47% 90% 115% 2 8 7.6 2.6

3 45% 98% 98% 1 7 6.4 2.8

4 39% 76% 91% 3 9 9.0 4.0

5 86% 118% 119% 2 8 7.2 3.4

(b) 6R0N

Table 8.6: ELES Dynamic Performance Risk (unlimited)

On average the adversary was able to achieve a reduction in performance efficiency

from ∼70% to ∼190% for 4R0N and ∼50% to ∼80% for 6R0N . The normalization of the

efficiency by the optimal solution helps reduce the percentage valuation of inefficiency

for 6R0N as each additional event offsets the performance efficiency losses for those that

are exploited. The results from Tables 8.6a and 8.6b are depicted in Figures 8.10 and

8.11.

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.10: 4R0N Dynamic Performance Risk (unlimited)
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(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.11: 6R0N Dynamic Performance Risk (unlimited)

ELES Dynamic Risk (limited) Experiments

This experimental series examines the dynamic performance risk under the existence of

a limited adversary for 4R2N and 6R2N run instances. The results depicted in Tables

8.7a and 8.7b demonstrate that even if the adversary is unable to manipulate the core set

of recurring events, that properly targeted manipulation of non-recurring events can still

exploit advised exception rules. Despite, the fewer adaptations advised by the RA-EIA,

a suitably intelligent adversary such as the ELES exploratory search may still manipulate

the remaining exception rules.

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 15% 102% 29% 1 5 5.0 1.0

2 29% 86% 66% 2 5 5.0 2.0

3 56% 134% 71% 2 5 5.0 2.0

4 36% 164% 43% 1 4 4.0 1.0

5 79% 156% 85% 3 4 4.0 3.0

RA-EIA

1 56% 137% 145% 3 5 5.0 3.0

2 24% 57% 100% 2 5 5.0 2.0

3 72% 112% 87% 1 2 1.2 1.0

4 46% 106% 209% 3 5 5.0 3.0

5 78% 57% 152% 1 5 5.0 1.0

(a) 4R2N

Test Performance Inefficiency Exception Rules

Advisor Series Baseline EIA RA-EIA Min Max EIA RA-EIA

EIA

1 42% 104% 53% 3 7 7.0 3.0

2 22% 79% 27% 1 7 7.0 1.0

3 19% 92% 39% 3 6 6.0 3.0

4 13% 47% 13% 0 7 7.0 0.0

5 33% 96% 46% 2 5 5.0 2.0

RA-EIA

1 43% 68% 111% 3 6 6.0 3.0

2 11% 29% 55% 1 10 10.0 1.0

3 37% 23% 98% 4 7 7.0 4.0

4 24% 43% 62% 5 7 7.0 5.0

5 39% 46% 128% 2 7 7.0 2.0

(b) 6R2N

Table 8.7: ELES Dynamic Performance Risk (limited)
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On average the adversary was able to achieve a reduction in performance efficiency

from ∼50% to ∼100% for 4R2N and ∼30% to ∼60% for 6R2N . Again, the normaliza-

tion of the efficiency by the optimal solution helps reduce the percentage valuation of

inefficiency for 6R2N as each additional event offsets the performance efficiency losses for

those that are exploited. The results from Tables 8.7a and 8.7b are depicted in Figures

8.12 and 8.13.

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.12: 4R2N Dynamic Performance Risk (limited)

(a) Performance Efficiency (b) Exception Rules

Figure 8.13: 6R2N Dynamic Performance Risk (limited)

For the following section a single run instance pair will be selected from each of the
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6R0N and 6R2N experimental series where the RA-EIA’s advised exception rules were

exploited. This example run instance will be simulated with the assessELES sub-action

enabled to assess and avoid advising exception rules that exceed a chosen threshold for

the extent of acceptable risk.

8.4.2 Managing Dynamic Performance Risk Examples

This section consists of a description and summary of two example run instance pairs

discovered by the experimental series in the previous section. These run instance pairs

are examples of situations in which the RA-EIA advised exception rules that successfully

improved the performance efficiency of the advised system for the first run instance riadapt

of each pair, but consequently reduced the performance efficiency of the system for the

second run instance ribreak of each pair. This decrease in performance efficiency is the

consequence of the dynamic change between the two run instances in the pair.

The RA-EIA in the previous section advised its original chosen exception rules to

adapt the system using only the assessMCS sub-action. In this section the RA-EIA uses

the assessELES sub-action, in addition to the assessMCS sub-action, to determine the

extent of risk represented by proposed exception rules, so that it can eliminate exception

rules that have a high risk to result in performance inefficiency given a dynamic change

in the encountered run instance. The result is that the RA-EIA is able to assess the

likelihood that a manipulated run instance, such as the second run instance of each pair,

is solved inefficiently if a certain exception rule is accumulated and consequently can

avoid advising it. The level of what is acceptable dynamic inefficiency is set as an upper

threshold so that the RA-EIA will still advise exception rules that remain beneath it and

improve the performance efficiency for the first run instance of each pair.

There are two examples run instance pairs described in this section. One of the run

instance pairs is the example produced for the 6R0N experimental series of RA-EIA 2,

and the other is the example produced for the 6R2N experimental series of RA-EIA 3. In

the 6R0N example the adversary has unlimited freedom to manipulate all the recurring

events. In the 6R2N example the adversary is limited to the capability of manipulate
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only the non-recurring events. This second examination is a more reasonable expectation

given that the generators of the recurring exception rules may usually be trusted. For

each example the assessELES action is limited to explore the extent of risk within the

level of ability the adversary is allowed to manipulate the second run instance of the pair.

The original results of the RA-EIA, where it only utilized the assessMCS sub-action, will

be compared and contrasted with those where the RA-EIA utilized the assessELES to

assess the extent of risk.

Note, the assessELES sub-action within the RA-EIA uses the same parameters as the

ELES experiments used to discover the example. This was chosen to allow the assessELES

sub-action an equal chance at determining the extent of emergent misbehavior. However,

this is not necessarily required, much of the evidence from the assessELES sub-action’s

logs shows that the majority of its searches require much fewer GA generations before

the fitness of the best individual found plateaus. For future work it would be useful

to complete an exploration of how far the length of the assessELES sub-action’s ELES

search can be reduced before it negatively impacts the system’s capability to assess the

extent of risk.

ELES 6R0N Dynamic Risk (unlimited) Example

Table 8.8 provides a summary of the simulation of the 6R0N example with only the

assessMCS sub-action and with both the assessMCS and assessELES sub-actions. Note

that the chosen threshold yythreshold for assessELES was ythreshold = 1.00. This threshold

was chosen based on the examination of the results of the experiment that produced the

example. It just below the performance inefficiency the example originally produced, the

goal being to allow some adaptations, but hopefully prevent those that produced the full

extent of the exposed level of emergent misbehavior.
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assessMCS Only Both

Distance riadapt ribreak riadapt ribreak

Optimal 69.94112 41.21320 69.94112 41.21320

Base 95.39699 60.76956 95.39699 60.76956

Advised 78.08327 97.88229 82.32592 82.56857

Inefficiency riadapt ribreak riadapt ribreak

Base 36% 47% 36% 47%

Advised 12% 138% 18% 100%

(+/-) -24% +91% -18% +53%

Table 8.8: Summary Comparison of RA-EIA for 6R0N Example

Without the assistance of the assessELES sub-action to assess the extent of risk of its

advised exception rules the RA-EIA improved riadapt 24%, however this resulted in a 91%

loss when the run instance changed to ribreak. With the assessELES sub-action the RA-

EIA identified an exception rule that resulted in high extent of losses if manipulated by an

adversary and eliminated it from consideration resulting in a slightly lower improvement

of 18% for riadapt, but successfully reduced the extent of loss to 53% for ribreak.

The process of the RA-EIA’s derivations of rules in deriveRA−EIA, with and without

the assessELES sub-action, are described and may be compared between Tables 8.9 and

8.10. What can be noted is that, of the six exception rules considered in the deriva-

tions, the RA-EIA identified and eliminated rule one with assessELES whenever it was

proposed. This elimination also meant that when rule six was proposed it no longer

improved the system’s overall efficiency and was not accumulated. Resultantly, without

the assessELES sub-action the RA-EIA advised the set {1, 2, 5, 6} of rules and advised

the set {2, 5} with it.
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rules accumulated rules derived after assessELES after assessMCS action

{} {1,2} N/A {1} accumulate 1

{1} {2} N/A {2} accumulate 2

{1,2} {3} N/A {} none

{1,2} {4} N/A {} none

{1,2} {5} N/A {5} accumulate 5

{1,2,5} {3} N/A {} none

{1,2,5} {4} N/A {} none

{1,2,5} {6} N/A {6} accumulate 6

{1,2,5,6} {3} N/A {} none

{1,2,5,6} {4} N/A {} none

{1,2,5,6} {} N/A {} complete

Table 8.9: Description of 6R0N Example Derivation without ELES

rules accumulated rules derived after assessELES after assessMCS action

{} {1,2} {2} {2} accumulate 2

{2} {1} {} {} none

{2} {3} {3} {} none

{2} {4} {4} {} none

{2} {5} {5} {5} accumulate 5

{2,5} {1} {} {} none

{2,5} {3} {3} {} none

{2,5} {4} {4} {} none

{2,5} {6} {6} {} none

{2,5} {} {} {} complete

Table 8.10: Description of 6R0N Example Derivation with ELES

ELES 6R2N Dynamic Risk (limited) Example

Table 8.11 provides a summary of the simulation of the 6R2N example with only the

assessMCS sub-action and with both the assessMCS and assessELES sub-actions. Note
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that the chosen threshold ythreshold for assessELES was ythreshold = 0.75. This threshold

was chosen in the same manner as the one for the previous example.

assessMCS Only Both

Distance riadapt ribreak riadapt ribreak

Optimal 50.38477 67.11269 50.38477 67.11269

Base 76.18379 91.59800 76.18379 91.59800

Advised 60.87007 128.95338 62.28429 89.59800

Inefficiency riadapt ribreak riadapt ribreak

Base 51% 36% 51% 36%

Advised 21% 92% 24% 34%

(+/-) -30% +56% -27% -2%

Table 8.11: Summary Comparison of RA-EIA for 6R2N Example

Without the assistance of the assessELES sub-action to assess the extent of risk of its

advised exception rules the RA-EIA improved riadapt 30%, however this resulted in a 56%

loss when the run instance changed to ribreak. With the assessELES sub-action the RA-

EIA identified an exception rule that resulted in high extent of losses if manipulated by an

adversary and eliminated it from consideration resulting in a slightly lower improvement

of 27% for riadapt, but successfully eliminated the efficiency loss for ribreak.

The process of the RA-EIA’s derivations of rules in deriveRA−EIA, with and without

the assessELES sub-action, are described and may be compared between Tables 8.12 and

8.13. What can be noted is that, of the six exception rules considered in the deriva-

tions, the RA-EIA identified and eliminated rule one with assessELES whenever it was

proposed. Resultantly, without the assessELES sub-action the RA-EIA advised the set

{1, 2, 4, 6} of rules and advised the set {2, 4, 6} with it.
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rules accumulated rules derived after assessELES after assessMCS action

{} {1,2} N/A {1} accumulate 1

{1} {2} N/A {} none

{1} {3,4} N/A {4} accumulate 4

{1,4} {2} N/A {2} accumulate 2

{1,2,4} {3} N/A {} none

{1,2,4} {5} N/A {} none

{1,2,4} {6} N/A {6} accumulate 6

{1,2,4,6} {3} N/A {} none

{1,2,4,6} {5} N/A {} none

{1,2,4,6} {} N/A {} complete

Table 8.12: Description of 6R2N Example Derivation without ELES

rules accumulated rules derived after assessELES after assessMCS action

{} {1,2} {2} {} none

{} {3,4} {3,4} {4} accumulate 4

{4} {1,2} {2} {2} accumulate 2

{2,4} {1,3} {} {} none

{2,4} {5} {5} {} none

{2,4} {6} {6} {6} accumulate 6

{2,4,6} {1,3} {} {} none

{2,4,6} {5} {5} {} none

{2,4,6} {} {} {} complete

Table 8.13: Description of 6R2N Example Derivation with ELES

8.4.3 Discussion of Results

In this section the ability of the RA-EIA to assess and manage the risks of advised

exception rules given the existence of a malicious adversary was examined. The experi-

mental results from this section demonstrate that, without the assessELES sub-action to
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determine the extent of risk, the RA-EIA is vulnerable to having the exception rules it

advises be exploited. This is made more difficult by the fewer exception rules advised by

the RA-EIA, yet a determined adversary is still able to exploit the exception rules that

remain. This is evident in Tables 8.6a, 8.6b, 8.7a, and 8.7b.

However, with the addition of the assessELES sub-action the RA-EIA is able to

assess and manage the extent of risk represented by a proposed set of exception rules.

The result is a set of exception rules that have been assessed to provide a positive gain

in performance efficiency improvement relative to the expected future run instances via

the assessMCS sub-action, but are limited, through the assessELES sub-action, to those

that are difficult for a malicious adversary to exploit. This is demonstrated in the results

of Tables 8.8 and 8.11.

It is important to note that the consultation of the RA-EIA with both assessELES

and assessMCS sub-action will take a significantly longer time than that of the EIA or

even the RA-EIA with only assessMCS sub-action. Each call of the assessELES sub-

action in these experiments was almost the same as a single experiment in the ELES

experimental series, lasting about half of an hour. The complete running time of an

example took a matter of a ∼44 hours. This is a consequence of using the assessELES

action multiple times, in order to take the maximum of the combined results. As noted

at the beginning of this experimental section, there is evidence that the length of each

run and the number of times assessELES is called to determine the max has the ability

to be reduced. However, this was not explored or taken advantage of in this thesis.

Overall, the RA-EIA successfully assesses and manages both the variability of risk and

extent of the risk of advised exception rules. The RA-EIA avoids the danger of a large

decrease in performance efficiency due to exploitation by a malicious adversary, while

reliably increasing the performance efficiency with a minimal effective set of adaptations.

Consequently, the RA-EIA maintains the extent of risk below the chosen threshold. The

result is that the RA-EIA can be trusted to autonomously manage the adaptations made

to the base self-organizing emergent multi-agent system. On the other hand, the EIA

has no such capability and is vulnerable if such a malicious adversary exists.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

When examining contemporary information technology systems it can be appreciated

that there exists the important challenge of tackling increasing system complexity, while

correspondingly reducing operational expenditures and total cost of ownership. Addition-

ally, dynamic problems, where the problem is revealed over time during operation and

must be solved in real-time, a solution that is highly flexible is required. Self-organizing

systems, through their beneficial self-* properties, have demonstrated the ability to utilize

the behavior emerging from the local interactions of agents to produce a highly flexible

global solution to a given problem.

However, the emergent behavior of a self-organizing system, when encountering dy-

namic problems, is not always beneficial. Unwanted emergent behavior, such as per-

formance inefficiency, also accompanies implementations of self-organizing emergent sys-

tems. For many industrial applications, such as logistics, it is desirable to ensure a certain

level of performance efficiency. Typical self-adaptation additions, such as those found in

control theory, rely on a centralized controller to monitor and adjust the system. Yet this

centralized controller represents an infringement on the flexibility of the self-organizing

emergent system required for dynamic problems.

The EIA agent is a special self-adaptation consultation agent, that can be added to a

self-organizing emergent multi-agent system in order to improve its efficiency. The EIA

collects the local histories of agents and derives nonintrusive advice in the form of rules

designed to improve the collective efficiency of a self-organizing system with minimal

impact to flexibility. The ability to derive this advice is based on the assumption that

the problem contains recurring characteristics and the modifiability of agents to accept

exception rule advice. However, the existing complexity of the underlying self-organizing

emergent multi-agent system is consequently multiplied by the addition of the EIA and

the variety of adaptations it may apply.
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In order for self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent system to be imple-

mented beyond research sandboxes for real world applications, the owners of such system

must be assured that the performance risks of the system are properly understood and

handled. More specifically, the goal is to assess and manage the performance efficiency

risks of the advised multi-agent system such that it can be trusted for reliable and efficient

independent operation. Although many forms of reliability concerns can be addressed

through the self-* properties of self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems, the more

elusive problem is the risk of emergent misbehavior. This difficulty is only increased by

the further uncertainties caused by the addition of EIA-proposed self-adaptations. Self-

adaptation can increase performance efficiency, but also introduces the risk of emergent

misbehavior if not properly managed.

To enable trustworthy automation of risk management, this thesis targeted two prob-

lems related to the assessment of the risks of emergent misbehavior. First, the problem

of reducing the frequency of expected emergent misbehavior was tackled. This was ac-

complished, under the challenge of accounting for the variability of system performance,

by utilizing the approach of MCS to assess the expected risk of emergent misbehavior.

Second, the problem of reducing the extent of the severity of emergent misbehavior was

taken on. This was achieved, under the challenge of addressing the size of the search

space for worst-case risk, through ELES which enables the assessment of the extent of

the severity of emergent misbehavior.

The combination of the solutions to these two problems within the RA-EIA results

in a risk-aware variant of the EIA concept, capable of accounting for the impact of

proposed adaptations on the emergent behavior of the system. This allows the RA-EIA to

reflect on future consequences when consulted and provide a minimal, yet effective, set of

adaptations. As a result, the RA-EIA avoids intrusive interference and the introduction of

limitations to the beneficial self-organizing properties, such as flexibility and autonomy,

of the online multi-agent system solution. The goal is to provide the benefits of an

offline centralized risk-aware consideration of efficiency improvement through adaptations

advised when consulted. Such an advised self-organizing emergent multi-agent system
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is capable of long-term independent operational efficiency, countering the challenge of

limited system controllability.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the developed RA-EIA, we instantiated the ap-

proach using only MCS in the absence of a malicious adversary, and the approach using

both MCS and ELES with the threat of such an adversary. In the experimental evalua-

tions these instantiations were compared and contrasted against the original EIA concept

for a self-organizing emergent multi-agent system that provides a solution to dynamic

PDP. The original EIA concept demonstrated that it was capable of advising adaptations

that reduced performance and was vulnerable to exploitation by a malicious adversary.

On the other hand, the reflective risk assessment and management during derivation of

adaptations allowed the RA-EIA to reliably improve the overall efficiency of the advised

multi-agent system using MCS and avoid exploitation by a malicious adversary via ELES.

Development in any field as complicated as self-adapting self-organizing emergent

multi-agent systems is never completely finished, especially when it is so closely related

to the challenges encountered in artificial intelligence. There is always the potential

for further improvements to an existing system, simply addressing the same problem

but with different requirements, or diverging from current research with a novel idea

or application. The following summarizes a selection of possible routes of continuing

research for the existing work, as well as tangential considerations.

Initial considerations for future work stem, of course, from the currently developed

system. Many different forms of EIA exception rule adaptations have been proposed, but

they have yet to be implemented and their utility assessed. The relative risks and gains

represented by varying rule types, with differing methods of achieving the same goal,

may be examined. Similarly, there are other types of system goals beyond performance

efficiency, such as security and robustness against failure, which the developments in this

thesis do not address. A comparison of the risks of a broad combination of exception

rules and design goals would serve system developers in determining what approaches

best satisfy their requirements.

The derivation of exception rule adaptations in this thesis was undertaken in a rather
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straightforward and at times simplistic method which has many similarities to hill-

climbing. The set of adaptations was compiled by iteratively accumulating rules that

progressively improved on the already achieved standard of performance. It would be

desirable to overcome the handicaps of this type of rule derivation in order that the

search space of possible rules could be explored properly. However, given the associated

cost of assessing sets of proposed rules, an approach that does not properly limit the

considered exception rules risks the possibility of being overwhelmed when attempting

to assess increased numbers of proposed rules. A method of search that limits considered

possibilities without resorting to the simplicity of hill-climbing is the desired goal.

Of particular interest is the tangential consideration of proper initial risk-aware design

of self-adapting self-organizing emergent multi-agent systems, such that they are effective

and without excessive emergent misbehavior risks. This design should be accomplished

before a component such as the RA-EIA is applied to assess and manage the remaining

risk. It is hardly worth risk assessment and management for a system that is dangerously

susceptible to inefficient behavior. Therefore, it is desirable to consider utilizing the ELES

method to achieve test driven development during the design of the system beforehand.

The ELES method is realized as a form of exploratory testing, designed to tackle

the difficulty of the overwhelming and unpredictable search space that is created by the

dynamic nature of the problem and the emergent behavior of the adaptable tested sys-

tem. The development of the ELES method was initially proposed as a means to assess

the performance of the tested system in order to establish the danger represented by

self-adaptation. Test driven development is achievable through the utilization of ELES

within the feedback cycle of development by: using ELES to assess the extent of misbe-

havior, examining the produced examples for inefficiencies, determining adjustments and

improvements to counter the examples, and iterating the cycle to reassess misbehavior.

The key benefit of this method is the automated nature of the process. Given the

knowledge of the problem characteristics, and a metric of performance efficiency, the

ELES instantiation needs only to be created once. Although the ELES method requires

time to complete a designated search, the process is automated and completed indepen-
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dently. The menial portions of the exploratory tester’s role is automated, allowing the

focus to be on the more important task of determining the root causes and potential

solutions to discovered emergent misbehaviors. In some respect, the ELES method has

already been influential in providing important insights during the design of the instan-

tiated system used in this thesis. However, a more formal exploration of the utility of

this method during system design, along with its strengths and weaknesses, would allow

it to be properly understood.
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